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Cover: Drilling and mucking in a stope in the Junction Mine 1917.

A machine man is running a drifter style rock drill on a bar and column setup by the light of a stope lamp. Leaning against the right rib is a set of integral drill steels with several hand tools nearby, including the ubiquitous Prince Albert tobacco can, now filled with grease to lubricate the machine.

Nearby is shoveler or mucker cleaning up the remnants of the previous blast, while behind him are the other tools he needed for this chore, a pick to level the bottom and a double jack type hammer to break oversized boulders.
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"We mined more tons with a sandwich and cup of coffee in our hands at lunch, than we ever did with a pick and shovel in the stopes."

Charles Keeler, 1950

Charles Keeler, my maternal grandfather, worked at Bisbee from 1883 until 1945. With the above comment, he was recounting some of his mining experiences to me and to his two sons, Charlie and Dan, both of whom were working as miners, underground in the nearby, Cole Mine at the time. It was he who instilled in me a love of Bisbee minerals and inspired me to pursue a career in mining, thus, following in his honorable, steady footsteps. A few years later, I too was working underground, as a miner, in some of the same mines he had labored. I was the third and last generation of my family to do so at Bisbee, as it closed in 1975. Yet my own sons, Douglas and Richard both worked in other mines early in their careers. The tradition has continued.
FORWARD

Every occupation has its own, often distinct, terminology and mining is no exception. While many of the terms were used throughout the U. S. mining industry of the time, their use at Bisbee may have varied, perhaps substantially, as it was common for words to evolve in meaning at a locality to reflect the actual application.

Following is a glossary of the mining and mining related terms as used at Bisbee over the years. In some instances, Spanish terms have been included in the English section as they were an important part of the vocabulary of the mineworkers, irrespective of ethnicity or primary language. A separate section with the majority of the commonly used Spanish terms follows the English section for easy reference.

The sources of these definitions are varied. The authors defined most with the kind assistance of others who worked in the mines at Bisbee, most notable the former miners who are now guides at the Queen Mine Tours. The voluminous literature on mining at Bisbee was extensively reviewed and has served as a source of some of the terms as well as their definitions. The more important of the references consulted are listed at the end of this document.

However, the majority of the terms defined are done so using a more or less contemporary meaning, that is, as they were typically used after 1915. This is simply because few who worked before this time were still in the mines when I entered them as a mucker in 1960. Thus, there is clearly the opportunity for additions and it is hoped that others with experience in Bisbee’s mines will add to this effort and help make it a more complete document.

As the reader will note, no effort has been made to be gender neutral in these terms, as this was a male only industry until the very end. The sole exception was the General Office where a few women were employed as clerical and administrative staff. There were never any female employees in any of the mines or as a part of the technical staff, even during the days of World War II when women entered the work force of other mines. This was absolutely a function of both the temper of the times and the very difficult nature of the labor in the mines as a whole.

Jack Riddle, former underground mine superintendent at Bisbee, was kind enough to review this work and make important corrections as well as additions, all of which greatly enhanced the document’s quality and completeness.
ABRIGO — A reference to the Cambrian age, Abrigo limestone rock unit, which was the lowest, productive unit in the underground mines at Bisbee.

A-CAR — Typical, rectangular, end dump, mine car. It was fitted with a turntable for side dumping and held approximately one ton. Often, a chain with a grab link hung from each corner. See also end dump

ACID MINE WATER — Mine water that contains free sulfuric acid, mainly due to the oxidation of pyrite and other associated sulfides. This was very corrosive and damaged or destroyed a good many pumps, pipelines, track and equipment. This common and troublesome water was also commonly called “copper water” as it typically contained copper or “acid water” as it was low pH in nature.
Accident Call — The emergency call rang on the call bell in the case of an accident requiring immediate medical attention. The call was seven bells followed by the number and sequence of bells used to designate the level. The cager would respond immediately to this signal and the cage sent to the level to stay while the gravity of the accident was evaluated.

Accident Call from a Bell Chart.

Adit — A horizontal or nearly horizontal passage driven from the surface for the working or dewatering of a mine. If driven through the hill or mountain to the surface on the opposite side, it would be a tunnel. The Queen Tunnel is actually an adit, while the Higgins Tunnel is actually a tunnel as it passes through the hill and daylights in Uncle Sam Gulch.

Advance Per Round — The length measured along the longitudinal axis of the working, tunnel, or stope, of the hollow space broken out by each round or blast. For raises, it is upward advance; for sunk shafts or winzes, downward advance.

Aerial Tramway — A system for the transportation of material, such as ore or rock, in buckets suspended from pulleys or grooved wheels that run on a cable, usually stationary. The Shattuck mine was the only mine at Bisbee to use a tramway. Ore was transported down in the buckets while supplies and materials such as timber were sent up. Men also rode in the buckets to reach the mine, but it was practice not necessarily approved by management because of the safety concerns. Also, called simply a tramway.

Aerial Tramway Car and Tower from Shattuck Mine.
**Air** — Almost always refers to compressed air, but on occasion used to refer to the atmosphere as in “bad air.”

**Air Door** — A door erected in a crosscut to prevent the passage of air and thus control ventilation. These were opened by pushing an arm connected to a cable, which activated a pneumatic cylinder. These were usually built-in pairs to provide an airlock with only one door to be open at a time. There was sufficient space between doors to accommodate a motor and, usual, a number of mine cars. Manual doors were also commonly used in areas where motors were not in use such as hand tramming and mule haulage as well as areas of the mine, which were not active.

![Air Door in Southwest Mine, 3rd Level, 30 Crosscut](image)

**Air Hoist** — A small pneumatic hoist used in stopes and raises to hoist tools and supplies. See also tugger.

![Air Hoist being operated at a Calyx drill, C1960’s](image)
**Air Hose** — The heavy-duty hose connected to the airline then to the pneumatic equipment to be used such as a slusher, drill or mucking machine to provide compressed air to the equipment.

**Air Hose(s) hanging from the timber, Southwest Mine, 3rd level, 61 crosscut.**

**Air Line** — The steel pipeline that transports compressed air for use by the pneumatic equipment. Before the advent of mechanical ventilation, compressed air was used at many working face to cool the area as well as to bring in fresh air. The compressed air pipeline to working areas was usually a two-inch diameter pipe to provided adequate volume. These were hung with wire along crosscut walls.

**Air Line** is the lower pipe with the waterline above. Southwest Mine, 4th level
**Air Receiver** — A pressure vessel into which compressed air is discharged, to be stored, until required. This storage represents surge capacity for use during times of high demand, as most working places would be drilling at much the same...

![Air Receiver - Southwest Mine, 5th Level, at the bottom of a stope not far from the intersection of 45 Crosscut and 25 Crosscut](image)

**Air Slaking** — See Slaking

**Airleg Machine** — An early name for the jackleg rock drill. See also Jackleg

**Alteration** — Any physical or chemical change in a rock or mineral subsequent to its formation. Milder and more localized than metamorphism.

**Amogel** — A brand name for one of the dynamite-based explosives marketed by the Apache Powder Company and widely used at Bisbee.

![Amogel Explosives Package](image)

**ANFO** — An explosive material consisting of ammonium nitrate (AN) and fuel oil (FO). It is a blasting product, with approx. 94.5% industrial-grade ammonium nitrate and 5.5% No. 2 grade diesel fuel oil, for a nearly oxygen-balanced mix. It is available in bulk form for onsite mixing of the AN and FO, as was done in the Lavender Pit, or in 50-pound, premixed bags as pourable forms such as used underground at Bisbee. See also Carbamite.
ANFO LOADER — A combination of a short length of rubber hose and six-foot-long plastic tubing joined at about a 45° angle with a short, stainless steel venturi tube, which connected to compressed air. The rubber hose would be inserted into a bag of ANFO (Carbamite). A grounding wire was attached to the stainless-steel tube and was attached to a convenient rock bolt or wedges into a crack in the rock. The plastic tube was placed into the blasthole and when the compressed air was turned on, a vacuum was created, sucking the ANFO into the tubing and blowing it into the blasthole. The miner slowly withdrew the tube as the hole filled with ANFO. Also called Carbo loaders and Carbamite guns.

ANFO TRUCK — The truck, which carried ammonium nitrate (AN) and fuel oil (FO) and mixed these components, in the mine, making the blasting agent, ANFO as the material was loaded directly into the blasthole in the Lavender Pit by the truck as mixing took place.

ANGLE BRACE — In heavy ground, it was not uncommon to place a heavy timber diagonally in a timber set, extending from the top of one post at the cap to the bottom of the post opposite it in the set. This was usually a temporary measure to keep the supported post or cap from failing before it could be replaced or otherwise reinforced.
**Angle of Repose** — The maximum angle from horizontal at which a given material will rest on the surface without sliding or rolling. The slope of a mine dump is at the angle of repose for the material contained.

*Angle of Repose* is shown by the dump of the abandoned, Lake Superior & Pittsburg #3 Shaft c-1960’s

**Animal Tramming** — A generic term used to describe tramming with the use of either a mule or horse. In Bisbee, only mules were employed for tramming underground and these were far more efficient than the earlier hand tramming.

*Animal Tramming* c-1908
**Apache Powder** 1). A explosives company created by Phelps Dodge and other mining companies to reduce the price of dynamite. Construction of the explosives plant at Curtiss, Arizona (near Benson) began in 1920 and by 1922 it was producing dynamite. After 1922, Apache powder was the dominate brand used in the mines in Bisbee. In the 1950s, Apache powder introduced Carbamite a variety of ANFO. Although, the use of carbamite was popular in Bisbee, it did not entirely replace the use of dynamite. Carbamite was not ideally suited for wet blast holes as the Ammonium Nitrate component is readily soluble in water. 2). A general term used for dynamite and much like the terms Giant powder and Hercules powder the actual dynamite being referred too may have not actually been manufactured by Apache Powder Company.

![Apache Powder boxes in 10 crosscut, 6th level Southwest Mine](image)

**Apex** — The top or terminal edge of a vein or a formation containing an ore deposit, on surface or at its nearest point to the surface.

**Arm** — The horizontal bar in a column drill setup, upon which is mounted saddle, which holds the rock drill. Also, most frequently called a bar. See Also Bar

**Assay** — 1). To analyze the proportions of metals in a sample. 2). The term “assay” is also used to refer to the contained metal of interest.

**Assay Office** — A laboratory for examining ores, usually copper, gold and silver ores, in order to determine their economic value.
Auger – A helical (screwlike) tool operated by hand, for drilling holes in soft material for blasting. Many of the soft oxide ores at Bisbee were drill using an auger, and then lightly blasted.

Azurite – A blue carbonate of copper, which was sufficiently abundant at Bisbee to be an important ore mineral. Because of its striking beauty and exceptional quality, it was very much coveted as a collector mineral and the miners at Bisbee removed many thousands of fine azurite specimens, which are now in collections worldwide.
Azurite from the Sacramento Mine

B. O. — Acronym for “bad order” or “blown out” and used to denote out of order or malfunctioning. A defective tool or car, etc., would have “BO” written on it or tagged with a red tag as such, so that it would not be used but sent out of the mine to be repaired. See bad order.

Back — The ceiling or upper part of any underground mining opening.

Backhead — This is the rear most section of a pneumatic drill. The center of the section has a hexagonal cap that can be removed easily to change the water needle. Dry drills lacked the water needle and or the cap. Smaller machines have
a handle on this piece. This is often extended by running a long bolt, often an extra side rod through the hollow handle. The exposed parts of this long bolt are covered by pieces of air hose to give a more cushioned hand hold. On many drills the throttle is located on the backhead.

**Backhead** for a Cochise Type 36 plugger removed from a drill

**Back holes** — In a blast round, the uppermost drill holes, set to break to desired back height.

**Back lagging** — The two-inch thick wooden planks or lagging placed on top of the timber sets to prevent the back from raveling and dropping rocks into the work area.

Back lagging, Junction Mine, 770 Level, Station
**Back polling** — Running a trolley motor with trolley pole pointed in the direction the motor was moving. Trolley poles frequently jumped off the overhead trolley wire and, if pointed in the direction of movement, they would be broken by impact with the back. Thus, back polling was allowed only under special circumstances and for short distances with the motorman holding the short rope on the pole to keep it from hitting the back if it jumped the wire.

**Backup alarm** — An automatically activated safety signal on heavy equipment to indicate that it was moving in reverse to warn anyone behind as operator visibility was often limited.

**Backlash screen** — Heavy wire screening secured to the slusher stand, in front of the slusher and between the rake to protect the operator from a broken cable snapping back. Also called a safety screen.

**Bad air** — Oxygen deficient atmosphere, a not uncommon occurrence in the abandoned workings at Bisbee. It was caused by the rotting of timber and oxidation of sulfide minerals, both of which consume oxygen. Candles were commonly used when entering old workings as they would go out when the oxygen content became low, but before it became life threatening. See also damp.
Bad Air noted on a map of the 500 level of the Cole Mine near the Congdon Shaft indicating possibly no (low) oxygen and carbon monoxide and the air should be checked before trying to enter.

**Bad Order** — Out of order, malfunctioning, in need of repair. Items in need of repair were marked “BO” (bad order) with a red tag. A description of the problem and the working place were noted on the tag as well. See also B.O.

**Bail** — 1). Dewatering by using a skip to hoist water to the surface. This was necessary only once, in 1940 when both the Campbell and Junction mines were flooded almost to the 2433 level by water hit on the 2700 level Campbell. Most of a year of bailing and pumping was needed to recover the flooded portions of these mines. 2). The heavy steel handle on a sinking bucket by which it is hoisted.

**Bail** (def.2) on a sinking bucket at the top of the Wolverine interior shaft in the Higgins Mine.

**Balanced Hoisting** — Arrangement of cages or skips in mine shaft in which the hoist drum raises one and at the same time lowers the other, thus reducing power consumption because of the gravity pull on the descending unit.
**Bald** — A mine working, typically a raise that is untimbered and self-supporting. Timber is essential to create work platforms and securing ladders in raises. The timber in a bald raise was either stripped out or in an older raise has rotted and fallen out. This term is less commonly used for an untimbered drift.

**Bald Headed** — When a raise is dead ended and does not intersect another mine working. These raises were often driven for exploration or to produce backfill.

**Ballpark** — see Southwest orebody

**Ball Mill** — A steel cylinder filled with steel balls into which crushed ore is fed. The ball mill is rotated, causing the balls to cascade and grind the ore. It was a part of the mineral processing equipment in both of the concentrators at Bisbee. The discharge from the ball mill was finely ground material, which was pumped to the floatation cells for ore mineral recovery.

**Bank** — The 50-foot-high rock face left following mining by a power shovel in the Lavender Pit.

**Bank Shot** — A multi-hole blast of a 50-foot-high bench in the Lavender Pit. A typical bank shot would break thousands of tons of material at time and were set off daily at about 3:15 PM. Also called primary blast.

**Bar** — 1). A heavy, hexagonal steel rod with either pointed or flattened ends used as a pry or as a tool by miners to dislodge loose rock in back or ribs of an underground workplace. During the 1950s, aluminum bars fitted with steel points were introduced and widely used. See also scaling bar and pinch bar. 2). Also, the adjustable, horizontal steel tube which attaches to a vertical column and on which the saddle is mounted to hold a rock drill in a “bar and column” drill setup. Also called an arm.

---

**Bar (Def. 1)** A scaling bar is above a chute bar Southwest Mine, 3rd level
**Bar (def. 2)** on a column Southwest Shaft, 3rd level, Station

**Baring down** — Pryng of loose rock with a bar after blasting to prevent the danger of fall of ground.

**Barring down** loose rock at the intersection of 86 crosscut and 30 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest mine

**Barren** — Rock or an area not containing any ore minerals and therefore of no economic value.
**Barren solutions** — The solutions exiting the precipitation plant after the copper has been recovered. Generally, these solutions were returned to the leach dumps and reused.

**Base metal** — Any non-precious metal, such as copper, lead or zinc.

**Basket** — A wire mesh, pipe frame stretcher used to transport injured men from a working place was called a basket. The injured person was securely strapped into the basket and could be raised or lowered from a working place. These were carried by either two or four men. Also called a man basket.

**Bat wing set** — When a crosscut is turned off another crosscut and timbered with standard drift sets, the caps in the first set in the new crosscut are placed in the shape of an open V in relation to the existing caps. The remainder of the sets are normal, except for accommodating for the curve radius.
**Battering Ram** — A piece of 8” X 8” timber, about 10 feet long hung by a rope to a drift set cap, so that the miner can swing it back and forward and strike the end of a spiling in order to force it forward. A short jack-bar is sometimes used instead of the timber.

**Battery Station** — Battery powered locomotives obviously required the recharging of their massive lead-acid batteries. There were two types of these motors, the small, Mancha motor and a much larger, eight-ton unit, but the stations for each were fundamentally the same. Each station had two tracks with a switch to access either and one side held a charged battery in its steel housing. The motor would enter the empty track with the battery pins removed so the steel battery box could be left on a steel support structure. A plug with an extension cable then allowed the battery-less motor to back out of this track, switch to the other track, drive under the other, charged battery, connect to it, and be good to go. The motor swumper would then connect the depleted battery to the charger.

**Battery Station** A map showing the location on the 3333 level Campbell Mine

**B — Car** — These were rectangular one ton capacity cars that could be only side dumped. They were phased out of use after a couple years.
**Bean hole raise** — On occasion, it was advantageous to drive a very small raise (typically 3’ X 3’ and raw) from a stope to another opening such as to a level above for ventilation and/or for the introduction of gob. These were customarily short raises of 25 feet or less in length and stripped of the ladders and landings following completion.

![Bean Hole raise in Southwest Mine, 5th level, 55 crosscut](image)

**Bearing timber** — The large beam in a shaft set, which is used at the point where a station is cut and is parallel to the end plates in a shaft set. The top of the bearing timber is set even with the floor (track) of the station and extends several feet into the station for added support. See also shaft set

**Bear trap** — A clutch that latches onto a Scott car to secure the upended car on the cage.

![Bear trap on a cage at the Campbell Mine C-1938](image)
**Bedding** — The arrangement of a sedimentary rock in beds or layers of varying thickness and character.

**Bell chart** — These were also referred to as signal charts, but essentially were a list of all of the bell or signal combinations, as codified by the State of Arizona. Every level was listed as well as the other signals used to include the calling of a cage to a given level, blasting in a shaft, accidents, opening of air valves and the movement of the cage in the shaft. By statute, a copy was posted on every level, on the surface near the shaft and in the hoist house in clear view of the hoist engineer.

**Bells** — A gong used as a signal at mine shafts to communicate between the cagers and the hoisting engineer. At Bisbee there were shaft bells used to control the cage movement and call bell used to advise the cager of the need for a cage at a given level in the mine or at the surface. Each of the bells had a different tone, allowing the hoistman to know which had rung.
**Bell** originally from the Czar Mine hoist house

**Belly board** – More frequently referred to as loading board (see which), but as it served to protect the belly of the individual loading cars at a chute before elevated loading stands were brought into common use in the late 1920s.

**Belt** – This invariably meant a conveyor belt.

**Belt samples** – Samples of ore taken from the loading conveyors at main hoisting shafts. They are assayed to determine daily production and averaged to get a 15-day production estimate. These were compared to smelter samples and chute samples for accuracy. Different belt samples are taken for each shaft
pocket. They were sometimes called shipment samples. At mines where no conveyor was in use, these samples were taken directly from the mine cars.

**Bench** — A ledge that, in an open pit mine forms a single level of operation above which minerals or waste materials are excavated from a contiguous bank or bench face. The mineral or waste is removed in successive layers, each of which is a bench, several of which may be in operation simultaneously in different parts of, and at different elevations in, the open pit mine. Benches in the two pits at Bisbee were designated by their elevation above mean sea level. By way of example, the top bench worked in the Sacramento pit was the 5540 bench, at an elevation of about 5540 feet. Benches in the Lavender Pit were 50 feet high, while those in the Sac Pit started at 60 feet in height, but for safety reasons, were reduced to 30 feet.

**Bench track** — The panels of rail set on the open pit benches in completed sections. These were temporary in nature and usually not perfectly level or ballasted. This track was continually moved to give the steam shovel access to the broken rock and to have the railcars close to the shovel.

**Benchmark** — A known point for survey work, which is well located in terms of northing, and easting coordinates as well as elevation. The point is used to survey in blastholes and bench progress as well as to layout roads, and the like.

**Berm** — A continuous pile or mound of material placed along the edge of a roadway or dump capable of restraining the largest vehicle that would use this roadway in the event control was lost and the vehicle went off the road. This was to prevent a haul truck, for example, from going off the road and dropping down
a bench or to preclude backing off a dump. These simple berms prevented many accidents in the Lavender pit operation.

**Berm** along a haul road in the Lavender Pit

**Bird's Nest** — A name given to a type of post-mining calcite or aragonite formed by dripping, calcium carbonate rich water. The calcite or aragonite formed a flat plate with raised edges. A deeper center depression developed where the water drips impacted the floor. The depression contained rounded calcite or aragonite pebbles, kept in movement by the dripping water. These pebbles in the center depression were calcite or aragonite coated small rock fragments and resembled eggs.

**Bird's Nest** growing on the floor (track) of Southwest mine, 4th level, 59 crosscut

**Bisbee Improvement Company** — A utilities company established and owned by the Copper Queen, which was instrumental in bringing a secure supply of
potable water to Bisbee from the well fields near Naco. This company also built the first, large ice plant, which sold and delivered ice to the residences and business, essential for food preservation. This company also provided dependable natural gas services as well as early telephone services. The services developed and delivered by this company were important to the health and development of Bisbee for all of its citizens.

**Bit** — (detachable, diamond, integral, knockoff, screw-on or tri-cone) Any device that may be attached to, or is, an integral part of a drill steel or drill rod string and is used as a cutting tool to bore into or penetrate rock or other materials by utilizing power applied to the bit percussively or through rotation with pressure applied.

![Bit for a diamond drill with pieces of core.](image1)

**Bit box** — When screw on, detachable drill bits were introduced underground in 1940, they were sharpened and tempered in the blacksmith shop. A typical work place might need 20 bits per shift; some, in hard ground, could use 50 in a shift, simply to drill a round. Bit boxes were made in the tin shop of 16-gage material with a canvas strap to carry the bits to the working place and even climb with the box over the shoulder. Each box could hold about 32 bits. The bits were to be returned, when used, in the same box for re-sharpening, tempering and then, brought back to the mine. These were frequently called bit carriers.

![Bit box with bits, at the Queen Mine Tour.](image2)
**Bit Hammer** — In the late 1960s, a change was made from screw on detachable drill bits to carbide steel insert bits, which fit onto tapered drill steel. To secure these to the steel, a soft face, iron hammer was used so as not to damage the bit. This same hammer was often used to remove the bit. These bits were one use, disposable types and were not saved and resharpened, as had been true before.

![Bit Hammer at the Queen Mine Tour](image)

**Bit Knocker** — A grooved piece of steel with a soft iron hammer face and a handle attached. It is placed on a drill steel with the drill steel inside the grove, next to the rim of the knock off bit. It is then hit with a bit hammer, double jack or an axe, knocking off the bit free from the drill steel.

![Bit Knocker Southwest Shaft, 3rd level station](image)

**Bit Rack** — A small piece of used conveyer belting with usually a dozen screw mounts for drill bits attached. The bits were screwed onto the mounts and transported. This was used in an unsuccessful attempt to replace the bit boxes.
**Bit wrench** — A tool designed specifically for removing the screw-on bits from the end of a drill steel.

**Black copper** — Black copper was the term used to describe copper, which was smelted in furnaces like those at early Bisbee where the ore was shoveled in to the furnace with coke in a ratio of eight parts ore to one part coke. The bars typically were +95% copper and largely free of any deleterious impurities, but black in color. By 1893, blister copper replaced black copper as the smelter product.

**Blacksmith shop** — The mine blacksmiths at Bisbee made and repaired many of the items commonly used in the mine. Undoubtedly, though, the drilling related items were the most important of these. They made hand drill steels from stock materials, re-sharpened, and re-tempered them as needed. Later it was the conventional drill steel, which was made from stock and, here too, re-sharpened as necessary. Later, the detachable bits were sharpened and tempered as well. Picks re-sharpened, candlesticks made, chute hinges and mine car parts fabricated from steel stock, these were but a few of the many services provided.

**Blade** — 1). The business end of a bulldozer was referred to as the blade. This massive steel attachment to the dozer frame was often adjustable to one side or the other to facilitate placing material where needed. 2). A term used to refer to a road grader.
**Blast** — The ignition of heavy explosive charges in a number of closely spaced holes to break large amounts of rock for mining in the open pit. It was similarly used underground to denote the breaking of rock at the working face.

**Blasted** — 1.) Indicates an area in which explosives have been detonated. 2.) Implies the condition of an object, often timber that has been in close proximity to a detonation of explosives.

**Blasted** *(Def.2)* A 6" x 8" timber with embedded rocks thrown from a blast 3rd level Southwest Mine near Queen tunnel portal.
**Blaster** — The individual who fired the blast in both the Sacramento and Lavender pits after receiving the all-clear signal.

**Blasthole** — A drill hole in a mine that is, or is to be, filled with explosives in order to blast loose a quantity of rock for mining.

**Blast Hole (Underground)**

![Blast hole diagram](image)

**Blasting agent** — Any material consisting of a mixture of a fuel and an oxidizer, such as ammonium nitrate. See also ANFO.

**Blasting basket** — Four, oval, wire hoops welded together with two at right angles to which sticks of dynamite were tied, then wired on the end of a blasting stick and used to blast hung chutes. The blasting basket prevented the powder from actually contacting the chute lining timber, as the risk of blasting out the chute lining was very real.

**Blasting bulkhead** — In raise mining, a stout, inclined bulkhead was constructed over the manway compartment side of the raise before each blast, so that when the raise was blasted, the broken muck would flow into the chute side. After the raise had been pulled a bit, the raise crew would open a hole in the bulkhead for barring down. Then when safe, enter the raise and take the bulkhead out completely. These were also simply referred as bulkheads.
**Blasting Cap** — A detonator containing an ignition explosive mixture, a primary initiating charge, and a high-explosive base charge, encapsulated in an aluminum or copper shell. Caps are initiated either electrically or non-electrically such as by fire fuse.

**Blasting Machine** — A portable dynamo that generates enough electric current to detonate electric blasting caps when the machine rack bar or handle is given a quick, downward push. These were not widely used at Bisbee.

**Blasting out Timber** — If timber is not very well blocked in, a blast could knock it out, either partially or completely, forcing repair or replacement. This was most common in bad ground, where it was necessary to keep support timber closest to the working face, where the blast was fired. Further complicating matters, good, tight blocking in bad ground is difficult.

**Blasting stick** — These were wooden sticks 1 1/2” square by eight feet long, and used to blast down hung chutes. This was accomplished by attaching a wire
loop, basket to the stick end with a stick or two of powder, and, then, pushing the stick into the chute to the point of blockage. On occasion, several sticks would be wired together to reach higher, a risky, but not altogether uncommon practice as the longest fuse was only 10 feet in length and was lit before the several sticks could be wired together. Little time, would then, remain before the blast would go off, if more than two sticks were tied together.

**Blasting timber** — When sinking a shaft, the bottom shaft set of timber must be protected from the fly rock from the blast in the shaft bottom. A timber of equal dimension (blasting timber) was chained or tied under the wall plates, end plates and center dividers to absorb the impact of the rocks thrown by the blast just a few feet away. These were temporary in nature and removed following the blast to allow for the installation of the shaft sets.

**Block** — 1) A short piece of timber placed between the mine back or rib and the timber set. A wedge driven between the rock and the block holds the set securely in place. 2) Also, a pulley as used in a slusher setup. 3) A division of a mine level for motor haulage with access controlled by a system of red or green lights, which are changed by the motor crew as they enter or leave the area (block). 4) A part of an orebody that is going to be block caved. 5) A section of ground to be stoped.

**Block (Def. 1)** securing a drift set to the back (ceiling) of 30 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Block caving** — A general term that refers to a mass mining system where the extraction of the ore depends largely on the action of gravity. By removing a thin horizontal layer at the mining level of the ore column, using standard mining methods, the vertical support of the ore column above is removed and the ore then caves by gravity. As broken ore is removed from the mining level of the ore column, the ore above continues to break and cave by gravity. The term "block caving" originated in the porphyry copper mines, where the area to be mined was divided into rectangular blocks that were mined in a checkerboard sequence with all the ore in a block being removed before an adjacent block was mined. This technique was attempted, with limited success, at Bisbee for exploitation of the East orebody.
portion of the Sacramento Stock complex during the late 1920s and the early 1930s.

**Block Light** — The trolley motor traffic control light at the entrance to a block. These contained red and green lenses. When a motor entered the block on a green light, the motorman pulled the first cord in line to change the block lights on the entered block to red. On leaving, he would pull the first cord, which would turn all of the lights for the block to green. Early block lights were in metal containers perforated with the word “TROLLEY,” which when lit, indicated a motor in the block, but functioned in an identical manner.
**Block Light**, an early style on the Southwest Shaft, 3rd level Station.

**Bolsa** — A reference to the Cambrian age, Bolsa quartzite rock unit, which under lays the Abrigo limestone, lowest productive unit at Bisbee. While locally mineralized with pyrite, the Bolsa never contained economic quantities of ore.

**Blow out** — In open pit blasting, a blasthole too close to the bench edge or with too little burden in front of it, had the potential for much of the explosive force to blow out through the weak or under burdened side, instead of being evenly dissipated through the rock, as intended.

**Blower** — The small ventilation fans used for stopes and raises were thus labeled by the underground workers in Bisbee.

**Blower** at the collar of the Junction Shaft. Note that is being used as a suction fan drawing air out of the shaft.

**Blower stand** — The timber stand on which the small ventilation fan was mounted.

**Blowpipe** — Blowpipes were used to free sticky muck in a chute. They were made of half-inch pipe and about 6 feet in length with a 90° bend and a valve at the end where it connected to an air hose. The idea was to stick the pipe in as far as possible, turn the air on and continue to prod with the force of the compressed air
until the muck released. These worked reasonably well, but were noisy and the operator (motor swamper) would be covered with mud from the blowback. Blowpipes were also used to clean out the sticky muck that builds up in mine cars.

![Blow Pipe](image)

**Blow Pipe SouthWest Shaft, 3rd Level, Station**

**Blue Card** — If an employee was injured on the job, he was to report the injury to his boss who would give him a form printed on heavy blue paper stock (thus the name) to present to the physician at the hospital when reporting for treatment. The injured person was not permitted to return to work without receiving a release from the attending physician.

![Blue Card](image)

**Blue Card, unused, originally from Cole Mine.**

**Blue Vitriol** — The mineral chalcantite, a hydrated copper sulfate, often formed as post-mining, bright blue crust and stalactites in high sulfide areas as the copper sulfides oxidized. Many specimens of “blue vitriol” were collected by the miners, only to have them turn to a white powder after a few weeks in the dry surface air, as the water of hydration was lost.
Boiler Shop — It was in the boiler shop where most items made of steel plate, “I” beams and angle irons were constructed. All of the mine cars were made here, starting with the 3/8 plate which was cut to size, holes punched and the whole assembly riveted together on rolled angle iron and set on a frame made of I beams with wheels, painted black and sent underground. Chute doors and liners, haul truck bed liners and the lot, all came from this shop. Repair of most things steel took place here as well. All welding related task and projects were also handled by the boiler shop crews.

Bomb — To use explosives to drop a hung chute is to bomb the chute.

Bombing Chambers — see bulldozing chambers

Bonnet — A pitched covering over a mine cage, which serves as a roof to shield it from objects falling down the shaft, thereby protecting those on board. It was made of two pieces of steel, which overlapped and could be opened to allow for very long items to be placed on the cage vertically, that would otherwise not fit. Anything too long for this would be slung under the cage to be raised or lowered.

Bonus engineer — Conditions or standards for performance (advance, output) for a working place were determined by an individual from the engineering department “the bonus engineer.” Then the advance in crosscuts and raises was measured on a fortnightly basis on “measuring day” by this person. He would confirm the amount of advance, the proper alignment of the advance, placement of support systems as well as also calculate the bonus due for the work performed. Also called contract engineer.
**Bonus Hound** — A term used to refer to a miner whose every movement, and every action was focused on increasing the amount of bonus he would earn. Many of these men were very good miners and well regarded, while others were inconsiderate of others when assuring that they were first in receiving any service or supplies. Thus, the term was used in both positive and negative ways when describing a miner.

**Bonus Miner** — While most miners worked on a contract basis, a select few were called “bonus miner” recognizing their excellence and the fact they typically made a good deal of money. It was not uncommon for a good bonus miner to make substantially more than his boss, while a great bonus miner could knock down more than the General Manager. This did not really bother the bosses, as they fully understood the skill, effort and dedication involved on the part of these few superstar miners.

**Boom** — 1). Underground, a boom is a long timber stringer (beam) which is placed in a hanger and cantilevered on existing sets and with caps and lagging placed on top, to provide temporary support under which work can safely be performed. They were placed in parallel pairs and pushed ahead of established sets (boomed out), to the newly blasted ground. 2). On the underground drill jumbos, the boom was the vertically and horizontally adjustable arm on which the drill was mounted. 3). In a revolving electric shovel, an inclined steel beam hinged to the deck front and supported by heavy cables, tied to the rear structure of the shovel housing. The sticks are mounted on pinion gears on the shovel boom.

**Boom Cables** — The thick wire rope cables that held the electric shovel boom in place.

**Boom Hangers** — Heavy steel brackets hung from a timber cap to hold the boom.
**Boom out** — Pushing boom timbers ahead, toward the newly blasted face. Lagging is placed on the caps set on the booms to provide a safe place to work, by protecting the miners from any rock that might fall from the back. Post were set under the caps when the booms were fully extended and the booms removed for reuse.

**Boom spreader** — A lagging with 30” 4” X 6” bolted in the middle. They are placed onto top the booms, but underneath the tunnel cap to keep the booms apart.

**Booster** — Used as a primer to detonate a less sensitive explosive. TNT boosters were commonly used in the large diameter blastholes in the Lavender Pit to set off the ANFO charge. Underground Amogel#1 was used to detonate carbamite type anfo.

**Bootleg** — A short remnant of a drilled blasthole that remains when the force of the explosion does not break the rock completely to the bottom of the hole. These were common and ranged from just a dimple in the rock to several inches, or more deep. These were always considered a hazard, as on occasion, they contained
unexploded powder (see dirty bootleg). Bootlegs were always to be inspected, and cleaned if necessary, or reblasted if substantial powder remained. It was absolutely against the rules to drill in one as a quick way to collar a hole, even if cleaned out. More than a few miners were killed or badly injured drilling in a bootleg when the remaining powder exploded under the force of the drilling.

Bootleg Southwest Mine, 3rd level, 64 crosscut.

Boras — The Boras mine.

Bornite — A common, high-grade ore mineral frequently called “peacock” copper as an allusion to its colorful, iridescent appearance after exposure to the atmosphere for a short period. It is a copper (63.31%)/iron (11.13%)/sulfide (25.56%), when pure, which was rare except in small pieces.

Bosses’ bike — As the mines expanded, the area a shift boss needed to cover grew to the point in the mid-1960s, that it was physically impossible to walk the great distances between working places. In these instances, four wheeled bikes were made for the boss to peddle along the mine rail. They were of light steel tubing with aluminum wheels, so they could easily be moved off the rail when a motor came by. These handy devises were for the sole use of the shift boss on that run and woe be it to any other person pretentious enough to use it without explicit permission.

Bosses’ Bike
Southwest Mine, 3rd level, 30 crosscut
**Boulder Hook** — A steel bar with a handle at one end and a “J” hook on the other end and used on the grizzlies to lift and move boulders around, positioning them to go through the grizzlies. A difficult task, but far preferable to breaking them with a double jack, the only other option.

**Boundary Shrink** — Shrinkage stope mined at the intended boundary of a block that is going to be caved. The presence of the resulting narrow void removes vertical support from the block. These stopes were used if the block was expected to be difficult to get caving. See also, block cave

**Boundary Stope** — A section mined, normally as a shrinkage stope to remove the vertical support from a block that is going to be caved. In Bisbee, these were intended to partially remove the vertical support, but not all. This was to ensure the block did not fall at once. If the block fell as a unit the grizzly level would need to be redeveloped. See also block cave

**Brass** — The brass, time check stamped with the individual’s payroll number used to indicate when the man has reported to work or has come out of the mine. These were kept in the timekeeper’s office on a large board for easy reference. If the brass was on the board, the man had not reported for work. If the brass was not on the board, it was assumed the man was at work and underground. A simple way to keep track of the men’s whereabouts. Shift bosses always looked at the board before going out to the shaft collar to see their men, as one glance would tell him if all his crews had reported for work.

**Brass** located at the entrance to the Queen Tunnel.
Brassing in – Returning the brass check to the timekeeper at the end of the shift, to indicate that one was out of the mine. Failure to do so caused concern, as it would be assumed the miner might well be underground until otherwise confirmed. First, the change room was checked to see if his diggers or street clothes were hanging above his assigned locker. Were it his diggers hanging there, all would be relieved, mad as hell, but relieved? If the street clothes were at his locker, a search would be undertaken until the man was located.

Brassing out – The collecting of the brass check from the timekeeper, effectively reporting for work.

Brattice – Ventilating partition, usually of canvas or a coated fabric and used to direct air to various faces or to prevent it from entering others. Temporary brattices are often made of cloth. Air movement in fire areas was often controlled by temporary brattices. The idea was to keep the toxic, fire gasses out of the mine airflow by securely blocking the opening with a temporary brattice.

Brattice hanging across the 3rd level Southwest Shaft station during retimbering. This brattice was used to keep the dust from the repair work away from other parts of the mine

Brattice cloth – Fire-resistant fabric, usually coated, and used to erect a brattice on a timber frame.
**Break out** — 1). Mining out, through to the surface. 2). The accidental loss of molten material from a smelting furnace through a hole.

**Break rock** — The breaking and loosening of rock as a preparatory step to its loading and removal.

**Break through** — When two underground openings are connected, such as when a raise being driven between levels, intersects the targeted crosscut above. This was not always a simple matter, as even a small bust in the survey could result in a raise being many feet away from the intended point. Then the game of finding where the raise began. Pounding on rock, drilling, even blasting were used to help locate the raise position relative to the crosscut. See also hole through

**Breaker** — 1). Stope grizzlies were originally called “breakers” as this is where oversized boulders were broken before entering the chute. 2). An electrical circuit breaker, usually referring to the trolley breaker. Also a term occasionally used for a crusher.

**Breast** — A working face in a mine usually restricted to a stope.

**Breast board** — Planking placed between the last set of timbers and the face of a heading, which is in loose ground. The timber or boards placed horizontally across the face of a heading are to prevent the inflow of loose or flowing material.

**Breast holes** — Blastholes drilled at about breast height and used to break the center portion of the round after the burn cut is fired. See also round

**Breccia** — A coarse-grained clastic rock composed of angular broken rock fragments held together by mineral cement or in a fine-grained matrix; intrusive breccias, such as were common at Bisbee, were composed of both angular and rounded fragments, including sulfide pieces. The Sacramento complex brecciated the surrounding limestones during intrusion and created intrusion breccias, often called the contact breccia, as it was at the stock/limestone interface. This
intrusion breccia area was the source of important amounts of ore. Silica breccias were abundant in the Southwest/Shattuck mine areas and were a source of much of the ore mined in these areas.

**Breccia** limestone fragments cemented by calcite, Southwest Mine, 5th level.

**Bridle** — A system of chains to secure the upper part of a Scott car into a cage.

**Bridle** Campbell mine C-1940
**Bridge** — 1) The act of placing timber across an open hole or space. 2) Also, twin pieces of lagging set on blocks on top of the cap to support the back lagging. This bridge enabled the miners to install boom hangers.

**Briggs** — 1) The Briggs mine of the C. & A. 2) In reference to the cluster of company homes constructed by Phelps Dodge in the very early 1950s near and partially over the site of the Briggs mine.

**Bring down a chute** — To cause the material in a hung chute to drop.

**Broken ground** — Where the surrounding rock is heavily cracked and or fissured. Normally, geologic events like intrusions or oxidation caused the rock to be shattered, but sometimes the caving of nearby mine workings could intensely fracture the rock. Mine workings in broken ground often required heavy support timber. Even if timber was not required care observation and regular barring down would be required to keep the area safe.

**Broken ground** in 83-B crosscut on the 6th level Southwest mine. Although, the ground is broken, calcite was later deposited in many of the cracks and fissures and acted as a natural cement. Thus the crosscut has remained open. The far majority of mine workings in broken ground have long since caved in.
**Broken muck** — See Muck

**Brow** — The point at which a vertical opening meets a horizontal opening such as a raise driven from a stope. The brow is the point where the back goes from horizontal to vertical.

Brow in the Copper Prince mine. The stairs serve as part of the Queen Mine escapeway.

**Brunton compass** — A common tool used by underground engineers and geologist which was a compact pocket instrument that consists of an ordinary compass, folding open sights, a mirror, and a rectangular spirit-level clinometer, which can be used in the hand or on a staff or light rod for reading horizontal and vertical angles, for leveling, and for reading the magnetic bearing of a line. It is used in sketching mine workings, and in preliminary topographic and geologic surveys on the surface, e.g., in determining elevations, stratigraphic thickness as well as strike and dip.
Brunton and tape mapping — The typical manner used by both the stope engineers and geologist to map features and as well as stope areas underground. The Brunton gave compass directions as well as inclination and the tape the distance from a known, surveyed point.

Bucket (def. 1) For an electric shovel

Bucket — 1). The dipper of an electric shovel in the pit was referred to as such. It was mounted on the end of the sticks. 2). The loading dipper of a mucking machine was also called a bucket.

Bucking — A hand process whereby the crushed sample is further ground to a fine powder with a bucking hammer, prior to assay. This hand procedure was mechanized by 1950 at Bisbee.

Bulk mining — Any large-scale, mechanized method of mining involving many thousands of tons of ore being moved per day, such as the two open pit mines at Bisbee.

Bulkhead — 1). In raises, an inclined cover for the manway side made of heavy timber and intended to channel the blasted muck into the chute compartment. 2). In shafts, a heavy timber covering above the sinking crew to protect them from items falling down the shaft. 3). Also, a stone, steel, wood, or concrete wall-like structure primarily designed to hold back loose of soft material or water pressure, such as a retaining wall holding back the ground, or a partition preventing water from entering a working area in a mine. They were also used to control ventilation and to prevent access to abandoned areas.
**Bulkhead** in the back (ceiling) of a stope where it was intersected by an inclined raise. Copper Prince Mine

**Bulldozing Chambers** – These were located at the 135’ below the bottom of the Sacramento pit and were at the foot of the gloryholes. Inside these 7’ X 8’ chambers, boulders were broken or blasted into pieces small enough to be handled in the chutes. There were 10 bulldozing chambers on the 400 level of the Sacramento mine. One for each gloryhole. In this case the term bulldozing comes from the meaning to destroy or demolish and not from the tractor. Bulldozers were not used underground in Bisbee or in the Sacramento Pit. They were also called Bombing chambers and Grizzly chambers.

**Bull Gang** – The bull gang was charged with the transport, handling and emplacement of large and heavy items. The lowering of trolley motors of big pumps into the mine or large air receiver tanks and the installation of large bore pipe in shafts, such as pump columns. If it was heavy and needed special rigging, or if it was in a difficult place to work, like a shaft, it was the bull gang’s job.
**Bull Hose** — A large diameter, thick-walled hose, often used on the suction side of a portable pump.

**Bump Block** — A 4” X 6” board placed 3½ feet above the track at the point end-dump cars were to be dumped. The dumping of the small, end-dump cars caused the car to tilt such that if a restraining feature such as this were not in place, they would fall into the raise into which they were being dumped.

**Bumper Board** — A removable, three-inch-thick piece of lagging just above and a bit inside on a Verde chute to keep material from overflowing the chute door while allowing for better access when the chute would hang and a blow pipe or bar needed to be inserted.
**Burden** – 1). The thickness of the rock to be blasted. In open pit blasting, it will include the amount of material already blasted and broken which remains in front of the new blast. 2). Also, the other costs on top of straight wages for an employee such as health care, insurance, housing, retirement contributions and the like.

**Bundle shelf** – A sheet of plate steel bent into L-shape and mounted into small pivoting frame. They were used to load bundled timber onto a cage.

**Burley** – The trade name of an early drifter type rock drill. These were heavy machines when compared to Leyners and were no longer in use underground by 1920, but continued to be used to drill toe holes in the Sacramento pit until around 1925.

**Burned ground** – Burned ground resulted from sulfide mine fires, which were all too common in many of the underground mines at Bisbee. The high sulfide rock actually burned, sometimes for many years. As many of the fires occurred in ore, attempts were often made to mine the material, once the fire was extinguished. This was a challenging and complicated effort as the rock remained very hot for some time. By way of example, drilling dry was almost always necessary, as the rock temperature was often well above the boiling point for water, thus drill water turned to steam instantly, making a difficult environment even more challenging, as visibility was reduced to a dangerous point.

**Burlaping** – The securing of burlap material on the inside of areas to be sand filled. All openings leading outside of the area to be gobbed were carefully covered to prevent the sand slurry from escaping. The course weave heavy fiber of the burlap allowed for the free passage of water, but confined the sand during the draining and drying process following sand filling.

**Burn** – The closely spaced five-hole grouping in a square pattern with a center hole in the square. Only the center hole is loaded with powder and was fired first, breaking to the space created by the four empty (dummy) holes. This is a part of a larger blasthole pattern, to which the subsequent holes broke when fired.
**Burn Cut** — A drill hole pattern in which there are four holes are drilled in a center of the pattern in a closely spaced square with a fifth hole drilled in the center of the four. Of these five holes, only the center hole is loaded with explosives and is shot first, creating the void for the other holes to break to when they fire in the sequence desired.
**Burned ground** – An area that has suffered a mine fire. This was particularly applied to areas where the sulfide minerals had themselves burned, which was common at Bisbee. The resultant ground was almost always still very hot and quite unstable, as the fire had destroyed the competency of the rock, usually causing it to collapse. Mining burned ground was a difficult task for these and other reasons, but something attempted whenever possible. Also called fire country.

**Burning rate** – The rate with which fire fuse burns as measured in feet burned per minute. At Bisbee, the burning rate was 1 ½ feet per minute. Thus, a nine-foot fuse would detonate the primer six minutes after ignited.

**Bust** – This always referred to a survey bust or an error in surveying. These were troublesome even dangerous problems, but fortunately rare. It was vital to know the position of a mine working relative to any other opening, as a blast too close to another working could place the crew in the other working at risk, if not advised. In addition, as it was common to connect workings for ventilation or access, knowing the exact location of the beginning and end points was vital or the desired connection may not be easily made.

**Butt-ended** – When the end of a piece of timber is placed in tight contact with another piece of timber at right angles, it is said to be butt-ended.

**Buzzey** – See stoper

**Byproduct** – A secondary metal or mineral product recovered in one of the recovery processes such as smelting or electrolytic refining. Gold and silver were the most important byproducts from copper and lead/zinc mining at Bisbee.

**Byproduct credit** – The value of the recovered byproduct metals was taken as a credit against mining costs. Thus, it was sometimes possible to mine lower grade copper ores, if the credits received would offset the lower revenue from mining a lower grade. During the last years of operation, all metal values, not just copper, were considered when selecting the areas to be mined. Local lore had it that the byproduct credits for the gold and silver in the Bisbee ores were sufficiently high to cover the smelting and refining costs. Unfortunately, this was never the case.

**C. & A.** – The Calumet and Arizona Mining Company.

**C. & A. chute** – The stope chute design employed by the C. & A mining company and later continued by PD in the mines it acquired by merger. It was very similar in design to the Copper Queen chute, but differed from the later Verde chute in that
There was no narrowing of the chute lip and the door was a simple steel plate bent at right angles to form pivot points.

**C. & A. Mine** – A general reference to any of the several mines operated by the Calumet and Arizona Mining Company. Early on, it was commonly used as a reference to the Irish Mag Mine or Oliver Mine. No mine at Bisbee was ever named the "C. & A mine."

**C. & C.** – The Calumet and Cochise Mine near, Warren, and developed by the Copper Queen Branch to find water for the Sacramento concentrator.

**C. Q.** – The Copper Queen.

**C. Q. B.** – The Copper Queen Branch of Phelps Dodge Corporation. More than a few tools, railroad lamps, padlocks, etc. were stamped C. Q. B. to indicate ownership.

![C.Q. B. marked padlock on the shaft gates of the Shattuck Mine.](image)

**C. Q. C. M. Co.** – The Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company.

**Cab** – The operator’s compartment of a piece of heavy equipment, a haul truck or on an electric shovel, etc.

**Cable** – 1) A flexible rope composed of many steel wires or hemp fibers in groups, first twisted to form strands, several of which are again then, twisted together to form a rope. Also called wire cable, wire rope or steel cable. 2) A ropelike, usually stranded assembly of electrical conductors or of groups of two or more conductors insulated from each other but laid up together usually by being twisted around a central core, the whole usually heavily insulated by outside wrappings. The very large, high voltage power cables to the electric shovels and drill were of this type.
Cable bridge — It was unsafe to drive, even small vehicles, over the large power cable, which brought electrical power to the shovels and drills, as it would cause the insulation to eventually break. Steel plate bridges were placed at points where regular traffic needed to cross these cables. The bridges were held in place by using a dozer to push up ramps of rocks and dirt on both sides.

Cable crew — The power cables used by the electric shovels in the Lavender pit were of a large diameter, long and heavy. A special crew was used to handle these when a cable needed to be added to advance the shovel or when a shovel or drill had to be moved a substantial distance.

Cable cutter — 1). Slusher cables were cut using a short piece of 90-pound rail with triangular steel pieces welded on the ball and a soft iron hammer. This was a cable cutter in the mine. 2). The rope shop crew used a special hydraulic knifelike tool to precisely cut large hoist cable without impact.

Cable dog — Short lengths of steel cable fitted with forged spikes at each end, which are at right angles to the cable axis. They are used to hang sets or other timber by driving the spiked end into the timber to be supported and into a fixed piece of timber and allowing the cable to support the weight. See also set hangers.

Cable pads — When it was necessary for a small vehicle to cross a power cable at any spot without a cable bridge, pads made from multiple layers of used conveyor belting with a center channel for the cable, were placed over the cable, allowing the vehicle to cross without touching the cable.

Cable socket — A cone-shaped, cast steel fixture with eyes, which is fitted on the cage end of a hoisting cable and held on the cable by flaring the cable inside the socket and then filling the socket with molten zinc. It was then attached to the cage with a large kingpin.
Cable socket on the cage end of the cable on the Dallas ore hoist. Note it has been disconnected from the cage.

Cable tongs — For safety reasons, it was forbidden to use bare hands to move the heavy power cables in the pit, which carried the high voltage to the shovels and drills in the Lavender Pit. Even a small break in the insulation was an electrocution hazard. Thus, special thongs with non-conductive wooden handles and a thick rope sling were used in moving these very thick cables.

Cable tongs being used by a Cable Crewman in the Lavender Pit.

Cage — A vertically moving enclosed platform, similar to an elevator, used in a mine shaft for the hoisting or lowering of workers and materials, usually designed to accommodate up to 12 miners or to take one car per deck and may be single or multi-deck.
**Cage Bar** — Safety devices, which must be lifted before the cage gates, can be opened.

**Cage Chair** — Movable support for a cage, arranged to hold the cage at the station level when a heavy load is being added or removed. When the cage rests in the chair, the hoisting engineer allows the hoist rope to become slightly slack, as the dramatic change in weight would stretch the rope and cause the cage to drop with the added weight or, if a heavy item is being removed, move upward suddenly as the cable contracts, creating a hazard. See also Landing chair.

**Cage Deck** — The floor which people stand on and that equipment is placed on. Most cages were double deck or had two decks.

**Cage End** — The end of the hoisting cable, which was often attached to the cage by a steel, zinc-filled socket. To prevent uneven cable ware where the hoist cable passed over the sheave wheel, the cage end of the hoist cable was periodically...
TRIMMED BY A LENGTH EQUAL TO TWICE THE DISTANCE FROM WHERE THE CAGE OR SKIP WAS AT ITS CLOSEST TO THE TOP OF THE SHEAVE WHEEL.

CAGE END OF A CABLE CAN BE SEEN BEHIND THE MINER. IN THIS EXAMPLE CABLE CLAMPS SECURE THE CABLE TO THE CAGE C-1905

Cage gate — Folding gate made of steel bars to prevent the riders from falling out of the cage.

Cage end of a Junction mine cage C-1940

Cage hoisting — The hoisting of ore in mine cars placed on the cage deck. This was labor intensive type of hoisting was used at Bisbee until skips were introduced at the Sacramento Mine in 1909.

Cage shoe — The steel channels on both side of the cage, which fit the shaft guides and maintain the cage centered in the shaft.
Cage shoe in the cage at the Sunrise Shaft, the cage shoe made of angle iron riveted to the side of a cage. The dogs are fitted in a space in the cage shoe. Note that only one side of the cage shoe is visible and interestingly the cage dogs have caught into the guide after the cable was detached from the cage.

Cager — One who directs station operations and movement of cages used to raise and lower workers, mine cars, and supplies between various levels and surface. Cagers worked in pairs, one on top to load the men and/or materials and one below to unload them.

Calcite — Calcium Carbonate was abundant gangue mineral. Large numbers of attractive crystalized specimens were recovered from the mines. Particularly, desirable were specimens that had included copper minerals such as cuprite or malachite. As a result, these pieces were tinted red or green. The numerous, natural caves found in the mines were most commonly lined with Calcite.

Calcite from the 7th level Southwest Mine 11CM x 5CM

Call bell — Every shaft station, the surface and the hoist engineer had a bell, which was used to notify the cager that the cage was required at that point. It was

**Calyx Drill**

A rotary core drill that uses hardened steel shot for cutting rock, which will drill holes from diamond-drill size up to 6 ft in diameter. Calyx drills were used to drill four-foot diameter raises in several places and a waste raise at the Cole from the surface to the 1300 level.
**Calyx raise** — Raises of a type actually cut by a very large core drill. These holes were nearly four feet in diameter and were used in several places. The most important was at the Cole mine where a Calyx raise extended from the surface to the 1300 level with transfer points on most levels. This was used as a point to introduce waste from the surface dump to be used as gob (backfill) when insufficient waste was available underground. The system continued to serve in waste handling until the end of mining.

**Campbell** — The Campbell mine.

**Campbell interior** — An interior shaft from the 2966 level Campbell to the 3100 level Denn. The cage was automated so that the rider could control the hoist, thus eliminating the need for a hoistman.

**Campbell orebody** — This was the largest, richest sulfide orebody ever discovered at Bisbee. It was discovered in 1926 and extended from above the 1200 level to the 2566 level and was mined for most of 20 years.

**Camelback** — Certain types of large, side dumping mine cars (Granby) had a fifth wheel opposite the stationary door. When rolled up a ramp (camelback), the car body would tilt thereby causing it to dump. See also dump ramp.

**Candle** — The special candles made for mining use. See mining candle for additional information.

---

**Candle (s)** Mission and Schneider mining candles with box end s and candle stick.

**Candle snuff** — When the miner’s candle had burned down to the point it was inside of his candleholder, it was too short to be effective. It was common, but
DANGEROUS TO TAKE THIS SHORT PIECE, THIS “SNUFF” AND SET IT, LIT, ON SOMETHING FOR MORE LIGHT. IF SET ON TIMBER, AND LEFT, IT HAD THE VERY REAL POSSIBILITY OF SETTING THE TIMBER ON FIRE. THIS WAS AN ALTOGETHER TOO COMMON OF AN OCCURRENCE.

CANDLE SNUFF(S) BETWEEN ½ INCH AND 1” IN LENGTH

CANDLEHOLDER — SEE CANDLESTICK.

CANDLESTICK — 1). THESE WERE THE HOLDERS FOR THE MINING CANDLES THE MINERS USED FOR LIGHT. TYPICALLY, THEY WERE HAND FORGED FROM A SINGLE PIECE OF 3/8 INCH SQUARE IRON STOCK WITH A LOOP HANDLE ON ONE END AND A SHARP POINT ON THE OTHER TO STICK IN TIMBER, AS WELL AS A HOOK AT THE BALANCE POINT TO HANG IT FROM A PROTRUDING ROCK OR TIMBER. MINERS WERE RESPONSIBLE TO BUY THEIR OWN CANDLESTICK AND THERE WERE A NUMBER OF COMMERCIAL MODELS AVAILABLE THAT RANGED FROM THE MOST BASIC TO ONES WITH ADDED FEATURES, SUCH AS A MATCH SAFE HANDLE, A FUSE KNIFE OR A CAP CRIMPER IN THE HANDLE. SOME WERE AMONG THE FINEST EXAMPLES OF THE BLACKSMITHS’ ART OF THE DAY WITH ALL MANNER OF ADORNMENTS, EMBLEMS, NAMES OR VARIATIONS IN FORMS ON THE SAME STICK, TRULY WORKS OF ART AND WONDERS TO BEHOLD. ALSO CALLED CANDLEHOLDERS OR SIMPLY A STICK. 2). A HEAVY WIRE FRAME SHAPED MUCH LIKE A CANDLESTICK, BUT MADE TO ACCOMMODATE A CAP LAMP SIZE CARBIDE LAMP.

CANDLESTICK, VARNEY BRAND WITH SCHNEIDER CANDLE BOX AND CANDLES.
CANTON SWITCH — A device used to readily set a mine car off to the side of the rails and then replace it back onto the rails. These were used in mucking out crosscuts. An empty car would be set to the side while another car is being filled. Then after the filled car is pushed out the empty car can be placed back on the track and be pushed up to be filled.

Cap — 1). The top piece in a three-piece timber set used for support. 2). Also, a primer, detonator or blasting cap.

Cap crimper — Pliers-like tool, specifically made to crimp blasting caps onto fuse. These often also had a fuse cutter jaws and skewer handle for multipurpose application. By the 1930s, all caps were crimped to precut lengths of fuse on the surface. As this was all done in the fuse house in the Junction yard, the cap crimper disappeared from the mines.

Cap lamp — 1). The term generally applied to the lamp on a miner’s cap or, later, hardhat and used for illumination only. 2). A style of small carbide lamp made specifically to fit on the miner’s cap, as opposed to the larger, stope lamps, see which. The miners were responsible to purchase whichever lamp they chose and any repair parts needed over time, while the company provided the carbide.
CAPPED FUSE — Safety fuse in which a blasting cap has been crimped onto. The larger mining companies shipped the fuses already capped to the underground cap magazines. Crimping a blasting cap onto a fuse is a simple process, but if done incorrectly or onto a poorly cut fuse it can result in a misfire. Small companies and leases capped their fuses underground.

CAP MAGAZINE — An explosive magazine in which blasting caps and fuses are stored. Underground these are often large wooden cupboards in side crosscuts, marked with the appropriate warning signs. In leased areas the cap magazine could be as small as powder box nailed to a post.

CAP RAILS — A pair of short pieces of 75-pound rails, bolted together and placed just below the front caps at the entrance to the chute jaws. These steel rails allowed for a point of leverage when baring the chute as well as protected the front caps from wear as the rock flowed into the chute jaws.

CAP SILL — See lead cap sill

CAP TIN — The lightweight, metal containers in which blasting caps were received. Typically painted in specific colors to denote the cap size, the early tins were galvanized with paper labels. While they came in several sizes, only 100 cap capacity tins have been seen at Bisbee. These useful tins often found a second life as parts containers and grease holders.
**CAR — 1.** One of the small mine rail cars that are loaded at mining points and hauled in a train by motors. They vary in capacity, and are of steel construction. Four general types of mine cars were used at Bisbee (1) end-dump cars, which were commonly used for hand tramming and mule haulage (the very common 3/4 - 1 ton “A” and “C” cars used from the beginning until 1947); (2) the gable-bottom car, which is shaped like a capital W in cross section and which was emptied by opening side doors with a double jack (very common from 1908 to 1945); (3) the rocker dump type, which has a V-shaped body rounded at the bottom (“H, E, & K” styles); (4) the Granby car, a special form of a side-dumping car( 5 ton Granby cars were used in a few places only, 1400 level Cole/Dallas, 1800 level Campbell to the 2000 level Dallas. 2). This also refers to a standard railroad, bottom dump ore car when shipping of ore to the smelter is indicated as in “a car of ore.”

**CAR CHAIN — 1).** Most of the small mine cars did not have couplers to hold them together. Instead, short chains (≈ 12 inches long) were used to hook the cars together. These chains had wide “J” hooks on each end and but a few links between. 2). Some cars such as the “H” series had a pair of the chains permanently attached, one at each end on opposing sides and were of a different type with a forged bell-shaped end which fit into a cast iron cup on the next car. The Granby cars, some E-cars, porphyry cars had railroad type draw head couplers.

**CAR KNOCKER —** The mine cars were repaired by two crews in the boiler shop. All they did was repair mine cars. Because it was often necessary to hit the bottom of a mine car with a double jack while dumping it to loosen sticky muck, the car bottoms eventually became quite dented. The first thing the repair crew did was to heat the dented bottom with a torch and, using a special tool, knock out the dents. As this typically took more time than anything else did, the name became car knockers for these men. The term car whackers was also applied those tasked with the repair of the mine cars.

**CAR MAN —** The man who trammed mine cars. See also trammer and hand tramming.

**CAR SAMPLES — 1).** Each train of ore pulled from a stope was sampled by the motor crew as was each train dumped into the ore pocket. These were known as car samples. 2). Samples were also taken of all railroad cars loaded at the surface for shipment to the smelters in Douglas and these too were called car samples, but different tags were placed with these samples to distinguish them from the others.
**Car Step** — A small steel platform or step placed on the tail car of a train and on which the motor swamper would stand to ride while the train was being pulled.

**Car Whacker** — See Car Knocker.

**Car Spotter** — In the Sacramento pit, a man (car spotter) stood alongside the rail cars as they were being loaded by the steam shovel and signaled to the locomotive engineer when to move and when to stop so as to allow loading to progress.

**Carbamite** — This was the Apache Powder trade name for the bagged ANFO based blasting agent used in the underground mine after 1964. For safety reasons, it was dyed pink for easy identification of an otherwise white material.

**Carbamite Gun** — See ANFO loader

**Carbide** — 1) A commercial term for calcium carbide as used in miner’s lamps. Calcium carbide, as used in miner’s lamps looked very much like road gravel and when mixed with water, a drop at a time, generated acetylene gas, which flowed through the lamp tip and burned, giving a good light. 2) The carbide compound of tungsten used as inserts in drill bits.
**Carbide Bit** — More correctly, cemented tungsten carbide. A rock drill bit, made by fusing an insert of molded tungsten carbide to the cutting edge of a steel bit shank. These came into wide use at Bisbee during the early 1960s.

**Carbide Can** — Large, ribbed, steel, cans that calcium carbide for miner’s lamps was sold in. Typically, the cans held 50 or 100 lbs. Smaller cans of 2, 10 and 25 lbs. were distributed, but were not common in Bisbee. Like most sturdy containers they were commonly reused for other purposes. Union Carbide, Carbolite and Shawinigan were the dominate brands used.
Carbide Can — A 100 lb. Carbolite brand with an abandoned Queen Rocker and timber truck in the background at the intersection of 10 and 9 crosscuts 6th level Southwest Mine.

Carbide Flask — A miner’s carbide lamp, with a full charge of fresh carbide, would burn for between four to six hours, depending on the lamp type. Thus, the miner needed to carry additional carbide with him to recharge his lamp at some point during the shift. While a number of container types were used to carry this water reactive material, the most common was a curved, metal pocket flask with a sliding top, which held about seven ounces of carbide, sufficient to finish the shift. The miner had to buy the flask or whatever he chose to use, while the mining company furnished the carbide. The flask-shaped Prince Albert tobacco tins were commonly used by miners to carry the needed extra carbide. See also flask.

Carbide Flask pocket style with carbide (calcium carbide) spilling out.

Carbide Lamp — A two-piece lamp that is charged with calcium carbide in the bottom part into which water is slowly fed from an upper chamber and burns the acetylene gas, which is generated by the reaction between calcium carbide and water.
**Carbo loader** – Another name for ANFO loader. The name is derived from the Carbamite blasting agent used at Bisbee, and these were used to load blastholes. See also ANFO loader.

**Carbonate ore** – A name applied to oxidized ore when, the predominate ore mineral was a copper carbonate, generally malachite, which was the most common.

**Cartridge** – 1). To prevent the overloading of skips and the subsequent spillage, a measured amount of ore was passed from the ore pocket into a steel trough with a gate at the end. The amount in the trough or cartridge was exactly the amount the skip should be loaded with. When the skip arrived, the cartridge door was opened and the measured amount of rock flowed into the skip and the cager would ring off the skip and it would be hoisted for dumping at the surface. The cager would then open the pocket door and fill the cartridge again, ready for the return of the empty skip. 2). A term occasionally applied to a stick of powder or a paper wrapped quantity of stemming material, ready for insertion into the blasthole.

**Casing** – Special steel tubing welded or screwed together and lowered into a borehole to prevent entry of loose rock or water into the borehole, to prevent loss of circulation liquid into porous, cavernous, or crevassed ground, and to support the sides of a borehole. Casing was widely used during diamond drilling through broken ground.

**Cat** – In the Lavender Pit, “Cat” meant a bulldozer, as only Caterpillar bulldozers were used. The term dozer was also applied to these magnificent machines.
**CAT operating in the Lavender Pit with a Drill in the background.**

**Catch up Ground** – To catch up ground is to support it with timber and prevent it from falling or from caving in; a task more difficult than it would seem at a glance. Bad ground was always unpredictable and treacherous. One had to be able to read the ground to be truly good, to know what type of timber to place and exactly where to put it. This was a true art and the few miners who were good at catching up ground were highly regarded.

**Catch up Ground** a timber jack installed as miners are trying to support a caving chute in 61 crosscut on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine.

**Caught** – Securely supported by timber.
Cave — 1. A naturally occurring opening of some size such as the often-large oxidation caves which commonly occurred over the oxide ores in the western part of the Warren district. 2. The collapse of an opening, synonymous with cave-in.

Cave (Def 1.) Stalactites in part of a small cave in 81 crosscut 6th level, Southwest mine View Approximately 70 cm X 36 cm

Cave-in — Collapse of the ribs and/or back of a mine excavation. This can occur either suddenly (rare) or gradually (most common).

Cave-in right at a fire door in 3 crosscut on the 3rd level Southwest Mine.
CAVING GROUND — Rock formations that will not stand in the ribs or back of an underground opening without timber support.

CAYO — A rubber tired overshot mucker. These were not common at Bisbee.

Cement Copper — A reddish mud from the precipitation plant that is a high copper material (60% to 80% Cu) and precipitated by iron replacement from copper sulfate solutions collected from underground or from the leach dumps.

Centralizer — A hand held, steel bracket used when collaring a blasthole with a jumbo to assure that the hole is collared in a straight line with the jumbo mounted Leyner.

Cerussite — A lead carbonate mineral, which was a common supergene ore of lead in many of the mines.

Cerussite sand — On occasion, areas of cerussite, as sand like material, were found and mined. The material would flow freely through any open space and all support had to be tight with any holes chinked to prevent the sand from flowing into the opening, creating an unsupported void above, which was certain to collapse. Cerussite sand was the most common in the silica breccia areas of the Southwest and Shattuck mines.

Chalcocite — A high-grade copper sulfide mineral, which was, mined in important amounts, particularly in the supergene enriched portions of both the Sacramento and Lavender pits. Chalcocite was also reasonably common, as a minor constituent, in the limestone replacement deposits mined underground. Also called “glance.”

Chalcopyrite — The most common sulfide, copper ore mineral mined at Bisbee. It is a copper (34.63%)/iron (30.43%)/sulfide (34.94%), when pure. Seldom found in large, pure masses, but mixed with other sulfide minerals, particularly pyrite. Also called “copper pyrites.”

Change Day — The Friday on which charges made at the company store would be withheld from the paycheck to be received in three weeks’ time, not the paycheck to be given on the next Friday. As many miners lived paycheck to
paycheck, they relied heavily on credit at the PD Merc., as the store was called by the locals.

**Change House** — See change room

**Change Room** — A special building at a mine where workers may wash themselves or change from street to work clothes and vice versa. Also called change house or dry.

![Change Room at the Czar Mine, c-1919](image)

**Charge** — To load a blasthole with explosives.

**Channel Sampling** — The cutting of a groove on a rock face, along a given distance and collecting the chips for assay determination of desirable metal content. This was often done with a hammer and a moil with the chips collected on a tarp placed below the sample area.

**Chief Engineer** — The individual in charge of the engineering department, a position of some importance, as many General Managers passed through this position during their career. All of the mining engineers and geologist reported to the Chief Engineer.

**Chief Geologist** — The senior geologist responsible for the geologic department. He reported to the Chief engineer.
**Chink** — To force cloth or other material into a small hole or crack in or between mine timers to prevent the flow of loose material from passing through the opening.

![Chink filling a subsidence crack near the Queen Tunnel Portal.](image)

**Chip Sample** — A method of sampling a rock exposure whereby a regular series of small chips of rock is broken off along a line across the face and collected for assay. Underground, the shift bosses frequently chip sampled the working face to give a rough indication of the grade to mined the next day. The grade determined by this sample would be written on the face or supporting timber to advise all of the expected grade.

**Chisel Bit** — A drill bit type shaped like a chisel, with a single, straight cutting edge. All hand steel used for drilling was of this type. Only after the advent of pneumatic drilling did cross bits come into use.

**Chiva** — Spanish word for “goat kid” and used for the spike pullers as the cloven shaped, grooved end roughly resembles a small goat’s foot. It is a steel bar of about three feet in length with one end bent at 90°, then tapered and grooved so as to fit a track spike for pulling the spike from the wooden track tie. See also spike puller.

**Choked off** — A chute that has become clogged or jammed with sticky muck. See also Hung chute

**Chuck** — The part of a diamond or rotary drill that grips or otherwise holds the drill rods and by means of which longitudinal and/or rotational movements and/or percussion are transmitted to the drill rods.
CHURN DRILL — A TYPE OF DRILL USED TO DRILL LARGE DIAMETER HOLES FOR PROSPECTING OR BLASTING. USUALLY MOUNTED ON SKIDS, FOUR WHEELS OR CRAWLER TRACKS AND POWERED BY STEAM, DIESEL, OR GASOLINE-POWERED ENGINES OR ELECTRIC MOTORS. THE DRILLING IS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING A HEAVY STRING OF TOOLS TIPPED WITH A BLUNT-EDGE CHISEL BIT SUSPENDED FROM A FLEXIBLE MANILA OR STEEL CABLE, TO WHICH A RECIPROCATING MOTION IS IMPARTED BY ITS SUSPENSION FROM AN OSCILLATING BEAM OR SHEAVE, CAUSING THE BIT TO BE RAISED AND DROPPED, THUS STRIKING THE ROCK WITH SUCCESSIVE BLOWS, BY MEANS OF WHICH THE ROCK IS CHIPPED AND PULVERIZED AND THE BOREHOLE DEEPENED; ALSO, THE ACT OR PROCESS OF DRILLING A HOLE WITH A CHURN DRILL. AT BISBEE, CHURN DRILLS WERE EMPLOYED IN SURFACE EXPLORATION FOR MANY YEARS. THEY WERE USED IN THE DEFINITION OF THE SACRAMENTO AND LAVENDER PIT OREBODIES, INCLUDING THE HOLBROOK EXTENSION IN THE EARLY 1960S. ALSO, CHURN DRILLS WERE USED TO DRILL THE BENCH BLASTHOLES IN THE SAC PIT.

CHUTE — 1). A VERTICAL OR STEEPLY INCLINED UNDERGROUND OPENING, THROUGH WHICH ROCK PASSES BY GRAVITY FROM A HIGHER TO A LOWER LEVEL AND REMOVED LOADING INTO CARS ON PASSAGEWAYS BELOW. 2). THE WOODEN, STEEL GATED STRUCTURE ON THE LEVEL WHICH ARE USED FOR LOADING BROKEN ROCK INTO MINE CARS FROM STOPES AND OTHER WORKINGS ABOVE.
Chute Bar — A short heavy steel bar used by the motor swamper to poke and move stubborn rocks to help keep material flowing from an open chute door. These bars were most helpful when dislodging large rocks, which tended to choke chutes by obstructing. See also punch bar.

Chute Dodger — At stope chutes, where the trolley wire was present to allow the motor to pass by; were equipped with a sliding arrangement, which allow it to be moved, pulling the trolley wire, so as to allow safe access to the chute. The dodger was protected on each side by wooden planks to prevent accidental contact by a person on the loading stand at the chute. See also trolley slides.
**Chute door** — The steel door on a chute, which pivoted on thick steel pins when lifted to open. These were all opened by hand and the flow of material controlled by opening or closing a bit more or a bit less. Transfer raise chutes and shaft pocket chute doors were operated by pneumatic cylinders as their location was such that hand opening was difficult or hazardous.

![Chute door](image)

*Chute door* (loose) Southwest Mine 3rd level, 61 crosscut.

**Chute door handle** — Chute door handles on all raises were removable to allow for passing foot or motor traffic to go by unimpeded, as it had to be longer than a mine car is wide, they would protrude well into the crosscut. Early chute handles were short pieces of two-inch diameter pipe, which fit over a sturdy pin forged into the front plate of the chute door. Later, with the introduction of the Verde chutes, a piece of slotted \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch steel plate was inserted into a flattened end of the short length of two-inch pipe and welded. The slot in the steel was at about 60° to the long axis of the pipe and fit over a \( \frac{1}{2} \) steel strap, which was riveted to the chute door with two-inch spacers to allow for gaining a good purchase on the strap. Once the handle was in place, it was lifted and the motor swamper could control the flow of material from the opposite side of the mine car being loaded.

![Chute door handle](image)

*Chute door handle, Verde style at the Queen Mine Tour.*

**Chute jaws** — The wooden sides of the chute that extend into the crosscut and upon which is mounted the chute door. The chute jaws channel the broken rock as it flows into the mine car when the chute door is opened.
**Chute Liner** — Chute structures were made of mine timber and the chute lip was a point of high wear from the abrasive action of the moving rock. Thus, steel plating, cut in the shops, to fit in the chute, was spiked to the chute lip using special spikes with cone shaped heads to fit into the countersunk holes in the liner.

**Chute Sample** — Samples taken from ore cars and assayed to determine the grade of ore being mined from a specific stope during a shift. They were compared to belt samples. These samples were used also to determine the average monthly ore grade in a stope.

**Chute Stand** — Opposite the chute, was a wooden platform for the motor swamper to stand on while loading the mine cars. Early loading stands were little more than a foot above the track and exposed the motor swamper or trammer to the risk of injury from rocks over shooting the car. Loading boards were clipped on the cars in front of the trammer to take the impact of fast flowing materials, but a combination of loading boards not being used and not truly being effective, caused the loading platforms to be elevated so that the individual was above the top of the car. This made a huge difference and car loading accidents were dramatically reduced. Also called loading stand. See also loading platform.
**Claim** — A mining claim.

**Clavo** — Spanish for nail, a frequently used term by all.

**Cobbled** — A term that was synonymous with hand sorting, but less commonly used. Until the advent of mechanical loading, it was deemed cheaper to have men hand pick the obvious waste fragments from the blasted ore and use them for gob underground as opposed to transporting them to the surface, then to Douglas and smelting, all of which were expensive.

**Cochise** — 1) A reference to the unsuccessful, Cochise Mine located in Dubacher Canyon and developed by the Cochise Development Company, starting in 1905. 2) The Cochise drill, a plugger type drill with a patented low air consumption valve feature, which was both developed and patented in Bisbee. It was widely used at Bisbee, and other places as it used 32% less compressed air, a very important cost savings.

**Coconut** — A name given to certain, almost spherical-shaped line oilers manufactured by the Gardner Denver Company and widely used at Bisbee.
Coconut oiler at the Queen Mine Tour.

**Code of Safe Practice** — A series of detailed and specific safety booklets, published beginning in the early 1950s, covering every job and position for all of the departments. All employees were given copies of the code for their job and expected to read as well as understand the hazards associated with their position. When a man changed jobs, he was given a code covering his new duties and, again expected to familiarize himself with the new job and the necessary safety precautions to adequately address the hazards.

**Cole** — The Cole mine.

**Cole Adit** — An unsuccessful exploration adit near the Cole shaft, driven by Phelps Dodge during the late 1940s to look for eastern extensions of the Shattuck ores.
**Cole Adit** (abandoned)

**Cole Interior** — An interior shaft in the Cole mine, which connected the 500 and 800 levels and providing service to the 600 and 700 levels. It was developed so that the “interior” area could be developed without the need to run all of the access development from the Cole shaft on all of the levels, a tremendous savings in time and money. The cage was automated so that the rider could control the hoist, thus eliminating the need for both a hoistman and a cager.

**Cole Service Raise** — See Cole Interior

**Collar** — 1) At a mineshaft, the first wood frame of the shaft or the area immediately adjacent to the shaft opening at the surface. At Bisbee, this was the area around the shaft, where the men waited to be loaded on the cage and be lowered into the mine. 2) For a drill hole, it is the initial portion at the rock surface. 3) The act of starting a drill hole or mine opening is to collar.
**Collar Brace** — A 4” X 6” X 5’ timber placed on wedges nailed to the post between sets at the point where the post and cap met to prevent either the post or cap from shifting horizontally.

**Collar Brace(s)** 30 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Collar to Collar** — Referring to the time spent in the mine. From the shaft collar going down, to the shaft collar coming up, this was typically eight hours after 1912, when the "Eight Hour Law" was enacted, governing the time a man could work underground, except in a dire emergency. See also portal to portal.

**Collaring** — 1). The process of starting to drill a blasthole or diamond drill hole at the rock face. 2). The beginning of the excavation for a mineshaft.

**Collaring** a miner collaring a hole to test a repaired a Gardner Denver s63F jackleg.
**COLUMN** — A round, steel, pipelike pillar often with an adjustable, course threaded headpiece, which is set vertically or horizontally in a heading to support a machine drill, which would be mounted on a horizontal bar, when set vertically as a part of a “bar and column” drill setup.

**Combination Motor** — A few motors were purchased, which were both battery and trolley powered. The battery charged whenever the trolley pole was in use and when the trolley pole was not in contact with the wire, a simple switch allowed for the operation with battery power.

**Company Hospital** — The hospital operated by the mining company. Before 1908, only the Copper Queen operated a hospital, when the C. & A. built and operated one as well. Following the merger in 1932, the C. & A. hospital was closed and the PD hospital continued. The company offered this vital service to the community of Bisbee until a few years after closing the mines, when it was turned over to local government.
**Company House** — A house provided the employee at a nominal rent. These were relatively few in number before the Lavender pit with only the most senior of managers having homes provided by the company. With the increased need for housing brought about by the development of the pit and concentrator in the late 1940s, the company built just over 100 houses for the employees at all levels to use. While these houses were relatively small, less than 1,000 square feet, they were more than adequate and well maintained by the company.

**Company Store** — Only the Copper Queen operated a company-owned store in Bisbee. It later became the Phelps Dodge Mercantile Company (PD Merc.) with stores in Bisbee, then in Lowell and Naco and lastly Warren. These were never operated in the domineering, obligatory manner, which marked so many company stores elsewhere. This store always carried quality merchandise at competitive prices and offered services, such as free home delivery of groceries (an important benefit to the people who had many stairs to climb), credit to employees and extended, interest-free, payment terms on large purchases.

**Compartment** — A space or division in a shaft or raise, formed by cross buntons. The main compartments in a hoisting shaft are two for cages or skips and, typically, a third for the main air and water lines as well as for power cables. A ladder way or manway is often, but not always in this compartment as well. Typically, raises were divided into two compartments, one for broken rock and one for air and water lines, vent pipe, timber slide and manway.
Compartment Car(s) at shaft station underground

**Compartment Car** — These cars were designed to move integral drill steel from the oil quenching tanks to the forge. They are divided into four compartments on a turntable. Each compartment held a different length of drill steel. Compartment cars were only used in the blacksmith shops and not underground.

Compartment Car (s)
At the Queen Mine tour
**Competent rock** — Rock which, because of its physical and geological characteristics, is capable of sustaining openings without any structural support except pillars and walls left during mining (stulls, light props, and roof bolts are not considered structural support).

**Composite sample** — An assay sample composed of multiple samples and used to represent a period of time or multiple sources.

**Concentrate** — The clean product, which contains the recovered, metal bearing minerals from a froth flotation or gravity separation circuit. Frequently referred to as “cons.”

**Concentrate grade** — The copper content of the concentrate expressed as a percentage. The concentrates produced by the Lavender Pit concentrator were low by industry standards, as was that of the earlier Sacramento pit. Bisbee’s open pit ores were difficult to concentrate, as the copper minerals were so tightly bound to the worthless pyrite. Typically, the Lavender pit concentrate grade was below 16% copper, while that from the Sacramento concentrator was often less than 10% copper. Mines with a more favorable mineralogy will produce concentrates of slightly greater than 30% copper.

**Concentrate table** — Inclined tables used in the gravity separation of ore and waste minerals by taking advantage of their different specific gravities. These tables were employed in the Sacramento concentrator with limited success and were soon replaced by more efficient froth floatation.

**Concentrator** — A milling plant that produces a concentrate of the valuable minerals or metals. Further treatment such as smelting and refining are required to recover the pure, marketable metal.

**Conglomerate** — A sedimentary rock consisting of rounded, water-worn pebbles or boulders cemented into a solid mass. At Bisbee, the Glance conglomerate is a classic example.

**Cons** — A term used to refer to concentrates.

**Contact** — 1). A geological term used to describe the line or plane along which two different rock formations meet. It can also be used to define the plane or point at which the ore and host rock meet. 2). The Contact Mine, near Don Luis which was sunk on contact between an intrusive and limestone. It was an unsuccessful prospecting effort.

**Contact breccia** — When the Sacramento stock intruded the limestones, it brecciated the limestones along its edges. This breccia zone was frequently referred to as the contact breccia. The area was generally an important source of ore, which was mined, first by the underground operations in the Holbrook, Spray and Gardner mines, then by the Holbrook Extension of the Lavender pit.

**Contact metamorphism** — Metamorphism of country rocks adjacent to an intrusion, caused by heat from the intrusion. The contact metamorphism at Bisbee was relatively modest.
**Contract** — For a bonus miner, this encompassed the terms and conditions by which he was paid his bonus. It considered the prevailing conditions where the mining was being performed, such as the nature of the ground, the type and amount of support required, the need to advance pipe, track and/or ventilation; distance from the shaft and services, etc. These factors became the standards by which performance was gauged and bonus paid.

**Contract Engineer** — The mining engineer responsible for administering the miner’s bonus contract. This includes determining ground conditions, heading advance or tonnage produced and related matters, all of which determined the bonus to be paid. Also called bonus engineer, (see which).

**Contract Driller** — It was a common practice to contract out large exploratory drilling programs, on both the surface and underground to external diamond drilling companies. The contractors typically had rigs that cut larger cores and used a core recovery system that did not require pulling the rods. Only a bit change necessitated this laborious task. These men were paid by the foot drilled and they made money, lots of money and were the envy of the company diamond drill crews, which lasted until the contract was finished and they had to move on, sometimes without a next job.

**Conventional Steel** — Drill steel with the bit formed on the end as an integral part of the steel. Early drill steel was all of this type. Also called integral steel. See also integral steel.

**Converter** — In copper smelting, a furnace used to separate copper metal from matte.

**Copper** — This term was typically used to mean “native copper,” a common, naturally occurring form of near pure copper, which was locally abundant and widely collected by the miners as mineral specimens.

**Copper Czar** — The original name of the Czar Mine when it was developed in 1884. It was soon shortened to Czar by local usage and not by design.

**Copper Pyrite(s)** — A local term used for the copper mineral chalcopyrite, which strongly resembles pyrite.

**Copper Queen** — A name used to refer to the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company or any of its business entities at Bisbee.

**Copper Queen Branch** — The Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company was folded into Phelps Dodge and Company in 1917 when P. D. brought all of its various operations under one company as branches. The Bisbee operations were named the Copper Queen Branch of Phelps Dodge and Company, later Phelps Dodge Corporation.

**Copper Queen Mine** — This may refer to the original mine of the Copper Queen, which ceased operation in 1888 or to any or all of the several mines operated by the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company or, later, the Copper Queen Branch of Phelps Dodge Corp. The designation of something coming from or having been used in the Copper Queen Mine is widely misused.
Copper Queen Mine building are the hoisting works of the incline shaft on the left with the open cut (Gloryhole) to the right. The small headframe is the West shaft c-1900

**Copper Queen Slot Method** — A variation of top slicing that allowed it to be changed mining to square set or cut & fill stoping. This method was developed to allow for mining of selective ore grades during periods of low copper prices. The orebody was first developed by driving a drift through the orebody and then driving crosscuts at 50ft. centers. Raises are also driven at these centers to the level above or to the top of the ore. Then slots are mined at 20 ft. centers. On the first floor of the stope it is one set wide and two sets in length. Each successive floor mined above the length is increased by one set on each side. So, on floor # 2 the slot is on set wide and 4 sets in length. This continues to the top of the ore or to the level above. This method saw limited use. It quickly became outdated with the introduction of slushers.

Copper Queen slot (side view thru main slot)
**Copper Scraper** — See Spoon

**Copper Spoon** — See Spoon

**Copper Water** — A collective term for any low pH mine water. So called, as it frequently contained copper that quickly plated any iron or steel item that came into contact with the water. Prolonged contact of steel tools, track or pipe with copper water soon destroyed the item, thus it was something to be avoided. These waters were channeled to underground precipitation plants or pumped to the surface by special pumps, through wooden or stainless-steel pipes, for copper recovery.

**Copper Water Burn** — The acidic mine waters were sometimes strong enough to cause acid burns to the skin. Holes quickly appeared in the cloths of those working in copper water areas. It always burned the eyes when it got into them, in some cases severely. Underground workers soon gained a respect for this common and troublesome water. Eye shields were used around copper water more often than when breaking boulders and both were hazardous.

**Cordeo-Bickford Fuse** — A type of detonating fuse. It consisted of a lead cord filled with trinitrotoluene (TNT) and was used in blasting at the Sacramento Pit in 1923 and 1924.

**Core** — The cylindrical rock sample collected by the diamond drill that cut the rock at the sides to have the core slide into the core barrel that was connected to the diamond-set bit. Most diamond drill coring underground at Bisbee was small,
¾ inches in diameter, because of the space constraints of drilling in crosscuts, often at an angle, only small equipment could be used.

Core being removed from a core barrel and being placed into a core tray. Junction or Campbell Mine c-1940

Core barrel — The part of the diamond drill rod which is just behind the bit and which receives and holds the core.

Core tray — These were sheet metal trays made in the tin shop and used to store the diamond drill core in sequential order until it was logged and sampled by the geologist.

Corner cap sill — A timber used in on the bottom floor in a corner square set. These would rest against the sill pillar and would be framed with a 5” X 10” tenon with a 2 ½ shoulder on one side and a 5”X 8” Tenon with a 2 ½ “shoulder on the opposite side.
**Corner Mud Sill** — A timber used in place of a cap on the bottom floor in a corner square set. These would rest against the sill pillar and would be framed with a 2" X 2" X 10" notch on one side and a 2" deep 10" X 8" notch on the opposite side. These were cut only on the top side of the timber. Note, the girt in the set would be replaced by a 4" X 6" instead of a regular girt. And the post standing on the mud sill would be flat-bottomed (without a horn/tenon).

**Corner Set** — In a stope, the timber set in the corner, usually the last set in one direction. If the ground was reasonably good, this set was not gobbed, but carried up like a raise for ventilation, access and to bring in gob to fill the adjacent sets.

**Cornish Chute** — A small chute made entirely of mine timber with a wooden chute door and used in areas where only small amounts of ore will be extracted.
**Counter Weight** — 1. A weight suspended by a cable attached to a hoist drum, which is balanced, with the cage, to aid in lifting the cage as the counter weight drops while the cage is lifted. 2. In the Lavender Pit, all of the electric shovels had very heavy counter weights attached to the back of the shovel as well as a compartment at the back of the shovel filled with grinding balls to offset the force of digging as well as the weight of the loaded bucket.

**Country** — An area of a mine with a specific characteristic, such as "27 Country," which is the area around 27 stope or "broken country," which is an area of broken ground.

**Coupon Book** — Some may dispute this as a mining term, but coupon books were sold on credit at the company store in values of $5.00, $10.00 and $20.00. Miners short of cash would charge a book against his next check and sell the book to a fellow miner at a discount of typically 15% ($17.00 for a $20.00 book). The buyer could use the coupons like cash at the company store. Many a book changed hands underground or in the change room, either for cash or to purchase minerals from another miner.

**Course ore stockpile** — The discharge from the primary crusher was transported by conveyor belt across highway 80 and dropped onto a large pile to feed the secondary crushers. This pile was the course ore stockpile. It also
provided some surge capacity so the concentrator need not be stopped if
maintenance work was to be performed on the primarily crusher.

**Cousin Jack** — A collective term for an experienced miner from Cornwall,
England who normally had a cousin often named “Jack” back in England who
needed work as a miner. Cornish miners were the best in the business during the
last half of the 19th century and highly sought after by mining companies
everywhere and Bisbee was no exception.

**Cousin Jack Stringer** — a 10" X10" X 18' timber used at the bottom of a
Gilman Cut & Fill stope. They were covered with lagging to form the bottom floor
of the stope and the back of the crosscut on the level.

**Cradle** — See shell

**Crawford Mill** — See Lead - Zinc Mill

**Crest** — The top, forward edge of the bench in an open pit.

**Crib** — 1). A construction of timbering made by setting timber horizontally one
above another, with the framed notches holding them closely together, each
layer being at right angles to those above and below it. 2). Also, the act of putting
cribbing in place.

**Crib Timber**
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**Cribbed Raise** — A raise timbered by cribbing.

**Cribbing** — The close setting of timber supports when shaft sinking through loose ground or raising through similarly bad ground. The timber is usually square or rectangular and practically no ground is exposed. This method is also used for supporting raises in bad ground and in the constructing ore chutes. Cribbing is used sections of stopes and other mine workings other than raises.

**Cross bit** — A rock drill bit in the shape of a cross or X and having four cutting edges. These came to Bisbee with the advent of pneumatic drilling and were first used as part of integral steels and then as screw on and finally as knock off bits. Also called cruciform bits.

**Crosscut** — At Bisbee, most, if not all horizontal workings on a level of the mine were referred to as crosscuts, even though the actual definition is - “A
HORIZONTAL OPENING DRIVEN ACROSS THE COURSE OF A VEIN OR IN GENERAL ACROSS THE DIRECTION OF THE MAIN WORKINGS.”

**Crosscut #30 on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine.**

**Crosshead** — A runner or framework that runs on shaft guides, placed a few feet above the sinking bucket to prevent it from swinging too violently when hoisted.

**Crowd** — The act of forcing the shovel bucket into the broken muck to fill it.

**Crucible** A clay or ceramic cup that is used in fire assaying to gather the desirable metals into a mixed bead or small lump and the undesirable metals and other elements present either burn off during heating or form a glass slag. Precious metals assaying then continues in a cupel. Copper was typically, wet assayed by a series of chemical reactions and not fire assayed.
Cuna — Spanish for wedge, but used commonly by all workers alike because of the huge influence of the Mexican American miners.

Cupel — A porous cup about 1 3/4” in diameter and 1” tall, made of bone ash. After the initial work in a crucible where the sample of ore was heated and the desirable metals formed a metal bead under a glass slag. This metal bead often a mixture of precious metals and lead were heated again. This time the lead is absorbed into the porous cupel as lead oxide, leaving a mixed precious metal bead.
CUPellation — The process of assaying for precious metals with a cupel with the oxidation of molten lead containing gold and silver to produce lead oxide, thereby separates the precious metals from the base metal.

Cuprite — 1). A copper oxide mineral, which was of great economic importance in the oxide ores at Bisbee. Miners frequently collected specimens of cuprite, when possible, as the deep red crystal were beautiful. It was often called “ruby copper.” Pure cuprite contains 88.9% copper, but was seldom found in large, pure masses, rather as scattered, small pieces in gangue. 2). The Cuprite mine.

Cuprite Octahedral crystals from the Holbrook Extension of the Lavender Pit.

Cut — A full mining width. To take a cut is to mine a full width or complete a full-length advance.

Cut and Fill Stoping — A stoping method in which the ore is excavated by successive flat or inclined cuts, working upward from the level. However, after each cut is blasted down, all broken ore is removed, and the stope is filled with waste up to within a few feet of the back before the next cut is taken out, just enough room being left between the top of the waste pile and the back of the stope to provide working space. The term cut and fill stoping implies a definite and characteristic sequence of operations: (1) breaking a cut of ore from the back; (2) removing the broken ore; and (3) introducing gob (fill).
**Cut back** — in open pit mining, starting at the top and mining a predetermined width, bench by bench, downward to gain access to ore.

**Cut-down post** — these are used in fitting caps and girts into square set posts that have shifted from heavy ground movement. They are often used when two stopes are connected and the sets in one stope have moved under ground pressure. The post has a shoulder cut to receive a cap or girt at the required elevation to keep timber level in the joining stope.
**Cut Holes** — The holes in the center of any pattern of blastholes, which are to be fired first to create the void into which the other holes will break when fired. See also round.

**Cutoff Grade** — Minimum percentage of metal or value of an ore that can be mined and processed profitably. It may actually be determined by including the value of by product metals such as gold and silver as well. Any material below the cutoff grade was treated as either waste or, if applicable leach.

**Cylinder** — 1.) The central body of a pneumatic drill that contains the rifle bar, piston and often exhaust ports. 2.) Hydraulic cylinder on a piece of heavy equipment, such as a dump cylinder on a haulage truck.

**Czar** — The Czar mine.

**Dallas** — The Dallas mine.

**Damp** — Oxygen deficient atmosphere, a not too uncommon occurrence in abandoned workings at Bisbee as timber decay and sulfide oxidation both consumed oxygen. The term Bad air was more commonly applied to this condition in the mines at Bisbee.

**Day Foreman** — Every underground operation had a foreman in overall charge of the mine, included shift bosses on each of the two shifts (day shift, night shift). These were non-rotating positions and the same man was always on duty during the day shift and his counterpart, during the night shift. The day foreman
was the senior of the two and was, in fact, the direct supervisor of the night foreman. He, in turn, reported to the General Mine Foreman.

**Day Lighted** — When a mine working is perused to the surface, it is said to day light when it breaks through to the surface.

![Day Lighted Stope in the Copper Prince Mine](image1)

**Day Shift** — The first shift of the day. For the underground, it ran from 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM. It was the same in the pit and concentrator as they worked around the clock. In the surface shops, it was 7:00 AM to 3:30 PM as lunch was not paid time for the shops as it was underground or in the round the clock operations.

**Day’s Pay Employees** — All non-management, non-technical staff were referred to as day’s pay employees as they were paid based on each day worked.

**Dead** — See dead air.

**Dead Air** — Refers to a section of the mine in which there is no ventilation.

![Dead Air Noted on A Map of the 1100 Level of the Cole Mine](image2)
**Dead time** – Time worked on non-productive, but necessary task such as cleanup or maintenance, which is not charged against the miner’s bonus contract. Bonus miners sought to have as much time as possible classified as dead time to increase bonus payment.

**Dead work** – Work that is not directly productive, such as the removal of rock, debris, or other material that is not directly related to the production of ore, though it may be necessary for efficient operation and future production. Bonus miners at Bisbee always attempted to have any non-productive, but necessary work thus classified to minimize the time charged against their contract in order to earn more bonus.

**Dead workings** – Areas of the underground mine that have been abandoned and are no longer maintained.

*Dead workings* 43 crosscut 3rd level Southwest mine. The crosscut was stripped of trolley wire, rail and air and water lines then abandoned level a damage section of pipe and old track ties remaining

**Decant tower** – A pipe column in the tailings pond, the top of which was continually extended vertically to remain at a level such that the decanted water (water from which the fines had settled) flowed into the top of the pipe for recovery and reuse.
**Deep Enough** — Time to stop work for the day. The saying was “She’s deep enough,” meaning it was the end of the shift.

**Denn** — The Denn mine.

**Denn sideline** — Rich ores were discovered along the Dividend fault in the area adjacent to the Shattuck Denn/Calumet and Arizona property line and mined by both companies from their respective parts. This area was known as the “Denn sideline” as it was near or along the sideline of claims owned by the Denn.

**Deposit** — Mineral deposit or an ore deposit is used to designate a natural occurrence of a useful mineral, or an ore, in sufficient extent and degree of concentration to invite exploitation.

**Depth** — The word alone generally denotes vertical depth below the surface. In the case of incline shafts and boreholes it may mean the distance reached from the beginning (collar) of the shaft or hole, the borehole depth, or the inclined depth, or total length.

**Derail** — When the wheels of the motor or one or more mine cars leave the track. This can be caused by materials on the track, such as fallen rock, bad track such as a spreading because of lost spikes or rotten ties, broken rails, or excessive speed. Derailments were common underground and usually not too great a problem. Derailed loads were more difficult to rerail than empties, obviously. Also called derailment or wreck.
**Detachable Bit** — A drill bit which could be removed from the drill steel. The first detachable bits were screw-on types while later detachable bits were knock off. Early bits were formed on the end of the drill steel. Requiring the whole steel be handled when sharpened. Detachable bits were a major improvement, as only the bits were now handled for resharpening. See also Knock-off. See also Screw-off bit.

**Development Drilling** — Exploration drilling to first find, then establish accurate estimates of the location, size and grade of mineral reserves in a deposit.

**Diamond Drill** — A rotary type of rock drill that cuts a core of rock that is recovered in long cylindrical sections, \( \frac{3}{4} \) inches or more in diameter. Most underground diamond drilling at Bisbee was done using small diameter bits and five-foot long rods because of space constraints. Diamond drilling was not done to drill blast holes, but was rather a method to search for ore.

**Diamond Drill Foreman** — The supervisor of the diamond drill crews in all of the several mines. Even though the geologist directed the drilling activities, this man saw to the regular flow of supplies and was responsible to man the crews with the assistance of the several mine foremen.

**Diamond Drill Helper** — The assistant to the diamond driller, who aided in pulling the rods to recover the core, keep the machinery lubricated and in good repair, collected the supplies etc.
**Diamond Driller** — A person who operates a diamond drill with the assistance of a helper.

**Diamond Drilling** — The act or process of obtaining a core sample of rock material using a diamond-inset annular bit as the cutting tool. This tubular bit and attached core barrel are rotated at a speed under controlled pressure by means of hollow steel, flush-jointed rods through which water is pumped to cool the bit and remove rock cuttings. With the advance of the bit, a cylindrical core of rock passes up into the core barrel, where it is held by a core barrel or other device.

![Diamond Drilling in the Junction or Campbell Mine C-1940](image)

**Diggers** — These were the work clothes worn underground and taken home at the end of shift on Saturday, by most, but not all, to be washed. Washing these mud-soaked clothes was a challenge for the wife at home as it took more time and effort to clean the washing machine afterward, than to do a week’s worth of laundry. These same cloths were used week after week until they literally fell apart.

**Digging Pit** — In open pit mining, the area where a shovel is operating.

**Dilution** — The contamination of ore with barren or low-grade wall rock in stopping or by waste, mixed with the ore. By the addition of waste or low-grade, the overall ore grade is lowered or diluted.

**Dinky Hoist** — Not the principal hoist. A small, single drum hoist used as a service hoist in a pipe or service compartment.
Dip — The angle at which a fault, bed, stratum, or vein is inclined from the horizontal, measured perpendicular to the strike and in the vertical plane. The limestones at Bisbee typically dip to the east at between 15 and 25 degrees.

Dipper — The digging bucket on a power shovel be it steam or electric. See also bucket.

Direct smelting ores — Ores, which were shipped directly to the smelter without any form of treatment or concentration. The oxide ores mined at Bisbee all fell into this category, as they would not respond to any treatment or concentration technique available at the time. This necessitated a much higher grade for these ores to cover the cost of transportation and smelting. Smelting oxides was more expensive than sulfides, as sulfides burned and liberated heat, something oxides do not do.

Dirty bootleg — A bootleg, which contains unexploded powder. These were a constant and serious threat to miners, something all took into consideration, when cleaning and inspecting the working face.

Dispatcher — The person who directed trains in the Sac pit and, later, trucks in the Lavender Pit to the appropriate site to dump its load or to a shovel to be loaded. Ore went to the crusher while waste and leach material were sent to their respective areas of the dumps. In the Sacramento Pit, communication was by telephone to switchmen who threw the switch to direct the trains to the shovel in
NEED OF SERVICE OR TO THE TRACK LEADING TO THE DUMP FOR WASTE AND LEACH OR THE CRUSHER FOR ORE. IN THE LAVENDER PIT, TWO-WAY RADIOS WERE USED WITH THE MUCK TRUCKS ALL RADIO EQUIPPED BY 1960.

**Disseminated Ore** — Ore carrying small particles of valuable minerals spread more or less uniformly through the host rock. Portions of the porphyry mined by the two pits contained disseminated ore minerals.

**Dividend Fault** — The main fault in the Bisbee area, which was the principal controlling feature for intrusion by the Sacramento Stock complex and subsequent ore deposition.

**Dividend Orebody** — A huge, but very soft orebody along the Dividend fault, which defied all efforts to mine it for 25 years until 1910 when top slicing was employed, with reasonable success. Subsidence related to mining this orebody reached the surface and caused problems with the streetcar tracks and the Bisbee – Lowell Road. The remainder of this difficult orebody was mined with the Holbrook Extension of the Lavender pit in 1972.

**Division** — The underground mining operations had become so large that the individual mines were separated into units for management and accounting purposes. By way of example, division 1 - Southwest, division 2 - Czar, division 3 - Holbrook, division 4 - Uncle Sam, division 5 - Gardner, division 6 - Lowell, division 7 - Sacramento mine division 8 - Porphyry block caving division (a part of the Sacramento Mine). Divisions changed over time. In 1945 the divisions were A- Junction Division, B- Campbell Division, C- Cole Division, E- Sacramento Division, F- Southeast Extension Division (block cave), G- Czar-Holbrook Division, H- Cuprite Division, and K – Southwest Division.

**Division #1 Southwest Mine safety photo**
**Division Car** — These cars were designed to transport drill steel to and from the blacksmith shop to the mine working areas. The Copper Queen and Calumet & Arizona mining companies had distinctly different style division cars. After the introduction, of detachable drill bits they were mainly used as tool cars delivering drills, axes, shovels and a much smaller amount of drill steel.

![Division Car](image)

**Doctor’s Release** — An employee who had reported an on-the-job injury was required to receive medical treatment and before he could go back to work. A release from the attending physician (Doctor’s release), stating his ability to return to his normal occupation was required. Similarly, if an employee had reported off due to illness or an off the job injury, he was required to receive a release from a company doctor to return to work. In either case, the failure to secure a release would create a problem for the employee. An injured man would not be allowed to return to work without one, while an employee who reported off due to being sick or from an off the job injury was considered to have been AWOL without such a release.

**Doghouse** — Near the collar of each of the shafts was a small building to afford the top cager protection from the elements. It was here too that both cagers typically ate lunch. These were renowned for the many, many pinups, which decorated the walls.
Dogs — Also called safety dogs, these were heavy, cam shaped steel masses with gear like teeth and mounted just above the cage shoe (guide channel) and on a spring-loaded shaft on the cage which, if the rope became slack, would rotate and cause the dogs to dig into the shaft guides and, thus, stop the cage slowly and completely. Slack rope would occur if the rope broke or if the cage became wedged in the shaft.
**Dog Hole** — 1.) Small, raw crosscuts driven to connect finger raises in the block cave stopes. 2.) Abnormally, small passages in a stope where ore was followed. These were often created by lessees who were trying to recover scraps of ore left in a stope.

![Dog hole in the rib of a stope. B level Copper Queen Mine](image)

**Dog Leg** — A bend in a mine working. Such as in a drift, raise or stope etc.

**Double Lead Stope** — A stope being mined with a two crosscuts driven across the width of the orebody. Manways and chutes extended from the leads to service the stope. (See also single lead stope)
**Double Jack** — 1. A two-hand heavy hammer, usually weighing between 6 and 10 pounds. It was formally used to drill blastholes with hand steels in a two-man team where one man held and turned the steel while the other hit the steel with the hammer. The drilling rate for a pair of skilled miners was 1.6 feet per hour in Bisbee limestone. 2. Later, heavier double jacks of about 20 pounds were used to break boulders on grizzlies and in stopes. The latter were also called sledgehammers.

**Double Over** — To stay over and work a second consecutive shift, usually because someone on the following shift did not report for work. This was possible on the surface only, as men were not allowed to work underground more than eight consecutive hours unless it was an extreme emergency.

**Doubler** — 1.) A second set of timber installed next to an existing set to give additional support, usually because the first set is showing signs of taking too much weight or failing. 2.) A set built inside of another set to support a set that is failing. Sometimes it is called a double-up set.
**Double-up set** — see Doubler def. 2

**Down dropped** — That side of a fault on which the strata and ore have been displaced downward in relation to the other, upthrown or upcast side. See also fault

**Downcast shaft** — The shaft through which the fresh air is drawn or forced into the mine; the fresh air intake. The Junction, Campbell, Congdon and Cole shafts were downcast.

**Dozer** — A bulldozer as used in the open pits.

**Dräger** — Though Dräger is a trade name, it was applied to all of the hand operated gas detection units used for the detection and measurements of toxic gases, particularly carbon monoxide (CO). The tool was a small hand pump that when squeezed and released drew in a specific volume of air through a tube filled with material which responded to varying levels of CO by changing color. These were, by necessity, very sensitive devices, as even very small concentrations of CO were dangerous to lethal. Thus, it was essential to be able to detect even the smallest amount. See also sniffer tube.

**Drain hole** — Occasionally, it was necessary or desirable to drain an area by drilling a hole to connect with workings below and have the water flow through the hole. This was also done several times during shaft sinking when water was a real problem as at the Briggs when a drill hole was put in the shaft bottom and intercepted a drift driven from the Hoatson mine.

**Drawing** — Removing broken ore from a pocket, particularly from a block cave.

**Dribbling** — When the ground in a mine working is experiencing small rocks falling to light rain of rock fragments dropping.
**Drift** — A horizontal opening in or near an orebody and parallel to the course of the long dimension of the orebody. At Bisbee, few workings were called drifts, even though they were, but rather were referred to as crosscuts.

**Drift set** — One set, or standard length of timber placed in the manner used in drifts or crosscuts with the post slightly inclined at the top toward the center of the crosscut. This would include all side and back lagging, spreaders and collar braces as well.
**Drifter** — A compressed air-driven, percussive rock drill, which was generally used to drill horizontally or moderately, inclined blastholes. They were also called Leyner drills, although many were manufactured by other companies. These were typically mounted on a bar and column set up, then later on jumbos.

**Drill** — 1). Underground it would refer to any pneumatic drill. On the surface, any of the various types of drilling rigs employed - blasthole or diamond drill. 2). Also used as a verb for the act of drilling.

**Drill Carriage** — See Jumbo, See shell

**Drill Column** — The vertical, tubular steel column, which extended from the floor to the back and was stabilized and made secure by tightening jack screws on the bottom. A horizontal bar was clamped to the column on which a drill was set in movable holder. By moving the bar and the drill, a complete round could be drilled from a single column setting by shifting the bar and adjusting the drill position. Frequently referred to as a bar and column setup. See also Column

**Drill Doctor** — The repair of pneumatic drills was a specialty task performed in the machine shop by one or more repairmen called by this name.

**Drilled Post** — A post that has had a hole drilled into it, so an explosive charge can be placed into it to blast it out.

**Drill Staging** — In advancing a raise, this staging was constructed of three-inch-thick lagging, on top of the last set, if timbered, or on hitched 4” X 6” timber if raw. It was never set closer than seven feet to the back for drilling the next round. The drill staging was removed prior to blasting.

**Drill Station** — An enlarged opening, or chamber, cut to allow for the more efficient pulling of the rods by diamond drillers. This was not a common practice and was only done when very long holes were to be drilled so that ten-foot lengths could be handled instead of the five-foot rods typically handled. This actually reduced the work of pulling, and the re-insertion the rods by half. An important time and labor savings on one or more holes of perhaps several thousand feet in length.

**Drill Steel** — A round, square, cruciform or hexagonal steel rod for use in rock drills. It consists of shank, shaft, and bit; the latter may or may not be detachable. It has a small hole passing through the length to allow for water and air to pass through to clean drill cuttings and suppress dust. They are used in pluggers, stopers, jacklegs and drifters. Early drill steels, like cruciform steels were solid and did not have a water hole.

**Drill Steel Set** — A series of integral drill-steel sizes consisting of starter and follower bits, necessary for drilling a hole to a certain depth. The length increment is usually determined by the wear of the bit and the feed length of the feeding device. Typically, the starter steel was three feet in length, the second four feet and the third steel, six feet long.

**Drill Water** — The water piped underground for use in dust suppression while drilling. It was also used for dust suppression before mucking by wetting down the muck pile as well as the back and ribs. This water was never used for drinking, as it was anything but potable.
**Drilling Dry** — Drilling without water to suppress the dust. This was a foolhardy thing to do under normal circumstances, as the dust fogged from the holes and even respirators were less than totally effective and the miner’s lungs suffered. Early rock drills were not designed with to use water to reduce dust, but at least in Bisbee few of these machines were used except, for dry stopers. These drills were nominally used for drilling vertical or near vertical holes. The water exiting the drill holes fell down onto the miner soaking them in thin muddy water. The drill steel used in dry machines was solid and did not accommodate water passage for suppression. The only acceptable reason for drilling dry, in the author’s personal experience, was when mining burned ground, as the rock temperature was above 212°F, and the drill water would turn to steam instantly, creating an even more hazardous atmosphere when mixed with sulfide dust which created an acidic environment.

**Driving Dolly** — A round steel devise that fit onto the threads of a wedge-style rock bolt and then placed on the rock drill, which pushed the split bolt onto the wedge, thus securing it. The dolly was then removed, the tie plate put on the bolt followed by the nut, which was then tightened, again using the drill.

**Drop a Chute** — The act of causing a hung chute to flow again by removing the constriction, often by blasting.

**Drop Cars** — The space under many of the mine surface ore storage bins was usually limited to one or two railroad car lengths. Thus, it was necessary to move loads out and replace them with empty cars without the aid of a locomotive. The tracks were placed on a gradient such that by loosening the hand break the cars would role. Thus, the toplander would loosen the hand break on the first full car and ride it the distance needed to accommodate all of the cars to be loaded. He would reset the break, walk back and drop the second car, coupling it with the first. He then did a similar thing with the empties, dropping them into place to load, repeating the process until all available cars were loaded and coupled. If he judged wrong while placing cars, there was a power wench strong enough to pull an empty back, but not a loaded car. This was an art, as he had to have control of the cars at all times. In 1948, a toplander at the Campbell, lost control of four loaded cars and they rolled for almost six miles before derailing because of the high speed they had attained.

**Drop Cut** — When operations in an open pit mine require that the next level down be developed, mining of a downward, inclined ramp, or drop cut, is started.

**Drum End** — The end of the main hoisting cable that was attached to the hoist drum. Periodically, a length equal to one and a half drum diameters would be trimmed from the drum end to prevent uneven ware on the cable by changing the point of the cable where the second and subsequent laps on the hoist drum would occur.

**Drummy Ground** — Ground which gives a hollow sound when tested by poking or striking with a bar, a treacherous condition. This invariably indicated the need for additional barring down or some form of ground support.

**Dry** — A special building at a mine where workers shower themselves following their shift or change from street to work clothes. It was well ventilated and heated to assure that the miners sweat-soaked diggers would be dry when he returned to work 16 hours later. Also called a change room or change house.
**Dry Bone** — A term used to reference the porous nature of some gossans, but more commonly to spongy appearing smithsonite, which was often bone colored.

**Dry Stoper** — Stopers used with solid drill steels, which could not accommodate water for dust suppression. The earliest stopers were of this type and appropriately named “widow makers” as the dust which fogged from each hole, slowly, but surely dusted (infected with silicosis) the miner, who would become disabled and soon die. Dry stopers were used along wet machines until the early 1920s, but with respirators to reduce dust inhalation. See also widowmaker.

**Dry Tons** — The net weight, in tons, of broken ore or concentrates after deducting the weight of the contained moisture.

**Dummy Holes** — The two to four holes in the burn, which are not loaded, but left empty to give hollow spaces for the loaded center hole to break to when blasted.

**Dump** — 1). A pile or heap of rock waste at or near a mine. May contain primary waste (where this could not be disposed of underground as gob). 2). The act of emptying a mine car or haul truck is dumping, regardless of the material.

**Dump Ramp** — Certain types of large, side dumping mine cars (Granby) had a fifth wheel opposite the door which, when rolled up a ramp would tilt the car body thereby causing it to dump. See also camelback.
DUSTED — A miner who is suffering from silicosis (pneumoconiosis), because of over exposure to dust, usually drilling dust high in silica, was said to be “dusted.” This was a disabling industrial lung disease, one that was frequently fatal. While siliceous dust was a serious threat for miners everywhere, it was less so at Bisbee as the silica content of the rock was quite low, except in the block cave area of the Sacramento Mine. However, more than a few Bisbee miners suffered from varying degrees of this preventable condition. As miners were transient in nature, most probable came to Bisbee, already suffering.

EAST OREBODY — The eastern portion of the Sacramento stock, which was too deep to be mined by the Sacramento pit. Block caving was attempted with limited success. In the end, this was the principal orebody for the Lavender pit mine.

E-CAR — A two-ton capacity rocker dump mine car introduced in 1910. They were used until the end of mining. These are similar to the K-car, but much easier and safer to dump. They are fitted with a dump trip that would be lifted by a miner’s boot, then the tub would be pushed into the direction of dumping.
**Edison Lamp** – The first type of electric cap lamp used at Bisbee. They were introduced in the Campbell and Junction mines in 1938. These were alkaline, wet cell battery lamps, using Edison’s patented battery. Interestingly, the wet cell alkaline battery was to be Edison’s most profitable invention.

**Eight (8) Hour Law** – A legislated act by the Territorial government of Arizona in 1903 that forbid normal working shifts of more than eight hours for underground employees. This law made little difference at Bisbee as the Copper Queen had instituted eight-hour shifts as a company policy long before, while the C. & A. had preemptively made the change a short while before the law was passed.
**Electric Cap** — A blasting cap that was detonated with electricity. They were used in the Sacramento Pit, Lavender Pit and underground in the block cave stopes. Most other areas, normally used fire fuse caps.

**Electric Cap ends from a box found in the Cole Adit**

**Electrolytic Refining** — The process of purifying metal ingots that are suspended as anodes in an electrolytic bath, alternated with refined sheets of the same metal, which act as starters or cathodes. After 1898, all Bisbee copper was thus refined prior to marketing, giving a higher quality copper. This process also allowed for the recovery of gold and silver, both of which were important byproducts at Bisbee.

**Employee Benefit Association** — A voluntary insurance scheme with company/employee contributions, which provided for a degree of wage continuation in the event of death or disability. The program was initiated in 1917 and was open to all employees, with most subscribing. It was terminated at the end of 1944, with the unionization of the workforce, and replaced by a group insurance program.

**Employment Agent** — This was the man who it seemed, made the decision as whom to hire when there were vacancies. Except for the WWII period, there were always more men seeking work than jobs available, thus, it was perceived by many that he was all-powerful. The reality was that much of the time; the men hired were preselected by the supervisors in whose departments where the vacancies existed.

**Enclosed Headframe** — All of the very early headframes at Bisbee were completely enclosed in shaft houses, which extended back to cover the hoist as well. This was a style brought to Bisbee by engineers from England and the Michigan copper country where the climate made this a necessity. By 1900, this construction approach had been abandoned, yet the shafts with enclosed headframes retained them until either they closed or the headframe was replaced, usually with one of steel.
Enclosed headframe at the Spray Mine

**End Dump** — The small mine cars used for many years had a door at one end and were rotated then lifted to dump from the door end of the car. See also A-car

**End Plates** — The heavy horizontal timbers in a shaft set which run the short side of the rectangular shaft. These were supported by shaft hangers from the
set above and connected to the wall plates, which together, supported the posts. See also shaft set

**Engine house** — Synonymous with hoist house. The early hoists at Bisbee were steam operated with a steam engine running the unit, thus the name.

**Engine room** — The part of the shaft house where the steam engine-run-hoist was located. Synonymous with hoist room.

**Engineering department** — The group that controlled all facets of mine engineering. These include surveying, map making, mine layout design, mine planning, mine ventilation as well as pumping and electrical layouts.

**Eruptive** — A very early term used to denote the intrusive units of the Sacramento stock complex.

**Escabrosa** — A reference to the Escabrosa Limestone rock unit that was one of the several productive formations at Bisbee.

**Escape route** — The route to be followed to an escape way in the event of an emergency. Drills were periodically conducted to assure familiarity with escape procedures and escape routes. Also called evacuation routes.

**Escape way** — An opening through which the miners may leave the mine if the ordinary exit is obstructed or if an emergency condition exist which may render the primary entrance inaccessible or unsafe to use.

**Escape way manway from 61 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest to the Copper Prince Mine and the Surface**
**Evacuation Maps** — Mine maps indicating the evacuation or escape route were posted in convenient places on every operating level throughout the mines to aid the miners, should an emergency requiring evacuation occur.

**Evacuation Map** located at the intersection of 61, 65, and 64 crosscuts on the 3rd level Southwest Mine

**Exploration** — Prospecting, sampling, mapping, diamond drilling and other work involved in searching for ore. Because of the scattered nature of the replacement ore deposits at Bisbee, substantial underground exploration work was necessary, mostly by diamond drilling.

**Explosive** — Any rapidly combustive or expanding substance. The energy released during this rapid combustion or expansion can be used to break rock.

**Explosive Sticks of Dynamite being primed. Campbell or Junction mines c-1948**
**Extension** — 1). An addition to a mining area such as the Holbrook Extension of the Lavender Pit. 2). The continuation of an orebody.

**Eye Bolt** — A rod or bolt having an eye or loop at one end and threaded at the other end or tapered so as to receive and be held in place by a steel wedge when placed into a drill hole.

**Eye Shield** — A replaceable, transparent, plastic visor on the brim of the hard hat, which was folded down to cover the eyes, when eye protection was needed. It was obligatory to have eye shields down when collaring a hole, using a blow pipe or breaking boulders with a double jack as well as any other activity, which could cause eye injury.
**Face** — The surface exposed by excavation. The working front is the face at the end of the heading, or at the end of the full-size excavation.

**Face up** — In the open pit mine, using the bucket of a power shovel to remove any loose material from the bank face.

**Fall of ground** — A term that means rock falling from overhead or from the side. It could be a single rock or a large volume and the reference would remain the same. Fall of ground accidents were the most common type of accidents underground at Bisbee. Most such accidents were the result of the miner not taking the time to completely remove all loose rock by baring down or failing to put adequate support under loose material.
**Fall of Ground** in 22 crosscut on the 2966 level, Campbell Mine

**False Cap** — A piece of 8” X 8” or 10” X 10” timber spanning the drift and supported by lagging spiked vertically to the post on either side of the drift. These were installed in pairs on sequential drift sets. The false cap was placed ten inches below the drift set cap to allow for 11 foot long, 10” X 10” boom timbers to rest, upon which a set cap would be placed at the forward end and pushed forward, allowing for the safe timbering under bad ground conditions. Posts were then set under the cap, then the boom timber and false caps removed.

**False Set** — When it was necessary to replace a drift set, “false sets” of 8” X 8” timber were constructed on both sides of the set to be replaced to support the ground. Once the set had been replaced, the false sets were then removed.

**False Set**. The bottom of the center post has rotted out. 30 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine
**Fatality** — An accident that results in the death of someone. Bisbee’s mines were among the safest anywhere, always, but fatalities did occur. Fortunately, Bisbee never suffered a major underground mine disaster where numerous men perished in a single event.

![Fatality Joseph Pawlowski](image)

**Fatality Joseph Pawlowski was killed when he drilled into a missed hole in 38-13 raise on the 600 level of the Gardner Mine during 1917**

**Fault** — A break in the Earth’s crust caused by tectonic forces, which have moved the rock on one side with respect to the other. This movement can be horizontal, vertical or a combination of both.

![Fault](image)

**Fault at the mouth of 86 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest Mine with a pipe & track car**
**Feed Leg** – See Air Leg

**Feed Screw** – A long, course threaded steel rod which runs the length of the drill carriage and along which the drill advances by either hand cranking or by the automated feed motor in the newer drills. This is the manner by which pressure is applied to the drill bit at the end of the drill steel.

*Feed Screw(s)* evident on three Gardner-Denver CF 79 drifters mounted on shells for use on a jumbo.

**Field Magazine** – In the Lavender Pit, a small magazine used for the temporary storage of small amounts of powder or, separately, blasting caps.

**Filter Bulkhead** – A bulkhead built of burlap covered lagging, which was constructed solely to contain hydraulically placed sand fill gob and allow the contained water to drain. These were both horizontal and vertical structures.

**Fine Ore Storage Bins** – Large bins in the concentrator that received the discharge from the secondary crushers and in turn, fed the ball mills. These were often referred to as the fine ore bins.

**Fingers** – Small raw raises in a block cave that extend from the grizzly level into the undercut level. After the block begins to cave the ore will fall into these raises and down to the grizzlies.

**Finger Raise** – See Fingers

**Finlay** – Pronounced “Finley” by the miners, but spelled as Finlay in all Copper Queen literature. This was a generic term applied to most any of the several brands of pneumatic, rail mounted, overshot mucking machine used at Bisbee. The name is derived from some of the very first such machines, which were designed Edwin Royle and John Finlay, employees of the Anaconda Mining Company and marketed by Finlay. See also mucking machine.
**Finlay step** — A detachable step, which was mounted on the left side of the mucking machines and below the controls so that the operator could ride the unit as it moved about during mucking as well as the loading and changing of cars.

**Fire assay** — The assaying of metallic ores, usually gold and silver, by methods requiring a furnace heat; commonly involves the processes of scorification, cupellation, etc.

**Fire country** — That part of the mine, which had experienced a mine fire or was even still burning. A mine could have several different areas so designated such as the in the Campbell with the “2700 fire country” or the “1200 fire country” where the level further defined the area.
Fire Country — A map showing the location of the 13-10 fire country in the Lowell Mine. This fire started December 2, 1915.

Fire Door — Doors placed to control the airflow in the event of a fire. Near shafts, they were usually steel doors in concrete frames with heavy weights and a compressed air activated cylinder catch, which could be closed remotely from a point on the surface by draining the compressed air from the line. Away from the shaft, they were usually wooden, but also with remote closing capacity.

Fire Door on the 6th level station of the Sunrise Shaft.

Fire Fuse — A cord-like substance used in the ignition of explosives. Black powder is entrained in the cord and, when lit, burns along the cord at a set rate per foot. A fuse can be safely used to ignite a blasting cap, which is the primer for an explosive. Fire fuse was used almost exclusively in the underground mines at Bisbee, from the beginning until the mines closed. See also safety fuse.
**Firebug** — A person designated to examine the high-risk areas of the mine on a daily basis, for indications of possible fire such as odor and heat as well as other dangers. This inspection was typically performed on the graveyard or third shift with defined runs for each firebug. They were almost always older, well-experienced miners who could no longer stand the strenuous work of mining.

**Fish plate** — A steel strap with oval shaped holes specifically made for joining rail. Different rail sizes used different size fish plates.

**Flange** — 1). The inside edge of a mine car or railroad wheel, which kept the wheel on the rail. 2). A wide edge, perpendicular to and on pipe or pipe fittings, such as valves, with bolt holes to fasten the pieces together, usually with a rubber gasket placed between the two flanges. 3). To form or to add an edge at a right angle to something to keep it in place. 4). The bottom or foot of a rail.
Flange (def. 1) on a H-car wheel on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine

**Flask** — A carbide miner’s lamp with a full charge of fresh carbide would burn for between four to six hours, depending on the lamp type. Thus, the miner needed to carry additional carbide with him to recharge his lamp at some point during the shift. While a number of container types were used to carry this water reactive material, the most common was a curved, metal pocket flask with a sliding top, which held about seven ounces of carbide, sufficient to finish the shift. The miner had to buy the flask or whatever he chose to use, while the mining company furnished the carbide.

**Flirting** — Adjusting the horn on a square set post to ensure the posts in the stope vertically align. As a stope takes weight the square sets can be pushed out of alignment. Caps and girts are horizontally aligned with cut-down posts and beveling the ends.
**Flirting**

**Flat rope** — A steel rope made up of a number of loosely twisted four-strand ropes placed side by side, the lay of the adjacent strands being in opposite directions to secure uniformity in wear and to prevent twisting during hoisting. The strands are sewn together with soft steel wire. These ropes were made in the shops of both mining companies at Bisbee and were used until the 1930s.

**Float** — A mineral, which responds positively to froth flotation, is said to float.

**Float cell** — A large, open box-like structure in which floatation takes place. This is synonymous with flotation cell.
**Flotation** — A flotation process in which the minerals floated gather in and on the surface of bubbles of air or gas driven into or generated in the liquid in some convenient manner. It is the separating of finely crushed minerals from one another by causing some to float in a froth and others to remain in suspension in the pulp. Oils and various chemicals are used to activate, make floatable, or depress the various minerals. Froth flotation was a patented process and expensive to use. The first recovery plant of the Sacramento Pit attempted to bypass this expense by employing gravity recovery of the copper minerals. It was moderately successful, at best, and soon replace by floatation, paying the required royalty.

**Flotation cell** — See float cell.

**Floor** — 1). The space between levels in all of the mines was divided into intervals called “floors.” Each floor was 7½ feet high, the standard mining height, except for the floor coincidental with the level and it was ten feet high and called the sill. Each floor was sequentially numbered. Thus, a 100-foot interval would consist of the sill and 12 floors while a 133-foot interval such as found in the Junction, Campbell and Denn mines below the 2300 would consist of a sill and 16 floors. 2). Also, a floor could refer to a mucking surface in a cut and fill stope where mat boards have been laid down on top of the waste fill to prevent contamination of the ore as it is blasted down and mucked.

![Floor(s) Diagram of the floor layout between 100 ft. levels.](image-url)
Flue dust — A very fine dust formed in the flues of a smelter or metallurgical furnace and which, unless caught, passes out into the atmosphere carrying fine, particulates high in metals. This represented a loss of gold, silver and copper at Bisbee. However, the long stacks up the side of Queen Hill caused the smoke to cool substantially and much of the particulate matter fell out of the smoke, to be captured in a “dust chamber” at the bottom. While it was difficult to handle, the material was retreated. At the Douglas smelter, Cottrell precipitators were installed about 1920 to capture this troublesome, but valuable material.

Flume — A wooden trough used to conduct mine waters. These were used underground when passing water over raises and stopes as well as to keep heavy flows off the track. On the surface, flumes carried discharge from the mines to a desired point, in some cases miles away such as the one from the Junction Shaft to the Warren area. These were particularly good for conducting acidic mine water as the wood did not corrode, but it was necessary to use nails made of copper, as iron nails would soon be corroded. A flume for acid waters extended from the Czar Shaft to a precipitation plant at the base of Sac Hill.

Flume for mine water around the Holbroook Mine Area.

Flux — A high silica rock added during smelting which reacts with gangue minerals to form slags, which are liquid at furnace temperature and low enough in density to float on the molten bath of metal or matte and thus, easily removed. High gold silica was preferred as it provided both a flux and revenue from the gold. The Easter Sunday and Wade Hampton mines were both sources of precious metal bearing flux at Bisbee. The very high silica, but barren quartzite found in
Quarry Canyon was used as a flux for some time during Bisbee’s first years and it was the mining of this material that gave the name to the street, Quarry Canyon, which led to the silica quarries.

**Fly rock** — Rock thrown by blasting. Blast in the pits, particularly secondary blasting often created substantial fly rock that represented a very real safety concern as the rock could travel hundreds of feet.

**Flying a switch** — Running a motor and/or train through a rail switch without first setting the switch for the direction of travel. This was a common, though forbidden practice as it left the switch partially open, something that would cause a derailment if not noticed. Also called splitting a switch.

**Foot board** — 1.) A piece of 2” X 12” X 2' planking placed under a post in soft ground to help keep it from being pushed into the soft material by the pressure from above on the timber. 2.) Verde chutes had a hinged board, which folded down and crossed the drift, resting on the loading platform to allow better access to the chute while loading cars without having to step on the mine car for support.

**Foot block** — A piece of timber 4” X 10” X 3’ placed on the drift floor and under a drill column. The jack screws of the column are tightened against the foot block to secure the column.

**Footwall** — 1). The part of the country rock that lies below the ore in relation to the inclined dip of an ore deposit. 2). Also, the bottom wall of an inclined fault. See also fault.

**Formation** — Any assemblage of rocks that have some character in common, whether of origin, age, or composition. Often, the word is loosely used to indicate anything that has been formed or brought into its present shape.

**Fraction** — The percentage of a portion, separated by size, following crushing and/or grinding.

**Fragmentation** — A term used to describe the degree of rock breakage by a blast. Good fragmentation meant the rock was broken to a degree that allowed for optimal loading and crushing. Conversely, poor fragmentation implied the presence of oversized material, which must be broken by secondary blasting.

**Framing** — The specialized cutting of timber ends in such a way such that they fit together in an interlocking manner so that nails are not required and that simple pressure derived from the use of wooden blocks and wedges will hold it in place. Each timbering scheme required its own, particular form of framing.
Framing tenons on posts, 3rd level southwest mine at the intersection of 30 and 35 crosscuts.

**Framing Shop** — The mine shop where the ends of standard mine timbers were cut to the needed shapes for square set, shaft, raise, cribbing etc. applications. This shop was usually closely associated with the mine sawmill.

**Fringe Drift** — A drift on the edge, but outside a block cave stope on the grizzly level. See also block cave

**Frasco Board** — See hold down board.

**Frog** — The point of intersection of the inner rails, where a train crosses from one set of rails to another or in a switch. The frog is in the form of a V. There were often made from rails, but were sometimes purchased cast as a unit.

Frog 30 crosscut southwest mine (made from rail)
**Frog** near the Queen Tunnel portal (cast version)

**Front head** – See Nose def. 2).

**Froth** – The foam on the top of floatation cells containing the desirable minerals and which is recovered for further cleaning or to form the concentrate.

**Fuse** – An igniting or explosive device in the form of a cord, consisting of a flexible fabric tube and a core of low explosive (safety fuse) or high explosive. See also fire fuse.

**Fuse can** – Primed fuses were transported from the fuse house to the underground powder magazines in specially made steel, copper lined and spark-
FUSE CUTTER — Every mine used thousands of feet of fire fuse every shift. This fuse came in large rolls of several thousand feet that needed to be cut into standard lengths and a blasting cap attached to one end. Early on, this was done at the mining face by the miners, but it was soon found that it was far more efficient and less wasteful to provide the miners with proper length of fuse with the cap crimped on one end. This work was performed by the fuse cutter, usually a partially disabled miner, at each mine or on a single level of the mine, if the demand was sufficient. This activity was centralized at a single mine for each company by 1930.

FUSE HOUSE — By 1930, all blasting caps were sent underground crimped on fire fuse, which had been cut into standard lengths. These prepared fuses were then placed in special fuse cans made in the tin shop and set underground. This preparation of the fuses with caps was carried out in the fuse house in the Junction mine yard.
**Gable-bottom car** — A rectangular car with an inverted V or gable in the middle with doors on both sides. These cars were first introduced in 1908 as small 1.75-ton cars, but were unsuccessful in handling the sticky oxide ores. Later, gable-bottom cars were reintroduced in a 4 1/2 ton capacity version for mining the block cave stope and were able to handle the siliceous porphyry ores. They were also referred to as porphyry cars.

![Gable-bottom car](image)

**Gable-bottom car (s)** Porphyry style being dumped in the Junction mine c-1938

**Galena** — 1). The most economically important lead mineral mined at Bisbee. It is a lead sulfide. 2). Also, the name of the cluster of company houses constructed near Lowell in the very early 1950s. 3). The Galena Mine.

**Gang boss** — A work gang supervisor who was usually a working boss as he worked aside his men.

**Gangue** — The waste or non-mineralized rock or valueless minerals associated with ore and ore minerals.

**Gangway** — Row of square sets one set wide and are driven across the ore body at typically 45 ft. centers. When the mining is complete the gangway will extend from the top of the orebody to the bottom. These provided access passages and sets to be used as chutes.
**GANGWAY SET** — A SQUARE SET THAT IS PART OF A GANGWAY.

**GAUGE** — 1) Spacing distance between the inside of the balls (top part) of the two parallel rails in the mine. The C. & A. used a gauge of 18 inches while the Copper Queen used 20 inches. Following the merger with C. & A., PD adapted the 18-inch gauge. 2) The width of a drill steel at the bit end. Each subsequent steel used had a slightly narrower gauge to assure that one steel could follow the previous, as the hole diameter drilled by the previous was slightly larger than the gauge of the steel to follow.

**G - CAR** — Five-ton Granby-style mine cars that dumped with a 5th wheel attached to the tub that climbed a dump ramp at the pocket. This action caused the car’s tub to lift and the door to open and as the wheel descended the other side of the ramp the tub dropped and the door closed. These cars saw limited use and had a 24” gauge. The best example of their use was the waste rock haul on the 1400 level between the Dallas and Cole Mines. They are also called Granby Cars.

---

**Gangway in a Mitchell to slice stope**
G - car behind a stack of timber trucks at the Junction Mine

G-car (after Sweet)

**General Manager** — The most senior management person at Bisbee to whom all others reported. Typically, this individual was a mining engineer who had been with the company for most of his career and had worked his way up through the organization. He reported to the Vice-President of Western Operations in Douglas.
**General Office** — The main company office where the senior management, including the General Manager, maintained offices. Accounting and payroll were also here as were a limited number of clerical support staff.

**General Superintendent** — This position was usually the number two at the Copper Queen Branch. It was not always occupied and towards the end of operations at Bisbee, it was a General Superintendent who was totally in charge, with the General Manager’s position left vacant.

**Geologist** — One who is trained in and works in any of the geological sciences. At Bisbee, the geologist was responsible for ore discovery. To do this, they geologically mapped all raises and crosscuts as well logged all diamond drill core, looking for clues regarding ore deposition. The information derived from these efforts was transferred to the main mine maps for a more complete understanding. Geologist first became involved on a full-time basis at Bisbee just after 1900. Dr. James Douglas, an educated man and President of the Copper Queen, often noted that more ore was found by a good miner who could read the ground than any geologist.

**Geothermal Gradient** — The natural rise in rock temperature with depth. While the geothermal gradient is extremely variable worldwide, it is typically consistent in a given area. At Bisbee, the geothermal gradient is close to $10^\circ$ F per 60 feet of vertical depth. However, decomposing sulfides often raised the temperature well above this level, while good ventilation typically lowered the temperature, thereby making this subtle change less obvious.

**Giant Caps** — A term commonly used to refer to blasting caps before 1930 as most blasting caps used to this point were of the “Giant” brand. These came in various strengths as indicated by numbers 5, 6, 8, with the higher number being the more powerful. See also blasting cap.

**Giant Powder** — An early term used to refer to dynamite. In the 1880’s to the early 1900s “Giant” was a major brand of dynamite. It was not uncommon for dynamite to be called giant powder even though it had been produced by another manufacture such as Hercules Powder Company. Giant powder was used at Bisbee until at least 1917 in the Higgins Mine.
**Gilman Cut and Fill System** — A variation of cut and fill stoping developed by Oscar Gilman, a division foreman for the C & A in 1914. It allowed for more ore recovery in areas affected by nearby mining.

**Gilman Drifter** — A locally modified drifter style rock drill used for a short time in the Copper Queen Branch mines during the early 1930s, before continued mechanical problems caused it to be replaced by the more reliable Ingersoll-Rand rock drills.

**Gin Pole** — 1). In raise mining, it was heavy, thick-walled tubing pointed at the bottom end and with a clamp-held eye to attach a block pulley at the top end. It was wedged between the drill staging and the back with the point on the staging timber and the block over the timber slide, through which a rope or cable was threaded for hoisting timber and other supplies. 2). On the surface or in wide spaces underground, it was a heavy beam suspended by ropes or cables to serve as a point to place a block for lifting heavy items.

![Gin Pole](image)

**Girt** — In the assembly of a square set of timber, the girt is the top piece, placed horizontally and parallel to the direction of advance. It is cut to the length of the standard distance between the post of the previous set and the next.
GIRT showing the rectangular tenon compared to the square tenons found on square set posts or caps in Bisbee.

GLANCE — 1). A name commonly applied to chalcocite by the miners. 2). The Copper Glance mine located on the eastern edge of the Warren Mining District. 3). The Cretaceous age Glance Conglomerate rock unit, so common in the eastern portions of the Warren Mining District.

GLORY HOLE — 1). A funnel-shaped excavation, the bottom of which is connected to a raise driven from an underground haulage level. The ore is broken by drilling and blasting in benches around the periphery of the funnel. The last ores recovered from the bottom of the Sacramento Pit were mined by this method. 2). The term also applies to a surface hole made through the extraction of a rich ore mass at the surface, such as the “Glory Hole” of the Copper Queen Mine.

GLORY HOLE (DEF. 1) gloryholes in the bottom of the Sacramento pit. Three churn drills are drilling blast hole patterns on the edges of the gloryholes to be later blasted into the holes.
Goat caves — refers to a stope on the Copper King Claim at around the 6,000 ft. elevation. The miners stoped a small orebody from the surface. During the 1940s-1950s, the abandoned stope was inhabited by domesticated goats that had become wild. These goats were often encountered by people hiking the hillside. This stope was worked at least twice, once before 1909 and then again in the 1920’s.
**Go Devil** — The name given to a cage or other conveyance that went through a compartment without shaft guides. These were very wobbly things to ride as they bounced off of the shaft walls when moving. The number four compartment at the Dallas Mine was equipped with a go devil and always gave an exciting ride.

![Go Devil at the Dallas Mine.](image)

**Gob** — 1). Waste rock to be used as backfill. 2). Also, the act of backfilling or placing waste in worked out openings to add to the support of the timber. The openings were typically gobbled as completely and tightly as possible.

**Gob Drift** — It was not uncommon to lack sufficient waste rock to use as gob for stopes below a given level. In these instances, raises or drifts were driven in barren limestone for the sole purpose of generating clean, suitable material for gobbing. Obviously, when possible, these headings were driven in prospective areas with the hope of hitting ore.

**Gob Hole** — The hole into which gob was dumped for backfilling of a stope. These were usually small, fairly closely spaced raises to minimize the amount of shoveling in the stope necessary to fill the opening as tight as possible. These were typically single compartment raises and stripped of timber when possible.
Gob Hole with an A-car in 55 crosscut, 5th level, Southwest Mine.

**Gob Fence** — A fence-like barrier, usually made from split lagging. To hold gob back from an opening such as a crosscut or access way through a backfilled stope.

Gob Fence on the 1st level of the Hargis incline

**Gob Raise** — It was not uncommon to have insufficient waste rock available to use as gob for stopes below a given level. In these instances, raises or drifts were driven in barren limestone for the sole purpose of generating clean suitable material for gobbing. Obviously, when possible, these headings were driven in prospective areas with the hope of hitting ore.

**Gob Wall** — It was common to build rock walls from the larger waste pieces removed while hand-sorting ore to contain gob. Gob was placed behind these rock walls when the stopes were backfilled. When the ore was no longer hand sorted, gob fences were built to serve the same purpose.
**Gob Wall** (s) at an intersection of 2 crosscut on the 5th level Southwest Mine.

**Gobbing** — The act of placing waste in a mine opening to help support the surrounding rock.

**Good Friday** — A common reference to payday Friday, which was every other Friday.

**Goose Neck** — A connector for the water hose to a rock drill. It was a short, 90° piece of ½ steel tubing with adaptors on each end, on to accept the water hose and the other a flanged coupling to attach to the drill body to allow it to rotate in a full circle.

**Gossan** — The rust-colored, iron oxide rich capping or staining of a mineral deposit, generally formed by the oxidation or alteration of iron sulfides. The reddish capping on Sacramento Hill as well as the hills near the pit and north of the Dividend Fault are a gossan.

**Gouge** — 1.) Fine, often putty-like material composed of ground-up rock found along a fault and caused by grinding of the rock through the movement of the faulted rocks. Also called fault gouge. 2.) A narrow cut-like mine working.
**Gouge (def2.)** in a stope on the B level Copper Queen Mine 4’ X 18”

**Grab ass** — Another term for horseplay, particularly with sensitive individuals on a crowded cage, something strictly forbidden because of the potential danger, yet frequently practiced.

**Grab link** — A special chain link that has a circular section that allows it to slide over chain, but it has a narrow neck that is slide over a link that secures it to the chain. Four grab links were found on some A-cars one hanging from each corner. They were also used to hang slusher blocks from chains. Often found on A-cars and some Mancha locomotives used to connect them together.

**Grab Link** attached to an A-car
**Grab Sample** — A randomly taken sample of material from a muck pile that is assayed to determine the copper content of the material. A grab sample is not intended to be representative of the whole of the material as it is usually biased with the best-looking material selected. It does serve as a general guide to metal content of the broken muck.

**Grade** — 1). The relative quantity or the percentage of ore-mineral or metal content in the material being mined. Also called ore grade. 2). A degree of inclination or a rate of ascent or descent of mine workings, with respect to the horizontal usually expressed as a percentage.

**Granby Car** — See G-car

**Grate** — A covering for the timberway in a raise. They are made from three 30" section of light duty mine rail such as 12 lb. rail. They are held together by two long bolts with four sections of small pipe. The pipe is used to separate the rails to ensure air flow up the timber way.

**Graveyard Shift** — The third shift that operated from 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM. Underground, few worked this shift, Fire bugs, pumpmen and a few motor crews. However, in the pits and concentrators, it was a regular full shift through which most of the employees rotated on a regular basis.

**Gravity Separation** — Separation of mineral particles, with the aid of water or air, according to the differences in their specific gravities. Ore minerals are typically heavier than gangue minerals. Once crushing and grinding had been accomplished, the fine particles were passed over an inclined table with water or low flows of compressed air to cause the separation. This was the first recovery method employed on the ores from the Sacramento Pit, but only with modest success and was soon replaced by floatation.

**Grind** — A reference to the degree of fineness to which a material is ground during milling operations.

**Grinding** — The size reduction of crushed rock into fine, powder-like particles, for feed to the float cells. Also called comminution. At Bisbee, this was always accomplished using ball or rod mills.

**Grinding Balls** — Steel balls introduced into the ball mills to grind the ore.

**Grizzly** — A series of iron or steel bars were often used railroad rails, spaced so as to size, sort, or separate the broken material as it is mucked or dumped into the ore chutes or pockets. The intent is to keep oversize rocks from entering the system and potentially plugging it. The grizzly’s bars were typically spaced to allow a 10-inch rock to pass while stopping anything larger. Also called breakers in the stopes, as this was where the larger boulders were broken with double jacks.
**Grizzly** (abandoned) on 10 raise in 9 crosscut, 6th level Southwest Mine.

**Grizzly Chambers** — See Bulldozing Chamber

**Grizzly Level**— The level where the grizzlies are located in block cave stopes and for the gloryholes in the Sacramento Pit.

**Groove Sampling** — See channel sampling

**Ground** — 1). Rock at the side of an orebody; country rock, frequently used to refer to the rock in general as in “bad ground.” 2). A ground is a conducting connection, whether intentional or accidental, between an electrical circuit or equipment and either the Earth or some conducting body serving in place of the Earth.

**Grubstake** — Finances or supplies of food, etc., furnished to a prospector in return for an interest in any discoveries made. George Warren was grubstaked by Dunn and Rucker, the discoverers of Bisbee’s first mineralization, to locate more claims in the area. Warren staked a number of additional claims, but never honored his part of agreement. Neither Dunn nor Rucker were ever listed on the claim notices Warren filed.

**Guard** — 1). To protect a blast area from entry until the blast has gone off. All possible access points to a blast area were guarded by the miners to prevent entry. 2). A protective cover placed over moving machinery parts, such as gears, to prevent a worker from putting a hand or other body parts where injury could occur.

**Guardrail** — A short segment of rail placed parallel to the rail of a switch frog to guide the wheel flange away from the frog point. Guardrails were often used on tight curves as well to keep the wheel flange close to the outside rail to reduce derailments.
GUARDRAIL IN THE SOUTHWEST MINE

GUIDES — THE WIDE WOODEN OR STEEL TRACKS THAT SUPPORT AND DETERMINE THE PATH OF A SKIP OR CAGE. SEE ALSO SHAFT GUIDES.

GUIDE SHELL— SEE SHELL

GUNITE — A CEMENT MIXTURE APPLIED, BY SPRAYING, TO THE BACK AND RIBS OF A MINE PASSAGE TO PREVENT OR RETARD SLACKING OF THE ROCK BECAUSE OF EXPOSURE TO AIR.

GYRATORY CRUSHER — PRIMARY CRUSHER CONSISTING OF A VERTICAL SPINDLE, THE FOOT OF WHICH IS MOUNTED IN AN ECCENTRIC BEARING WITHIN A CONICAL SHELL. THE TOP CARRIES A CONICAL CRUSHING HEAD REVOLVING ECCENTRICALLY IN A CONICAL MAW. THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF GYRATORIES-THOSE THAT HAVE THE GREATEST MOVEMENT ON THE SMALLEST LUMP ON THE CAM, THOSE THAT HAVE EQUAL MOVEMENT FOR ALL LUMPS ON THE CAM, AND THOSE THAT HAVE GREATEST MOVEMENT ON THE LARGEST LUMP. THE PRIMARY CRUSHER IN THE LAVENDER PIT WAS A GYRATORY CRUSHER.
**Hand** — A general term for a worker, particularly a new one as in “the new hand.”

**Hand Crank Leyner** — A Leyner or Drifter pneumatic drill in which the feed screw moves the drill forward by the turning of a crank. Later drills were continuous feed and were moved by small air motors.

**Hand Crank Leyner** at Ingersoll-Rand DA-35 on a hand crank guide shell at the Queen Mine Tour

**Hand Drilling** — A historical method of drilling blastholes in rock by hammer and a hand-held steel. Single-jack drilling was done by one miner. In double-jack drilling, one miner held the steel for one or two strikers with hammers.

**Hand Drilling** (single-jack) in an unknown mine at Bisbee c-1903
Hand protector — The motor swamper rode the last car of the train standing on a step with his hands grasping a steel bar covered by an inclined steel plate called a hand protector. The unit was slotted to fit over the edge of the mine car and protected hands from large rocks in the loaded cars, which often shifted during transport.

Hand steel — The chisel shaped steels of varying lengths, which are used for drilling blastholes by hand when hit with an either a single jack or double jack and rotated slightly between blows to prevent sticking and make the hole round. Hand steels came in sets, with each longer than the previous. Also, the diameter of each subsequent steel was slightly less to assure that one steel could follow the previous, as the gauge (bit width) would ware quickly.

Hand sorting — The ores at Bisbee were seldom truly clean and free of included waste. Until the advent of mechanical loading, it was deemed cheaper to have men hand pick the obvious waste fragments from the blasted ore and use them for gob underground, as opposed to transporting the waste to the surface, then shipping it to the smelter, all of which were expensive. Hand sorting of the ores underground is also one reason so many mineral specimens were saved — so much of the ore was looked at closely. Increased labor costs and mechanized loading did away with hand sorting by the end of the 1920s. Also, see cobbing.

Hand tramming — The movement of mine cars by manually pushing them. This mode of moving ore and waste was partially replaced first, by animal tramming, using mules, then by electric trolley motors, both of which were far more efficient. Hand tramming was completely replaced by 1930.

Hang fire — A blast, which delays exploding, either completely or partially, because of a problem of some sort such as a kinked fire fuse. These were extremely dangerous conditions as miners were tempted to see what the problem might be. The safety rules mandated a 30-minute wait before reentering a blast area that has failed to explode. Some did not wait and a few killed because of their impatience.

Hangers — Steel rod brackets or cables for suspending timber. Commonly used in shaft sinking.

Hanging sets — Timber sets, typically in square set forms, which are suspended over an opening and which will serve to support the next set above. Cables are used to suspend the hanging sets.

Hanging wall — The upper or overlying side of an orebody, fault, or mine working, such as the wall rock above an inclined orebody or a fault.

Hard boiled — the typical underground hardhat used at Bisbee was the hard-boiled type. It was made by steaming canvas with resin, gluing several layers together that provided the hard molded shape. Introduced in the mid-1930s, this very functional design was still in use when the mines closed in mid-1975.
**Hard Boiled** hard hats at the Queen Mine tour

**Hardfacing** — High wear surfaces on slusher rakes, mucking machine buckets, pit shovel bucket teeth, haul truck bed liners etc. were frequently made more durable by welding the contact surfaces with closely spaced rows or patches with special, hard steel welding rods.

**Hardfacing** on a triangular pattern on a mucking machine bucket.
Hardhat — The safety hats designed to absorb a blow. They came into use in Bisbee in about 1935 and it was always the employee’s responsibility to purchase his hard hat, before reporting to work the first day, or a replacement. This was done through the supply department (warehouse) and deducted from the employees pay. Those used underground, were the hard-boiled type, created through steaming canvas with resin, gluing several layers together which provided that hard molded shape. These hard hats, when new, were very light in color, usually the mark of a new employee. On the surface, many chose aluminum hard hats, particularly in the Lavender pit. Aluminum hats could not be used underground because they would conduct electricity if they came into contact with the overhead, bare trolley wire.

Hard toe — In the open pit, it was not uncommon for a hard spot to remain at the bottom of a blast and between the blastholes. It was too hard for the shovel to mine, so it was drilled by secondary drilling equipment and blasted at the same time of the day the regular blasts were shot.

Hard toed boots — The safety boots used in all parts of the operations starting in about 1940. They had a simple steel toe guard built into the boot. Surface boots were leather and frequently referred to as “shoes” while the underground boots were rubber and came in two types, the regular 12-inch high and 16-inch high for work in wet areas. It was always the employee’s responsibility to buy his own safety boots, usually through the supply department, like the hardhat.

Hargis Country — A section of sulfide stopes of the Higgins Tunnel level with an inclined interior shaft that continued to the 6th level Southwest mine. It was mined as a lease by two brothers Ralph and Tom Hargis.

Haul — 1). To haul is to transport the broken material. 2). It is also used to describe the distance or nature of such transport as in a “short haul” or a “flat haul.”

Haul road — The roads in the pit used by the haul trucks for the transport of ore, leach and waste.

Haulage — The more or less horizontal transport of ore, supplies, and waste. The vertical transport of the same is called hoisting.

Hazelwood Switch — See Super Switch

Head block — A short, 10” X 10” block of timber placed between the top of the drilling column and the back. The column is then tightened against the block, which is in contact with the rock, for stability.
**Headblock** on top of column c-1903. Note the star-like pattern left by the impression of the top of the column by a previous use.

**Head grade** — The ore grade as it enters the process plant, expressed as a percentage of the metals of interest. See also mill heads or mill head grades.

**Headboard** — The top piece of heavy timber in a T or umbrella stull, which is set horizontally, and in contact with the back (T stull) or supporting the double lagging in an umbrella stull application.
**Headframe** — The steel or timber frame at the top of and set over a shaft, which supports the sheave for the hoisting rope and serves various other purposes. Also called gallows frame.

**Heading** — In a drift or crosscut, a digging face and its work area; the end of a drift or gallery that is being advanced by the mining operation.

**Heavy ground** — Ground which must be supported, often with large and closely spaced timber. The phrase implies difficult, even dangerous mining conditions.

**Heave** — The upward moving of a drift floor in soft material caused by the surrounding pressure. Heave was a constant problem in the soft oxide ore areas in the Czar and Holbrook mines.
Heaving in a sublevel crosscut in the Wolverine Country of the Higgins mine. The floor has been raised at least 16 inches from heaving.

**Heel** — The top of a rail (track). See also rail.

**Helmet Crew** — The specially trained firefighting/rescue crew, which worked using self-contained breathing apparatus, formerly in a helmet like form, much like deep-sea divers used. Those used later did not have a true helmet, but the name stuck anyway.

**Hercules Powder** — A term that technically refers to two different brands of dynamite. The original Hercules powder was a product of California Powder works until 1904. In 1912, the breakup of the “powder” monopoly created a new
Hercules Powder Company. The new Hercules powder brand of dynamite was used commonly used until 1922 when Apache powder company became the dominate brand. Apache was owned partially by Phelps Dodge Corporation. Much like the term “Giant Powder”, the name “Hercules Powder” could be used to refer to any dynamite.

Hercules Powder box from California Powder Works

Hercules Powder box in a cap magazine/toolroom in 23crosscut of the 5th level Southwest Mine. The box was dated from 1921

**HIGGINS** — The Higgins mine.

**HIGGINS CAVE** — A very beautiful cave that is actually located above the 7th level of the Southwest mine, which was first discovered in 1926. Recent (post 2002) vandalism has significantly damaged this cave.
Higgins Cave — A side chamber with a pond 2.5 M X 1.5M 7th level Southwest Mine.

Higgins Tunnel — The adit level of the Higgins mine which connects to the 7th level of the Southwest mine that had entrances in both Uncle Sam and Hendricks gulches. Technically, the combined workings did indeed form a tunnel in the true sense of the word.

Higgins Tunnel on the right side of the image c-1953

High Explosive — An explosive that is capable of detonating. There are two main types: (1) primary explosives, which detonate no matter what type of stimulus is given - these usually are very sensitive and (2) secondary explosives, which
DETONATE NORMALLY ONLY WHEN THE STIMULUS IS A STRONG SHOCK-UNDER OTHER TYPES OF STIMULI THEY MAY MERELY DEFLAGRATE.

**HIGH-GRADE** — 1). Rich ore. 2). As a verb, it refers to selective mining of the best ore in a deposit. 3). To collect mineral specimens.

**HIGH-GRADER** — 1). At Bisbee, this was someone who collected and took home minerals, an infraction of company rules, though seldom enforced, as there was little metal value in the mineral specimens removed. In this regard, Bisbee always had many “high-graders.” 2). A more common definition is one who steals rich ore, especially gold, from a mine and this did happen in the Shattuck mine in the 1930s when very rich gold was hit. One man was actually set to prison for the crime.

**HIT** — To encounter or find during mining or drilling, such as to hit ore or water.

**HITCH** — A step cut in rock to hold timber support in an underground working.

---

**HITCH CUT TO SUPPORT A BULKHEAD IN 30 CROSSCUT, 3rd LEVEL SOUTHWEST MINE**

**HOATSON** — The Hoatson mine. It may also be a reference to Captain Jim Hoatson who recommended the purchase of the Irish Mag Claim, which set the stage for the C. & A. to become a major copper company.

**HOIST** — 1). A steam, compressed air or electric powered engine at the top of a shaft that powers the hoist drum, thus hoisting and lowering a cage or skip by means of a hoisting rope. 2). Also, the act of raising something up an opening is to hoist. 3). In the use of power shovels, hoist is when the filled bucket is lifted prior to swinging to trip and empty.
Hoist Drum — For haulage to the surface through a mine shaft, the surface gear includes a hoist drum of cylindrical form on which the rope (hoisting rope) would wind as the cage or skip is raised, and from which it is paid off as the return journey is made. Two such receptacles are usually worked simultaneously in balanced hoisting, one rising as the other descends, from a compound drum. The drum is driven by the hoist motor or engine.

Hoist Drum(s) at the Campbell mine during installation of the ore hoist.

Hoist Engineer — One who operates a hoisting engine. In mining, a person who operates steam or electric hoisting machinery used to lower cages and skips into a mine and to raise them to the surface from different levels. This was a very responsible position, as all who boarded the cage placed their lives in the hands of the hoist engineer. Appropriately, it was one of the highest paid jobs in the
Mines, as only a select few ever became hoist engineers and then only after many years of a type of apprenticeship as the hoist oiler.

**Hoist Indicator Dial** — A large, easily visible, dial placed in view of the hoist engineer with indicator points for each level, shaft pockets, sump, skip dump point etc. The indicator would show the hoist engineer where the cage/skip was at a glance. These indicators were approximate at best. The actual and exact point of each location was painted inside of the hoist drum with a stationary marker to indicate when the cage/skip was at the exact point. It was all visual, but quite accurate.

**Hoist Indicator Dial** at the Campbell mine. Note the dial has been adjusted to reflect a post active mining conditions. The two bottom levels are missing as are the skip dumping indicators.

**Hoist Oilier** — The apprentice hoist engineer who was responsible for lubrication of the hoist machinery, thus the name. He was also responsible for minor maintenance as well as keeping the whole of the hoist house absolutely spotless, which was a part of the teaching of responsibility. After sometime in service, the oiler would take the hoist engineer’s place during lunch or other essential breaks.

**Hoisting Rope** — The steel wire cable, which is wound on the hoist drum and connected to the cage or skip and is used to raise or lower the conveyance.

**Hoisting Speed** — Measured in feet per minute, it is the speed at which a cage or skip is raised or lowered. For safety reasons, the rate for the hoisting of men was slower than that for the hoisting of muck.

**Hoistman** — See hoisting engineer.

**Holbrook** — The Holbrook mine.

**Holbrook Extension** — Following surface exploration work and underground sampling through the Gardner Mine, the Lavender Pit was extended to encompass much of the area mined underground by the Holbrook Mine, many years before. Note, that it is often erroneously referred to as the Sacramento Pit.
Little if any remnants of the Sacramento pit were left by the mining of the Holbrook Extension.

**Hold down board** — Also called a kick back board, these were vertically hung, hinged 4” X 6” boards at all dump pockets which prevented a car from kicking back when only partially emptied during dumping. The car was held in the dump position by the hold down board, so that the car bottom could be hit with a double jack type hammer to force the remaining muck out of the car. These were sometimes called “Frasco” boards after Bert Frasco, the shift boss that came up with the idea in the 1930s.

**Holding ground** — Keeping a mining area open with appropriate type of timber support is referred to as “holding the ground.”

**Hole punching** — When drill steel was returned to the blacksmith shop for sharpening, the center hole, through which water and air were to pass, was often plugged. Cleaning these holes was a time-consuming task as was called “hole punching.”

**Hole through** — When two underground openings are connected, such as when a raise is brought up to a crosscut or two crosscuts are made to intersect by blasting. The moment of connection is referred to as holing through.

**Horn** — Another name for a tenon cut on a timber. See also Tenon
HORSE — A term used by the Cornish miners to denote a block of waste or low grade included within an orebody.

HORSEPLAY — The pushing, shoving or poking of others in a playful manner. This was forbidden behavior because of safety concerns, especially when on the cage, but it still occurred when someone was unusually sensitive as the others took great delight in making him jump.

HORSE WHIM — A type of small hoist used in very shallow shafts, which had a radiating beam to which a horse was yoked to provide power as it walked in a circle around the whim. See also whim.

HOST ROCK — The rock surrounding and containing an ore deposit.

HOST — To be the source of a material or to contain such as to host orebodies.

HOSTLER — The helper to the locomotive engineer on the locomotives in the Sacramento Pit. He would run the locomotive on occasion and switch cars etc. Eventually, the hostler would become a qualified locomotive engineer.

HOUSEKEEPING — 1.) Orderliness and cleanliness of a work area. Good housekeeping was an important part of a safe work area. 2.) The act of cleaning work area.

HOT WIRE IGNITERS — See spitter.
Hung chute — The chutes with stope ore and transfer raises often became choked (hung) above the chute door when the material was either sticky or very coarse. This condition often required substantial work with a punch bar, blowpipe or even explosives to remedy.

Hurricane deck — A repair deck with a protective bonnet, which was placed above the cage to facilitate shaft repair work.

Hydrometallurgy — The treatment of ore by wet processes, such as leaching, resulting in the solution of a metal and its subsequent recovery. The leaching of low-grade materials from the two pits for copper recovery was a hydrometallurgical process.

I. W. W. — An acronym for the much-despised International Workers of the World, a radical, nation-wide industrial union, which fomented a strike at Bisbee in 1917 that led to the Bisbee deportation.

In the bank — A phrase used by diamond drillers to refer to core in excess of the 30 feet per day they were expected to drill. If drilling was good, a crew could “bank” extra footage for those inevitable days when things went bad or for when they wanted to rest. It was not uncommon for the geologist to ask to see what they
had in the bank, if the last bit of core looked interesting. The additional core was freely shown to the geologist with the understanding and trust that it would not be reported and that they could still take it easy, when desired.

**Inclined Raise** — While most raises at Bisbee were vertical, a number were driven at between 90° and 70°. A very few were flatter, but never less than 45°.

**Inclined Shaft** — Any entry to a mine from the surface that is not vertical or horizontal. The inclined shaft of the Copper Queen Mine is the best known of the several inclined shafts developed at Bisbee.

![Inclined Shaft Diagram](image)

**In Situ** — In the natural or original position. Applied to a rock, ore, or mineral when occurring in the situation in which it was originally formed or deposited.

**Integral Steel** — Drill steel with the bit formed on the end as an integral part of the steel. Early machine drill steel was all of this type. Also called conventional steel.

![Integral Steel Diagram](image)
**Interior Shaft** — A smaller shaft inside the mine without any vertical connection to the surface. The several Southwest shafts, which extended from the 5th level of the Southwest Mine (about 5,500’ elevation) down to the 200 level of the Czar Mine (about 5,100’ elevation), were interior shafts and there was also one in the Sacramento between the 1200 and 1400 levels. There was an interior shaft in the Cole from the 500 level to the 800 level, which was used for men and materials only and as rider operated by a hand control on the cage. Another interior was between the 2966 level Campbell and 3100 Denn, which was used just for access, and minor material handling so that the Denn hoist and cagers could concentrate on waste hoisting.

**Intermediate Level** — A level developed between two regular levels. The 4½ level of the Southwest Mine, developed off of the Southwest Shaft, between the 4th and 5th levels. Few such levels were developed. The 4½ level of the Southwest Mine was one such level, which was developed because of very bad ground on the 5th level. Thus, it was deemed better to drive new access headings a bit lower than to battle heavy, broken ground in order to mine the remain ores.

**Intermediate Raise** — A raise driven from within a stope to the level above. These were usually driven to provide a means to gob a stope, which cannot be backfilled from the main raise, or for ventilation in hot ground.

**Iron Pyrite** — A common name given by miners to the very common mineral pyrite.

**Irrigation** — The directing of water or leach solutions to rock piles on the surface or into closed stopes for the purpose of recovering copper through precipitation with iron, from the solutions which report to the collection point.
WAS A COMMON PRACTICE TO IRRIGATE CLOSED STOPES OR FIRE AREAS TO RECOVER THE COPPER FROM THE REMAINING SULFIDES.

**JACKHAMMER** — A HAND HELD PNEUMATIC DRILL, WHICH WAS COMMONLY CALLED A PLUGGER AT BISBEE. SEE ALSO PLUGGER

**JACKLEG** — A PERCUSSION DRILL USED FOR DRILLING BLASTHOLES, USUALLY IN STOPES. IT WAS MOUNTED ON A TELESCOPIC PNEUMATIC LEG THAT HAS AN EXTENSION OF ABOUT EIGHT FEET. THE LEG AND MACHINE ARE HINGED SO THAT THE DRILL NEED NOT BE POINTED IN THE SAME DIRECTION AS THE LEG, EVEN THOUGH THE LEG IS PROVIDING THE FORWARD PRESSURE NEEDED TO DRILL.

**JACKLEG (s)** Above are the models used in Bisbee during active mining. Left to right Thor 300, Gardner-Denver S58F, Gardner Denver S63F, Gardner-Denver S63F on a short leg and on the ground without a leg is an Ingersoll-Rand JR 38
Jackel(s) Gardner Denver S83F with extra legs and a Gardner-Denver S58F in the background. S83F's were never used in mining operations at Bisbee, but are used in mine repair for the Queen Mine tour.

**Jack Arm** — The outrigger-like brace, on both sides and near the front of the railroad type, steam shovel, which were set to stabilize the shovel as the boom swung to dig or load. These were manually set by tightening the course thread screws to the ground.

**Jack Bar** — A ¾ diameter steel bar with a slight bend of the last two inches, and used to tighten the jackscrews of a drill column.

**Jack Screw** — The bottom of drill columns had two course threaded screws set in a horizontal bar. These screws were tightened against the foot block, with a bar passed through the top flange of the screw, in order to secure and stabilize the column.
**JACK SCREW(s)** TWO SETS ON COLUMNS AT THE QUEEN MINE TOUR

**JIGGER BOSS** — A BOSS OF A SMALL WORK CREW, WHO WAS USUALLY A WORKING BOSS IN THAT HE WOULD WORK ALONGSIDE THE MEN.

**JIM CROW** — A U SHAPED, PORTABLE HAND-OPERATED APPLIANCE FOR BENDING OR CURVING RAILS. IT INCORPORATES A STRONG BUTTRESS SCREW THREAD.

**JITNEY** — SMALL COVERED TRUCKS WITH BENCH SEATS USUALLY USED TO TRANSPORT MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL FROM THE MINE SHOPS TO AND FROM THE VARIOUS MINES.
**Joker Chute** — A small, temporary chute installed when starting a raise to allow the blasted material to be loaded into mine cars as opposed to shoveling it off of a muck sheet.

**Joker Sheet** — A substitute for a switch where cars are hand trammed. It consisted of a five-by-five-foot turnsheet to which four pairs of rails were attached, with each pair at right angles and a space in the center of the turnsheet sufficiently wide to rotate the car. Thus, the car could change direction of travel by 90°, though with some effort.

![Joker Sheet Diagram](image)

**Jumbo** — A track mounted, drill carriage on which two drills of the drifter type were mounted. These were only used in driving crosscuts at Bisbee. These were manufactured in the mine shops.

![Jumbo Diagram](image)

**Jumper** — A coat worn by a man working underground, usually used only when riding the cage and hung in a dry spot near his working place during the shift.
There were few places where a coat was needed underground, but riding the cage out of a downcast shaft was one such place, even in the summer.

**K-Car** — A two ton mine car manufactured by Arthur Koppel, because of inferior design, these cars were difficult and dangerous to dump. Theoretically, these cars could be pushed over, but in practice a lagging was typically used. A one end of a lagging would be placed on a block and the other end would be placed against the corner lip of the car. The train would then move slowly and the lagging would cause the tub to dump. They were used from the 1930’s until 1975. K-cars can easily be mistaken for E-cars in images.

**Keg** — A small, wooden barrel that certain mine supplies like track spikes, track bolts and cross bits were sold in. Drinking water was also brought in to the mine and dispensed using kegs.
**Kick switch** — A switch used in low traffic areas and with small rails that the switch points are moved with a foot instead of using a mechanical lever such as a switch throw. These were sometimes referred to as kick points as it was the switch points that were kicked to move them to the desired position.

![Kick Switch on the 1st level of the Hargis Incline](image1)

**Kicked out** — Post in drift sets were always set with a slight inclination with the bottom wider than the top to compensate for the horizontal pressure from the supported rock. It was common for the post bottoms to be forced into the crosscut by horizontal pressure in the claylike materials, so commonly mined. When this occurred to an extreme, the post was said to have kicked out and a repair was usually necessary.

![Kicked out posts on the 7th level Southwest Mine](image2)
**Kick Points** — The switch points on a kick switch that are not attached to a switch throw and are moved normally by a sideways kick of a miner’s boot. See also kick switch.

**Knee Brace** — An additional support timber placed at an angle against a post or cap that is failing. See also angle brace.

**Knock off** — A type of detachable rock drill bit which is removed from the drill steel by striking it with a bit knocker or a bit hammer. These bits were single use items and not resharpened.
**Ladder Hanger** — Special “J” shaped spikes were used to secure ladders to the raise timber without driving a spike in the ladder. This was when ladders were placed vertically. By 1930, safety concerns caused ladders to be somewhat inclined and these hangers were no longer used.

**Ladderway** — The compartment adjacent to a shaft or raise in which access ladders have been placed. An infrequently used synonym for manway.

**Lagged Off** — Heavy planking (lagging) was often used to cover openings for safety reasons or to contain loose material. When an opening was thus closed, it was said to be lagged off.
**Lagging** — Heavy planks (2"X12" & 3"X12") or timbers used as a part of the support of the ribs or back, or for floors of cut and fill stopes. Most lagging was two inches thick and rough cut. Three-inch lagging was used for staging or areas where men were to be supported, for safety reasons and chute linings.

![Lagging stacked in a timber station at the Copper Queen Incline 3rd level SW. station.](image)

**Lamp** — The miner’s lamp. With the introduction of carbide lamps, each mineworker now carried a lamp instead of a candle. Miners were responsible to buy their own lamps and any needed repair parts. However, the companies provided the carbide for the lamps. When electric lamps came into the mines in 1938, the mining company purchased the lamps. Each miner had an assigned lamp with its own space in the charging rack. The miner was personally responsible to see that he used only his lamp and that at shift’s end it was placed in the rack in its spot and in such a manner that it would charge.

![Lamp(s) the types of electric lamps used by miners in Bisbee. From left to right Edison Model K, Edison Model P, Edison R4 and Wheat Mark II](image)
**Lamp (s)** Wheat Mark V, this style is more typical of coal mines and were not used in actual mining operations, but hundreds of these were purchased and used by the Queen Mine Tour over a thirty-year period.

**Lamp Belt** — With the introduction of electric cap lamps came the belt with which to hold the lamp. These were typically webbed fabric with a military belt type clasp. A single leather strap one inch wide with a typical buckle secured the lamp behind the miner. Later, when self-rescuers were introduced, the strap was lengthened and riveted in the middle and a second buckle added to accommodate the lamp on one side and the self-rescuer on the other. Before the mines closed, every lamp belt also had a riveted, brass nametag for body identification in the event of a mine disaster as mandated by Federal Law. Fortunately, these nametags were never needed. Every underground employee was responsible for buying his own lamp belt.
Lamp belt with attached equipment from left to right Dräger self-rescuer, man tag, spud wrench, pipe wrench, "D" ring and Wheat lamp.

Lamp Rack — A device used for holding batteries for mining lamps and for connecting them to a power supply while the batteries are being recharged.

Lamp Racks with Wheat mark V lamps at the Queen Mine Tour.
**Lampman** — in mining, one who cleans, tests, and repairs lamps used underground by miners. This was a full-time job where typically an older or injured miner who could no longer stand the rigors of underground mining worked. Each operating underground mine had an assigned, full time, Lampman.

**Landing** — a platform in the manway compartment of a raise or shaft on which a ladder is set to gain access to the next set of timber above. The access holes in landings were offset from landing to landing to prevent a person from falling more than the 7½ feet between floors, should he slip while climbing.

**Landing** in a manway between 64 crosscut on the 3rd level Southwest Mine and the Copper Prince Mine

**Landing Chair** — brace or bracket on which the cage rests in a fixed position during the loading or unloading of heavy items as the cable will stretch during loading, causing the cage to drop and will contract during unloading and cause the cage to move upward, even rapidly, thereby creating a hazard. See also chair.
LANDING CHAIR(s) next to the divider and behind the shaft gate (bar) 400 level, station, Powell Shaft

LANDING MAT — After World War II, surplus landing mats, as used to make air fields in the Pacific Theater, found an important new use underground in rock support. Several rock bolts with tie plates were used to pin these ten-foot long, light weight, pierced steel planks to the area in need of support, a most effective way to support a long area with but a few well-placed rock bolts.

LAW OF THE APEX — This references a court ruling from Eureka, Nevada which established the precedent that the owner of the highest part of the vein, lode or ore bearing formation had the legal right to mine all ores in that vein, lode or formation even if they passed onto valid mining claims held by others. This was tested and upheld at Bisbee by the successful suit by the Arizona Prince Mining Company, when it sued the Copper Queen for mining ores on the Copper Queen claim, but which were a down dip extension of the ores the Arizona Prince was mining. The entrance of the C. & A. into Bisbee brought with it the threat of more of the same type of litigation, but Dr. Douglas led the way to a vertical sideline agreement where the claim boundaries were the vertical limit to which ores could be mined.

LEACH — 1). Refers to lower grade material from the pit to be sent to the dump for extraction of the copper by leaching. 2). Also, the process of leaching.

LEACH CELLS — Cells built on top of the leach dumps by pushing up four- to six-foot-high earth dams with a dozer. The cells were flooded with barren leach solutions to percolate into the rock material below.
**Leach cells at the Campbell mine**

**Leach dumps** — Dumps built for leaching or dumps placed under leaching.

**Leach lines** — The distribution lines on the top of the leach dumps to distribute the barren solutions.

**Leach solutions** — The low pH solutions, which are applied to the leach dumps in order to extract the contained copper.
**Leach solutions on #7 dump**

**Leaching** — 1. A hydrometallurgical, chemical process for the extraction of valuable minerals from low-grade material. This was a very important part of the process at Bisbee as millions of tons of low-grade material from the two pits were leached. 2. Also, a natural process associated with supergene activity, by which ground waters dissolve minerals, thus leaving the rock with a smaller proportion of some of the minerals than it contained originally.

**Lead** — 1.) A heading driven in a stope, usually to test the dimensions of the orebody. (Pronounced “leed”) 2.) A slang term for lead ore (pronounced “led”)

**Lead Cap Sill** — A timber used in on the bottom floor in a square set. These would rest against the sill pillar and would be framed with a 6”x10” tenon” on each end. Then after a 1” inch shelf the tenon was cut down 2” X 10” in heavy ground using cap sill was preferred over using mud sills. See also Lead mud Sill
**Lead Mud Sill** — A timber used in place of a cap on the bottom floor of a square set. These would rest against the sill pillar and would be framed with a 2" deep 10"X 8" notch. On both ends, but only on the top side. Note, the girt in the set would be replaced by a 4"X6" instead of a regular girt. And the post standing on the mud sill would be flat-bottomed (without a horn/tenon) See also Lead cap sill and stope sill.

![Diagram of Lead Mud Sill](image)

**Lead Set** — The first set of timber off a raise when opening a stope or beginning mining on a new floor.

**Lead - Zinc Mill** — Concentrator built in the 1940’s to handle the lead and zinc ores mined when salvaged copper from World War II depressed the copper market. It was built on the site of the Sacramento copper concentrator with some machinery and buildings. Due to this there is often confusion between the two concentrators, but in they were two very different operations.

**Leaser** — A common, generic term applied to those who leased a section of a mine from one of the mining companies to operate under certain terms and conditions, a most common occurrence at Bisbee. The correct term should be lessee, but the reality was different.

**Ledge Matter** — A very early and general term used to describe the pervasive, iron stained, claylike masses so commonly associated with the thoroughly oxidized ores, mostly mined before 1910. This material was not of ore grade.

**Leg** — See Air leg

**Letter from Home** — A Cornish miner term commonly used as a reference to a pasty, the folded meat pie often taken underground for lunch. This was a widely used term in the U. S. mining industry for these delightfully tasty, all in one meal.

**Level** — A main underground passage driven along a level course to afford access to stopes or workings and to provide ventilation and a haulage way for the removal of ore. Levels are commonly spaced at regular depth intervals and are designated by their depth below the top of the shaft. At Bisbee, the spacing was typically 100 feet vertically apart, except in the lower Junction, Campbell and Denn mines where it was expanded to 133 feet to save on development costs.
LEYNER — A trade name, but generally applied to describe a compressed air-driven, percussive rock drill, which was usually used to drill horizontally, or moderately inclined blastholes. They were more often called drifters. See also drifter. See also hand-cranked leyner.

LIFT — Leach material from the open pit was typically placed in lifts (layers) of a defined thickness to allow for leaching to optimize recovery before covered with another layer or lift.

LIFTERS — The bottom holes in a round and the last to fire, which were intended to both bring the working face to grade and throw the broken rock back from the face an onto muck sheets for easier handling.

LIGHT DUTY — A temporary assignment to a less physically demanding job because of an on-the-job accident which has prevented the person from being able to perform his normal duties. This was done to prevent more “lost time” from the accident, as time working in the “light duty” job was not considered as lost time for record keeping purposes.

LILLY HOIST CONTROLLER — A device that prevents a cage or skip from moving too quickly through a shaft by slowly stopping the hoist. It also stops the cage or skip before being pulled through the headframe at the sheave wheel and stops a cage or skip being lowered from striking the bottom of the shaft. These devices were not perfect and men, were killed when they failed.
LIME — 1). An early term to reference the limestone host rock. 2). Also, the slacked lime used for pH control of mine waters to reduce pump and pipe corrosion as well as a reagent in the froth flotation process for pH control.

LIME CRYSTALS — A colloquial term used to refer to calcite and aragonite as they formed from water passing through limestone.

LIMESTONE MINE — A term indicating the ores in the mine were located in the limestone versus the porphyry. This expression was used during the period of mining that the block cave stopes were being operated.

LIMONITE — A generic term applied to any of the common yellowish/brown iron oxides. Most “limonite” from Bisbee is actually goethite.

LINEN — A term used to refer to the permanent, master mine maps as these were all drawn on a specially prepared linen drafting material, as it did not shrink or expand with time and use, thereby retaining the correct scale. It was also sufficiently translucent to allow blue print-type copies to be made for field use.

LINES — A pair of plumb line spads, in the back of a mine opening, for controlling the direction in which the heading is driven. Lines were placed (given) to the crosscut and raise crews on a frequent basis by the survey crew from the engineering department. The crosscut crew would sight along the lines to determine the correct center of the heading, and thus the direction.

LOAD — 1). The act of placing broken rock in a mine car or haul truck. 2). The material in the car or truck is also called a load. 3). In blasting, to place the explosives in the blastholes.
LOADING BOARD — Early loading stands were little more than a foot above the track and exposed the motor swamper or trammer to the risk of injury from rocks over shooting the car. Loading boards were clipped to the side of the car and in front of the trammer to take the impact of fast flowing materials. A combination of loading boards not being used and not truly being effective, caused the loading platforms to be elevated so that the individual was above the top of the car. This did away with the need for loading boards. See also side board.

LOADING PLATFORM — Opposite the chute was a wooden platform for the motor swamper to stand on while loading the mine cars. Early loading stands were little more than a foot above the track and exposed the motor swamper or trammer to the risk of injury from rocks over shooting the car. Loading boards were clipped cars in front of the trammer to take the impact of fast flowing materials, but a combination of them not being used and not truly being effective, caused the loading platforms to be elevated so that the individual was above the top of the car. This made a huge difference and car loading accidents were dramatically reduced. Also called loading stand. See also chute stand.

LOADING STICK — Powder was placed (loaded) into blastholes by pushing it in with the loading stick and lightly tamping it in place. Wooden sticks were used because they would not create sparks when used. They were 1¼ inch in diameter and about eight feet long.

LOADING TRACK — In the Sacramento Pit, the track on which the rail cars were positioned to be loaded by rail mounted the steam shovel, which was operating from a parallel track.

LOCATE — 1). To place the markers in the field delineating the boundaries of a mining claim. 2). Also used to mean the act of staking a mining claim. See also staking.

LOCATION — A mining claim. See also Mining claim.
**Loco** — Short for locomotive on the surface.

**Lode** — A mineral deposit consisting of a zone of veins, veinlets, disseminations, or planar breccias; a mineral deposit in consolidated rock as opposed to an alluvial placer deposit.

**Logging** — The process of recording geological observations of drill core in a field book for later transfer to the main maps, along with the assay data.

**Long change** — The change of shift where the rotation is from dayshift Saturday to nightshift Monday, almost two days off for the underground crews as there was no Sunday work underground.

**Long hole** — Underground boreholes and blastholes exceeding 10 ft in depth or requiring the use of two or more lengths of drill steel or rods coupled together to attain the desired depth. These were typically used for sampling by catching and assaying the cuttings. Long holes were also used to test for water ahead of development in areas where the risk of hitting a heavy flow existed.

**Longwall** — The section of ore being cut in slices by the top slice mining method.

Longwall shown in a Mitchell top slice stope (after Wilson 1916)
**Lost Time** — An accident severe enough that the injured person was unable to work for a period, thus work time was lost.

**Low-Grade** — Pertaining to ores that have a relatively low content of metal compared with other richer material from the same general area.

**Lowell** — The Lowell mine.

**Machine** — This was a pneumatic rock drill and nothing else, in spite of all the other equipment and machinery in the mine.

**Machines**, from front to back two Gardner-Denver cf 89 drifters, Thor 390 jackleg, two Ingersoll-Rand 45 stopers (one slightly modified) A Gardner-Denver cf 89 and a leg for a jackleg.
**MACHINE MAN** — The man who operated the pneumatic rock drill; almost a specialty at the beginning, as it took a while for men to adapt to the new, pneumatic drills. Some good miners could never quite make the change, notably the very skilled hand drillers, a fact much discussed in the literature of the day.

**MAG** — The Irish Mag Mine.

**MAIN LINE** — 1). The permanent track outside of the mining areas of the Sacramento pit from which all of the bench tracks originated. Because of its relatively long life and high use, this track was carefully installed and well ballasted, unlike temporary bench track. 2). The principal haulage route on an underground level which was largely dedicated to ore and waste transport. An example is the haulage track on the 1400 level Cole/Dallas over which larger motors with Granby-type cars hauled ore and waste to the Dallas for hoisting.

**MALACHITE** — A green copper carbonate, which was abundant at Bisbee and was one of the most important oxide zone ore minerals. Malachite specimens from Bisbee are among the finest in the world and are coveted by collectors for their striking beauty, particularly when associated with azurite, the blue copper carbonate.

![Malachite Specimen](image)

**MAN BASKET** — see BASKET

**MAN CAR** — A car designed for the transport of miners to and from the working areas. Those at Bisbee were wooden bench-like with a step on both sides, which were straddled when ridden. These first came into use in the late 1940s on the 2966 Campbell to transport miners from the shaft to working areas near the Denn. Later, they were employed to take men from the Cole shaft to the Cole interior on the 800 level. These same cars are still in use at the Queen Mine Tours.
**Man Car** on the 2966 station of the Campbell Mine.

**Man Door** — A small door that allows travel through a crosscut that is blocked by a ventilation fan and its bulkhead.

**Man Tag** — Another name for the brass check with the employee’s payroll number and used to determine if he had reported for work or had come out of the mine. See also brass.

**Man Tag** for the Shattuck Mine.

**Man Trip** — When production hoisting or material handling is temporally suspended to use the cage to move men from level to level or to or from the surface. Man trips were typically scheduled to correspond with specific times,
such as lunch. The same was said of when a motor crew was pulling man cars as opposed to ore cars.

**Mancha Motor** — A small type of battery powered locomotive used to handle small loads and service cross cuts by leaving empty mine cars, while removing loaded cars. They were often used in areas that trolley locomotives could not access.

![Mancha Motor](image)

**Mancha Motor at the Queen Tunnel Portal.**

**Manway** — A compartment, vertical or inclined, for the accommodation of access ladders, pipes, and timber slides. The drivage may be a shaft, winze or a raise and its purpose is to give convenient access. Also called a ladderway.

![Manway](image)

**Manway looking up 4-26 raise, 4th level, Southwest mine. Note the next ladder is missing.**
Mapping — The almost always referred to the geologic mapping of openings or pit faces, to scale, with a Brunton and tape, which indicated features such as rock type, bedding, mineralization, alteration and structure.

Mapping produced maps such as the one above of the 2100 level of the Junction Mine. Dm indicates Martin Limestone, Ps Pinal Schist and Me Escabrosa Limestone.

Martin — A reference to the Martin limestone rock unit, which was the most productive formation in the underground mines.

Master Mechanic — Effectively, the superintendent of the maintenance division or mechanical department.

Mat — The mass of blasted timber and broken rock, which accumulates above a top slice stope as it advances downward. Also, a lagging (plank) floor placed during underhand mining which will serve as the back lagging when the next cut is taken below.
**Mat boards** — Flooring in an underhand stope made of lagging with the expectation of mining underneath the floor with the next cut. The mat boards are to provide a safer back, keep waste rock or gob from mixing with the ore and/or contain sand fill gob above.

**Match safe** — A metal, waterproof cylinder carried in the pocket in which wooden matches are kept dry. It was mandatory to have matches at all times for all underground employees, thus most miners had match safes. Certain candle sticks had a match safe built into the handle.

**Matte** — A product of a smelter, containing metal and some sulfur, which must be further smelted to obtain a near pure metal.

**Measuring day** — The fortnightly measuring of the advance of crosscuts and raises by the bonus engineer, to determine the progress made during the previous two weeks. This measurement was the basis from which the miner’s bonus was calculated, taking into consideration dead works and other considerations. Needless to say, this was an important event for the miners involved, who used every possible excuse and conceivable trick to reduce the time charged to the contract and/or to increase the apparent advance.

**Mechanical department** — The maintenance department, which included all of the repair shops, such as the boiler, blacksmith, electrical, machine and pipe shops.

**Melaconite** — A generic term to describe any of the nondescript, black copper oxides, most of which were black chrysocolla.

**Metallurgy** — 1) The applied science of extracting metals from their ores. 2) A reference as to how a particular ore responds to a recovery process as in “the metallurgy of the ore.”
**Mexican set up** — Using a Plugger to drill a blast round while suspended from the back by a rope held by an eye bolt in the back. Local lore has it that a Mexican working for a leaser tired of holding the heavy drill and came up with a solution, which was widely employed until the early 1960s.

---

**Mill** — 1). A plant in which ore is treated and metals are recovered in a concentrate form ready for smelting. The concentrator at Bisbee was just as often referred to as “the mill.” 2). Also, a revolving drum used for the grinding of ores in preparation for treatment, such as the ball mills in the Lavender Pit concentrator. 3). A term used to refer to the Lavender pit concentrator — “the mill.”
**Mill Heads** — The ore grade of the material entering the mill. See also mill head grade and head grades.

**Mill Head Grade** — The grade of the ore as it goes into the mill and is processed. Synonymous with head grade and mill heads.

**Mill Site Claim** — A form of mining claim, but located for the purpose of placing a mill or some other support facility for the mine. These are limited to five acres in area.

**Mill Tailings** — The finely ground product, from which as much of the ore mineral, as possible, have been recovered, by a mill or concentrator, which are hydrological deposited in a tailings storage facility.

**Mill Tailings Grade** — The copper content of the mill tailings as they leave the mill for disposal.

**Milling Ore** — Ore that contains sufficient valuable mineral to be treated by milling process or must be so treated to recover the metals of value.

**Minable Reserves** — Ore reserves that are known to be extractable using a given mining plan, mining and processing costs and metal price.

**Mine** — 1). A mining area. It will include all of the land and property used underground, or on the surface and the land or property that is used in the work of extracting metal ore or minerals from their natural deposits. Also included will be all of the openings developed during for exploitation of the ores such as tunnels, shafts, levels, drifts, crosscuts, winzes and raises as well as open pits and secondary recovery of metal from low-grade leach facilities. It will include all wastes, or rock dumps and mill tailings derived from the mining and concentration of the ores. 2). A specific opening or excavation in the ground for example the Campbell or the Lavender Pit or mine. 3). The act of removing rock for the recovery of a valuable material is to “mine.”

**Mine Development** — The term employed to designate the processes involved in preparing a mine for exploitation. These operations include the tunneling, sinking, crosscutting, drifting, and raising necessary to begin the exploitation of ore. In an open pit mine, this would include the needed prestripping of waste, construction of mine haul roads and related shop facilities.

**Mine Fire** — A generic term to describe any type of underground fire, regardless of cause or material burning. At Bisbee, sulfide mine fires were common, where the heat generated by the natural decomposition of sulfides on exposure to oxygen was sufficient to set the timber on fire or to even ignite the sulfide rock. Fires caused by carelessness occurred as well, with candles left unattended on mine timber the most common cause, followed by cigarettes. Candles were replaced with other light forms and the use of manufactured (tailor-made) cigarettes was forbidden, but roll-your-own cigarettes were allowed, as they would quickly go out if discarded or left unattended.

**Mine Grade** — The grade of the ore as it leaves the mine for the mill or smelter.
**Mine Inspector** — At Bisbee, “mine inspector” meant someone from the State Mine Inspector’s office, which had the regulatory responsibility for mine safety. The State Mine Inspectors Office was established by the Article 19 of the State Constitution in 1912. A Deputy State Mine Inspector would visit the mines on a regular basis as a part of mandated efforts to enhance safety. In 1973, Federal mine inspectors (MESA) were authorized to do this as well and a few visited Bisbee just before it closed.

**Mine Mill** — The term used to refer to the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers, a successor to the Western Federation of Miners. The Mine Mill was the union, which represented the union members of the underground mines from 1946, until it was assimilated by the Steelworkers in a 1967 merger. Several other unions represented the tradecrafts and open pit employees at Bisbee.

**Mine Office** — Every mine had an office, but it was rare to find anyone other than the timekeeper in it. No other clerical staff was used. The mine foreman used the office at the beginning of each shift to line out his shift bosses and, at the end of the shift, to receive the reports from the shifters as well as to do his paper work and line out the oncoming shift bosses. The rest of the time, his chair was empty, as the real work was in the mine.

**Mine Phones** — Every level in the mines was equipped with hand crank phones. In a number of instances, phones were placed in work areas as well. When one phone was cranked, all rang, just like the old-time telephones. To call a level, the number of rings were the same as the bell signal for that level. The first phones were wooden, while the later units were made of heavy cast iron.

**Mine Super** — See Mine superintendent
**Mine Superintendent** — Also referred to as the “mine super.” The individual in charge of the operations at all of the mines. All of the employees in the mine department reported to this individual, directly or indirectly. When the Lavender pit was started two superintendent positions were created, one for the underground and one for the pit. As the mine super typically had come through the ranks, often from the bottom; even though he was a degreed mining engineer, he was respected, indeed extraordinarily so.

**Mine Water** — Any non-acid water from the mine. The distinction was important, as mine water was widely used underground, mostly for dust control, yet it was never considered as potable. Even the cleanest appearing mine water was contaminated, as it had passed through miles of underground workings in water ditches, often used as urinals. For a while, excess mine water was piped to the homes in the Warren town site for use in the yards and gardens. A very suitable application.

![Mine Water Image](image1)

**Mine Water** about 18 inches deep with a mine car tub resting in it. Higgins tunnel

**Mine Yard** — The area surrounding a mine that was also the site of the change house, mine office, power plant, the affiliated shops, timber yard and supply storage. After the universal introduction of electricity, the steam power plants were generally removed. Motorized transportation brought with it a centralization of timber storage and shops. In the end, the yard was largely used to keep a few high turnover supplies such as modest amounts of timber, spare slusher buckets and mine cars.

**Mined Grade** — The grade of the ore as actually mined including the dilution effect of the included waste and/or wall rock.
**Miner** — Technically, one who is engaged in the business or occupation of extracting ore, precious substances, or other natural materials from the earth's crust. Miners were craftsmen in the truest sense of the word. At Bisbee, a miner was expected to efficiently run a rock drill, safely blast the rock, read the ground and support it as necessary, muck out the broken rock, then advance pipe and track, while staying on the lines set by the engineers, a wide range of complex, interrelated and above all, physically demanding tasks. It has long been easier to find a good mining engineer than a good miner and many more of the latter are required.

**Mineral** — 1) A naturally occurring, inorganic element or compound having an orderly internal structure and characteristic chemical composition, crystal form, and physical properties. 2) At Bisbee, the term was also applied to mineral specimens. 3) Often used to mean ore.

**Mineralized** — Containing minerals as a result of some external force such as intrusions of a porphyry stock as at Bisbee, which were emplaced, free of ore minerals, but mineralized by later hydrothermal fluids.

**Mining Claim** — A section of land which has been located as prescribed by law and the accepted conventions of the mining district in which it is located, and recorded with the county reorder, with the express hope or intent of extracting minerals from the land.

**Mining Candle** — To assure that the candles used by miner's underground were durable and would not become soft or deform under the often-hot working conditions, mining candles were made with a high content of stearic acid. This raised the melting temperature of the wax and reduced the pooling of melted wax around the flame as well as reducing the soot from the burning candle. The candles were marketed as “Stearic acid Mining candles” and “Adamantine candles.” Each miner was issued four to six candles per shift by the company, but was responsible to provide his own candlestick.
**Mining District** — Ricketts (1943) defined a mining district as “A section of country usually designated by name, having described or understood boundaries within which minerals are found and worked under rules and regulations prescribed by the miners therein. There is no limit to its territorial extent and its boundaries may be changed if vested rights are not thereby interfered with.” Bisbee’s mines are within the Warren Mining District.

**Mining Engineer** — A person qualified by education, training, and experience in engineering as applied to mining. A trained engineer with knowledge of the geosciences, economics, mineral extraction, concentration and sale, as well as the administrative and financial problems of practical importance in connection with the profitable conduct of mining.

**Misfire** — The complete or partial failure of a blasting charge to explode as planned.

**Missed Hole** — A drill hole charged with explosives, in which all or part of the explosive has failed to detonate. Miners were required to count the holes as they fired, sequentially, before leaving the general work area. If all the holes did not fire, they were to report this to the shift boss as well as noting the workplace and the number of missed holes on the Missed Hole board located on the shaft station, so that the oncoming shift would be advised and be cautious as they began their work. Ideally, the missed hole could be re-primed and fired. If not, it was carefully cleaned of powder using a copper spoon made of trolley wire specifically for this reason.
Missed hole board — Each shaft station had a blackboard-like board with a grid pattern with all work places listed. Miners were required to note missed holes in their work place, if any, to advise the oncoming shift of the potential danger.

Mitchell slice — A method for mining a supporting pillar of ore between two already mined and gobbed stopes. This ore recovery technique was developed by M. W. Mitchell.

Mitchell top slice caving system — A variation of top slice mining developed by M. W. Mitchell, a most innovative miner and division foreman for the C & A. This system employed an inclined extraction technique whereby much of the broken ore passed down slides and directly into chutes, thus reducing the amount of labor required. Note, this is a completely different mining method than Mitchell slicing.
Mitchell top slice caving system

**Moil** — A pointed steel to be hit with a heavy hammer and used to cut hitches or to remove small rock protrusions.

**Monoxide** — A reference to carbon monoxide, the highly toxic gas that was commonly a product of mine fires.

**Morenci timbered slide method** — A type of block cave mining. It was tried on 600 & 650 levels of the Sacramento Mine in the top of the Southeast Extension orebody, but was of limited success and was not used again.
Morenci timbered slide method (after Mosier & Sherman)

Motor — the underground haulage locomotive. The term is applied to both trolley and battery locomotives.

Motor, Mancha style at the Queen Mine Tour.
**Motor Bell** — Every motor was fitted with a warning bell, which was to be manually struck with the small steel rod attached by a short length of chain, to alert others of the motors approach, particularly when rounding corners or when approaching the bottom of a manway.

**Motor Bell on a Mancha motor at the Queen Mine Tour.**

**Motor Crew** — The crew that operates the motor consisting of a motorman and motor swampier.

**Motor Jack** — A heavy steel jack carried on all trolley motors and used to rerail the motor and, on occasion derailed loaded cars.

**Motor Jack at the Queen Mine tour**
**Motor Sanders** — Just like their larger locomotive counterparts, underground motors had sanders built in to sprinkle coarse sand on the rails ahead of the wheels to aid in traction. Wet rails in areas with a slight upgrade always needed to be sanded to climb. See also sanders.

![Motor sanders on a Mancha motor at the Queen Mine Tour.](image)

**Motor Step** — A small platform that attached to the cab of the motor with a seat or to the last car of the train for the motor swamper to ride when the train was moving.

**Motor Swamper** — The helper to the motorman who was largely responsible for loading the mine cars from chutes and dumping cars into raises or into pockets as well as all cleanups associated with both actions, including the difficult task of breaking oversize boulders on the grizzlies.

**Motorman** — The operator of the underground locomotive responsible for the safe and efficient operation of the train as well as assuring the correct chutes were pulled, car samples taken and material transported to the appropriate location for dumping.

**Mouth** — The surface opening of a tunnel or adit.

**Moving Ground** — A term used to describe rock that is unstable and moving. It is almost identical to the term working ground.

**Muck** — 1). Rock that has been broken by blasting. 2). The process of moving rock broken by blasting is to muck.
Muck spilled from a caved, 33-1 chute in 61 crosscut, 3rd level Southwest Mine

Muck out — 1). To completely remove all of the broken rock from a blast. 2). Less often, to clean up general spillage.

Muck pile — The broken rock pile that is the result of a blast. This term was used both underground and in the open pit in the same manner.

Muck sample — A quasi-representative sample of ore that is taken from a muck pile, usually by the shifter, and then assayed to determine the grade of the pile.

Muck sheet — To facilitate hand shoveling or mucking, steel plates were placed for the blasted rock to fall on after the lifters in the round pushed the broken rock away from the face. It was ever so much faster to muck from the smooth surface of the steel sheets than a rough, rock bottom. See also turn sheet.
Muck sheet in a drift off 55 crosscut on the 5th level Southwest Mine.

Muck stick – A name often applied to a wooden handled shovel as they were used to muck.

Muck stick(s) behind two picks at the Copper Queen Incline, 3rd Sw. station.
**Muck Truck** — A haul truck in the Lavender pit.

**Mucker** — The classification for the lowest job in the underground mines. The mucker eventually became the miner’s helper or, more correctly apprentice, as after some years he would be promoted to miner once he proved his abilities. Also caller a shoveler.

**Mucking** — The operation of loading broken rock by hand or machine, be it underground or open pit.

**Mucking** with a mucking machine in the Campbell/Junction Mine. C-1940
**Mucking Machine** — The generic term given to the pneumatic, rail based overshot loaders. These were also referred to as “Finlays.” See also Finlay

![Mucking Machine](image)


**Mud Digger** — As most of the early ores were soft, even mud like and the miners were referred to as “mud diggers,” to the very end, long after the soft, muddy ores had been exhausted.

**Mud Plaster** — Also called mud-capping. A method for blasting large rocks without drilling, in which a small amount of unwrapped explosive is placed on top of the rock and covered by a cap of mud or earth. While a bit more effective than a simple plaster, this was a discouraged practice, but frequently used, usually out of desperation, to break hard sulfide boulders in stopes. See also plaster.

**Mud Pumpers** — In concentration plants, most of the material was handled as slurry following crushing and grinding and the slurry was usually pumped, thus the name “mud pumpers” for those who worked in these plants.

**Mud Sill** — See Stope sill and lead mud sill

**Mule Barn** — Obviously, this was the location where the mules were stabled when not working. Each level without direct, level surface access had a mule barn, as the care of these magnificent beasts was an important matter. The barns were always located in dry, warm, yet well-ventilated areas. At all times, ample water and food were present and the company employed a full-time veterinarian to care for them. The barns were kept very clean, as the two, which I visited many years after the mules had been removed, held no sign of the animals ever having
BEEN THERE EXCEPT FOR THE LEATHER TACK STILL HANGING ON THE WALLS AND THE FEED TROUGHS WITH BITS OF REMAINING HAY.

**Mule Barn** (abandoned) on the 1500 level of the Junction Mine.

**Mule Driver** — The man tasked with running the mules to pull the mine cars. These men soon developed love-hate relationships with their famously stubborn and incredibly smart charges. Local lore has many interesting and often humorous stories of these men and their mules, but none of abuse. Mules were expensive tools and were treated as such, with no abuse tolerated by the company. Mules were used underground at Bisbee from 1902 until 1930, steadily decreasing in number as the more efficient motor haulage gradually replaced them. Also called a mule skinner by some.

**Mule Skinner** — See Mule driver.

**Naco** — The Naco limestone rock unit.
**Naco Water** — All potable water in the mines was referred to as Naco water as it was water from the well field near Naco, which was piped underground for drinking purposes.

**Nail Bag** — As nails came underground in 100-pound wooden kegs, when a miner needed nails, he also needed something in which to carry them—safely. Normal sacks were dangerous as the nails quickly penetrated the sack simply because of the confining pressure. Safe nail bags were made in the rope shop of thick canvas and had a wide wooden bottom and a sturdy rope handle to reduce the possibility of nails coming through the side and causing an accident.

![Nail Bag(s) in 3 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine.](image)

**Native** — This term was typically used to mean “native copper,” a common, naturally occurring form of near pure copper, which was widely collected by the miners as mineral specimens. Native copper was an important ore mineral at Bisbee.

![Native from the Czar Mine](image)
**Natural Ventilation** — Ventilation of a mine without the aid of fans. It was a function the chimney effect and the differential densities between warm and cold air. In the warm summers, cool mine air would flow out from the lowest opening. During the winters, the relatively warm mine air would be displaced by the cooler and denser surface air and discharge from high openings.

**Nature of Ground** — Describing the characteristic of the rock, such as soft - hard; heavy — good, broken, etc.

**New Southwest Orebody** — See Southwest orebody

**Night Foreman** — Every underground operation had a foreman in charge of the shift bosses on each of the two shifts (day shift, night shift). These were non-rotating positions and the same man was always on duty during this shift. The day foreman was the senior of the two and was, in fact, the direct supervisor of the night foreman.

**Night Shift** — The second shift of the day. Underground it was from 4:00 PM until midnight, on the surface, 3:00 PM to 11:00 PM. Often referred to as “swing shift.”

**Nighthawk** — 1). The Nighthawk mine. 2). It could also be a reference to the Nighthawk Leasing Company, which developed and operated the Nighthawk mine.

**Nighthawk Leasing Company** — The company which developed and mined the Nighthawk mining claim under a lease from Phelps Dodge, from 1917 through 1932. Several good orebodies were found and the company was reasonable success for a short period.

**Nipper** — One who looked after and took care of something e.g., the tool nipper, took care of distributing the needed tools to the working places and collecting those in need of repair or sharpening.

**Nitramon S** — An explosive mixture developed by Du Pont of 92% ammonium nitrate, 4% dinitrotoluene and 4% paraffin wax and packed in metal cans that could be screwed together. These were used when mining close to mine fires when the high temperature of the rock potentially could prematurely detonate more commonly used explosives like dynamite.
No road — When a mine area was no longer used and abandoned, maintenance of the area was stopped, and it was deemed unsafe to enter, then a sign with “no road” was posted to keep people out.

No Road sign in 39 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine.

Nose — 1.) A rock protrusion from a pit wall, which extends for several benches. These were avoided as much as possible, as they were often unstable and subject to slope failure and collapse. 2.) The front section of a pneumatic drill in which the chuck was contained and a steel holder attached.

Nose (Def.2) on an Ingersoll-Rand Butterfly drill

Number Seven Dump — The large leach/waste facility east of the Lavender Pit and north of the Warren town site. Most of the waste and all of the leach material removed from the Lavender Pit was placed in this facility. The name is a
Holdover from the mining of the Sacramento Pit, which had a several number-designated waste storage areas surrounding the pit, including the Number seven dump that was used in the latter years of mining.

**Oil** — To lubricate such as putting oil in the in-line oiler for pneumatic drills or lubricating a hoist or pump.

**Oil Bottle** — A steel, bottle manufactured at the mine shops to carry rock drill oil to the working face.

**Oiler** — 1). A person whose principal responsibility is to see to the proper lubrication of machinery, such as a hoist or pump. 2). Also, one of several types of mechanical devices that deliver oil to machines and into air or steam lines in controllable amounts.
Old Southwest Orebody— See Southwest Orebody

Old Works — Mine workings, which are no longer maintained or in use.

Oliver — The Oliver mine.

Open Cut — Any surface opening developed by mining from a stope, which has day lighted to the mining of ores from the surface down, to an open pit such as the Lavender.

Open Hole — A warning sign posted ahead of an uncovered or unguarded hole ahead.
**Open Pit** — A mine that is entirely on surface. Also referred to as open-cut or opencast mine.

**Opposite Shift** — The underground worked two shifts and a crew on each shift was assigned to every active working area. Thus, one crew would work night shift in the same stope that a crew had worked in on day shift. Each was the “opposite shift” to the other. As bonus was calculated on total workplace progress, the two shifts had to contribute equally as they received the same level of bonus. Whenever there was a problem - loose timber, a lack of tools or materials, it was, of course, the fault of the “opposite shift.”

**Ore** — The naturally occurring material from which a mineral or minerals of economic value can be extracted profitably or to satisfy social or political objectives, such as the mining of low-grade during World War II. The term is generally but not always used to refer to metalliferous material, and is often modified by the names of the valuable constituent; e.g., copper ore.

**Ore Bin** — The storage bin at the mine surface into which the hoisted mine cars of ore or skips loaded with ore would be dumped. The ore bin was adjacent to railroad tracks and would be emptied into rail cars by the toplander for shipment to the smelter.

**Ore Car** — See mine car.

**Ore Control** — In the surface operation it was a task performed by the engineering department whereby the blasted muck was classified as ore, leach or waste based on the assay results from drill hole cuttings. The material was marked accordingly in the field by the ore control engineer and copies of plans for each blast, with the ore/waste/leach contacts indicated, were given to the shift bosses for reference. Also called grade control.
**Ore dressing** — The combined processes needed to remove the valueless gangue from ores.

**Ore pass** — A raise or series of interconnected raises used to transfer ore from one or more levels to a point below, where it is loaded into either a mine car for further transport, or a skip for hoisting to the surface. See also transfer raise.

**Ore pocket** — Excavation in the wall of a hoisting shaft into which ore from stopes is dumped by the motor crew, for hoisting by skips. See also shaft pocket.

**Ore reserves** — The calculated tonnage and grade of mineralization, which can be extracted and treated profitably. It is classified as possible, probable and proven according to the level of drilling-based confidence that can be placed on the estimate. It is common for a mine to have some of its reserves in all three categories.

**Orebody** — A natural concentration of metal that can be extracted and sold at a profit.

**Outcrop** — An exposure of rock or mineral deposit, which is not covered by soil and can be seen on surface. Ore outcrops were exceedingly rare at Bisbee, with the site of the original discovery the only true ore outcrop and most of this was soil covered.

**Outrigger** — A movable beam or other support placed at right angles to a piece of equipment to prevent it from toppling over under load. The very narrow wheelbase of the track-based steam shovels in the Sacramento pit required that they have outriggers with jack arms set before loading.

**Over break** — The unintended, excess space created by a blast. In timbered areas, it created a problem, as no open space could be left unsupported, thus, it was necessary to add timber and blocking to support the over broken area. Over break at the ore-waste contact could cause excess dilution by mixing waste with the ore and was therefore, undesirable.

**Overburden** — Layers of soil and rock covering a mineral deposit. Overburden is removed as waste during prestripping, prior to open pit mining.

**Overhead sump** — A sump for water collection that is cut out of the rock above the intake level of the pumps. These were common at Bisbee as the huge pumps required to lift the large flows of water to the surface had little suction capacity and were thus fed from above. This also eliminated the need to prime these large pumps if the pump chambers were emptied for maintenance or by leakage.

**Oversize** — 1). Boulders too large to be handled by the power shovel in the pit and which must be drilled and blasted. 2). Underground, it was the boulders too large to pass through grizzlies. These were usually broken by hand with a double jack or, less frequently, blasted.
**OVERWIND** — Hoisting the cage or skip too high in the headframe, past the safe point. If the cage or skip was hoisted into the sheave wheel, great damage would result to the conveyance, sheave, headframe, cable and even the hoist. Special switches were placed on the headframe to stop the hoist in the event of an overwind condition, but it was not totally effective. A fast-moving cage or skip could easily still be pulled into the sheave.

**OXIDATION** — A chemical reaction caused by exposure to oxygen which results in a change in the chemical composition of a mineral, typically by the removal of the contained sulfur.

**OXIDATION CAVES** — Cave like openings, often large and beautifully decorated, which formed as a direct result of the oxidation of sulfide bodies in the limestone. A substantial reduction in volume takes place during complete oxidation with the removal of the sulfur from the minerals. This, coupled with the action of the liberated acids on the limestone, frequently left large holes over the oxide ores. Over time, these caves were decorated by mineral deposition, mostly calcite and aragonite. Bisbee was justifiably famous for the beauty of these chambers as many were hit during mining.

*Oxidation Cave,* a view of part of a small cave in a stope on the 6th level Southwest mine. Approximately 31 cm x 61 cm

**OXIDE ORES** — Ores that have been chemically changed from exposure to the near surface environment and the influence of oxygen. The original minerals were sulfides, and the oxidation process has removed the sulfur leaving behind the metals in one or more combinations. True oxide ores are those where the metal is combined with oxygen such as the copper oxide minerals - cuprite and tenorite and the iron oxides — goethite and hematite. Carbonates are where the metals are complexed with the carbonate radical (CO₃). Copper examples are azurite and malachite, iron carbonate is siderite, the lead carbonate is cerussite and zinc
Carbone is smithsonite. In all cases, regardless of the true composition, they were collectively referred to as “oxide ores.”

Oxides — A term generically applied to any of the ores that have undergone oxidation, included carbonates as well as true oxide minerals.

P. D. — Phelps Dodge.

P. D. Merc. — The company store or Phelps Dodge Mercantile Company which operated several retail stores in the Bisbee area as well in all of the locations where Phelps Dodge operated mines or smelters. It also had a wholesale grocery business, which served much of Cochise County. The P. D. Merc. was a good store, with quality products at competitive prices and no requirement on the part of the company to trade there, unlike many company stores elsewhere.

Panel — A complete, 33-foot-long section of standard gage, railroad track with ties attached which can be quickly moved, as a unit, and placed or removed by a crane. These were used in the Sacramento pit as all haulage was by rail. 2.) A section of an orebody to be mined. Large orebodies were divided into multiple sections or panels. The size of a panel depended on the nature of the ground being mined and were normally between 5 – 12 sets wide (25 ft. to 60ft.) Vertically they extended to the top of the orebody or the level above the ore.
Panel(s) (Def.2) showing two panels mined by square sets with one panel (pillar) between these stope being mined by a Mitchell slice stope

Panel yard — An area where panels of track are assembled and repaired for use in the pit.

Pard — A contraction of the word partner, but quite commonly used underground to identify the coworker who shared a stope or other working. See also partner.

Parting quartzite — This was the relatively thin quartzite bed in the lower Martin Limestone, which was an important marker bed in the underground mines, as it was erroneously believed early on that no ore was to be found below this horizon. This unit was also simply referred to as “the quartzite,” subtly distinguishing it from the lower Bolas quartzite.

Partner — The man you worked underground with, side by side, every day, sometimes for years, in stopes, raises, crosscuts etc., usually just the two together with absolute trust and confidence in the others capability to do his job as your life depended on this. It was commonplace to never call him by his given name, but just pard or partner.

Pasty — A tasty meat pie, traditionally filled with diced meat, sliced potato and onion, commonly taken underground for lunch. It was a particular favorite among the Cousin Jack (Cornish) miners who called it “a letter from home.” Other, less fortunate miners, often attempted to trade their sandwiches and other goodies for these delectable treats.
**Pay Period** — The two-week time period during which pay was calculated, including any bonus, based on the time worked and, in the case of bonus, the advance or measured production.

**Payroll Number** — Sometimes referred to as employee number, this was the number by which the man was known. The timekeeper and the paymaster may not know a man’s name, but when they saw him, they knew his number. This number was stamped on his brass, it was used by him and his family to charge things at the company store as well as to receive treatment at the company hospital. Yes, it was a number that identified the employee, but few if any felt they were defined by this number, as so many industrial workers did. The employees almost always felt a part of the company and the number was just something the accountants in head office used to keep track of things.

**Peacock Copper** — A name given by miners to the rich copper mineral — bornite, in allusion to its typical iridescent colors, following a short time after exposure to the air.

**Peephole** — A 4’ x 4’ hole in a shaft pocket at the top of the storage section used to examine conditions inside the pocket. A small drift was driven to access the peephole. The shaft pocket on the 400 level Sacramento mine had a peephole.

**Penetration Rate** — The speed with which a drill or drill bit will cut rock, as measured in inches per minute or feet per hour.
**PIE CAN** — A NAME COMMONLY GIVEN TO A MINER’S LUNCH PAIL AS THEY OFTEN CONTAINED A MEAT PIE (PASTY).

**PIG TAIL** — A SHORT LENGTH OF 1/2 INCH CABLE THAT HAS EACH END FITTED WITH A HELICAL SHAPED PIECE OF STEEL THAT WAS TO SERVE AS A WAY OF HOOKING BACK ONTO THE CABLE. TIMBER TRUCKS WITH LONG LOADS WERE HAULED BY THE MOTOR CREW USING ONE OR MORE PIGTAILS TO ATTACH THE TRUCK TO THE MOTOR OR TO OTHER TRUCKS.
**PILLAR** — A mass of rock, ideally waste or low-grade, left in place to give support to the surrounding rock. Ore pillars were frequently mined at some late stage, when the support was no longer needed and the surrounding area could be allowed to collapse.

*PILLAR in 10 stope, 5th level, Southwest mine.*

**PINCH BAR** — A scaling bar.

**PIPE AND TRACK REPAIRMAN** — Mine worker who repairs, lengthens, and maintains the small-bore pipelines for air and water as well as performs needed repairs to the track including the installation of switches in mines. Also simply called the “pipe and track man.”

**PIPE AND TRACK CAR** — The pipe and track repairman had a specially constructed mine car he would tram or have the motor crew haul and which was filled with his tools as well as the commonly needed replacement parts such as pipe fittings. It was one of the few cars kept locked as many of the tools and supplies would have been very useful to the light-fingered miners at home.
Pipe and Track car 86 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine.

Pipe column — A pipeline hung in a shaft to bring water, compressed air or sand fill slurry into the mine.

Pipe compartment — One compartment in most shafts was dedicated to bringing in the necessary services through pipes, such as water and compressed air as well as often containing the pump column, thus it was frequently referred to as such. Electrical cables were also in this shaft compartment as well. See also service compartment.

Pipe shop — One of the many support shops whose crews were responsible for the installation and maintenance of large bore pipe wherever needed. They were also responsible for compressed air systems, fire water systems as well as all water transport and storage systems, including potable water. The underground bull gang was affiliated with the pipe shop and took care of these aspects underground.

Pit — 1). A term used to refer to the Lavender pit. 2). Any open excavation.

Pit bull gang — If the job was hard, heavy and dirty in the open pit, the bull gang did it, though often in assistance to other crews. Examples are such as helping with long shovel and drill moves, major shovel maintenance and general maintenance.

Pitman — In the Sac pit, a large crew worked alongside the shovel setting Jack arms (outriggers), tack clamps and the like. These were called pit men. In the Lavender Pit, a single person was designated as the pitman with the responsibility of spotting the trucks, keeping the power cable pulled up and watching the dipper teeth, to assure that none are missing. Pitmen were no longer used by the mid-1960s.
**Piss ditch** — The water ditch along crosscuts in wet areas was so called, as this was the place most of those working in the area chose to relieve themselves. See also water ditch.

**Plant** — 1). A building or group of buildings in which a process or function is carried out; at a mine site it will collectively include warehouses, hoisting equipment, compressors, maintenance shops, and offices. 2). The mill or concentrator.

**Plaster** — Placing a small amount of unwrapped dynamite, perhaps half of a stick, on a boulder’s surface to break it with the blast. This was usually ineffective and discouraged by the company, as the force of the uncontained explosive largely dissipated to the surrounding air. This being said, after extended periods of trying to break hard sulfide boulders on grizzlies with a double jack, anything seemed worth a try and the author placed many a plaster on obstinate boulders. See also mud plaster, mud-capping.

**Played out** — Said of a mine or mine area from which all of the economic ore has been mined.

**Plug** — 1). This is a term applied to a forbidden practices in the operation of a motor where “plugging” was using the motor controller as a break by putting it in a position to go the opposite direction from the movement. While it worked, and was occasionally necessary, it caused the wheels to spin and would cause wear spots on the tracks. More problematic was that “plugging” a motor left burn spots in the controller 2). A short blasthole with a small amount of explosives used to break a boulder or to remove a rock protrusion. 3). The act of drilling the hole and blasting the boulder or rock was to plug.

**Plugger** — A hand held pneumatic drill, generally used for drilling downward or horizontally.

---

![Plugger (s) stored at the Junction Mine.](image-url)
Plugger in a Shell — A jack hammer type drill that has been mounted in a shell to become a light duty drifter.

Pocket — An excavation in the side of a shaft in which broken ore or waste is stored until loaded into skips from the pocket and hoisted to the surface.

Pony set — A set of timber that is shorter than a standard set.

Pop — A small blast such as used for breaking boulders, small rock masses or a light blast to loosen up ground for setting timber or perhaps even for mining, if the ground is soft and needed just a light shaking to allow for removal.

Porphyry — 1). Any igneous rock in which relatively large crystals called phenocrysts are set in a fine-grained groundmass. Most of the Sacramento stock was composed of porphyritic rocks, which hosted much of the ore mined by the two pits. 2). An early collective term used to identify any of the units of the Sacramento Stock complex encountered in the underground mines.

Porphyry Cars — See Gable-bottom car

Porphyry Copper — A deposit of disseminated copper minerals in or around a large body of porphyritic intrusive rock. The deposit principally mined by both the Sacramento and Lavender Pit mines was a porphyry copper deposit.

Porphyry Haulage Drift — These were larger in cross section 8’ X 9’ to allow for the greater haulage capacity required of the block cave stopes. Most regular drifts were 6’ X 8’ in cross section.

Portal — The surface entrance to a tunnel or adit. The beginning point for a tunnel or adit.
**Portal to Portal** — A reference of the time spent underground, meaning the time from which one passed through the portal going into the mine, until he passed through the portal to exit the mine. This was limited to eight hours, by Arizona law, except in the case of dire emergencies. See also collar to collar.

**Post** — A piece of heavy timber used for vertical support or as the vertical components of a set of timber, which typically had two posts per set.

**Post-mining** — Having formed after mining opened up and area. Post-mining minerals, such as sulfate crust on high sulfide mine walls, were common at Bisbee.

**Post-ore** — Having occurred or been deposited or emplaced after the ore was formed. Post-ore minerals were extremely common in the sulfide zones at Bisbee, as the sulfides oxidized upon exposure to the oxygen rich atmosphere. The oxidation products were largely iron or copper/iron sulfate miners, which formed crust along sulfide—rich crosscut walls.

**Powder** — A general term for explosives including dynamite or a blasting agent, but excluding caps.

**Powder bag** — See powder sack.
Powder box — Dynamite was shipped in wooden boxes containing 50 pounds, or, less often, 10 or 25 pounds. Once empty these boxes found uses for any number of applications both underground and at home. Nailed to a lagging, they made excellent shelves; their obvious use for serving as storage boxes was widely employed. At home, they were used in sheds for much the same and in some cases, as furniture in children’s rooms, my bedside table, as a young boy was made of two powder boxes glued together and painted. More than one person took them apart and used the sides as siding for a shed or garage, nailed to 2” X 4” s. Because the wood was thin, it was also employed by the mining companies to make spitter boards. Few such boxes went to the trash, as there was always a use for them.

Powder box (Apache powder company) 10 stope, 5th level, Southwest Mine.

Powder car — A special car constructed for the transportation of dynamite. The size was such that it accommodated up to 18, 50-pound boxes of dynamite. These cars were constructed of wood and lined with rubber to prevent sparks. They were red in color to denote the contents. These cars were loaded at the surface, lowered as soon as possible, only when no one was in the shaft and to the waiting powder monkey who immediately trammed the car, by hand, to the powder magazine, well away from the shaft. No motor haulage of a powder car was permitted because of the danger from the constantly sparking trolley wire and the risk of stray electric current passing through the car.
**Powder Crew** — In the Lavender Pit, the crew that was responsible for loading and blasting the large diameter blastholes as well as the smaller secondary drill holes.

**Powder Headache** — The nitroglycerin used to make dynamite will cause an extraordinarily intense headache, if absorbed through the skin from handling the or from breathing the smoke of a blast. These headaches were a problem and smoke in high concentrations potentially lethal. The miners soon learned how to avoid a powder headache. It was a not too uncommon a prank to put a tiny bit of dynamite in the hatband of a fellow worker to cause a mild powder headache. Retribution was always quick to follow, if the prankster was known.

**Powder Magazine** — Storage place for explosives. Usually in a dry, dead-end crosscut, well away from the shaft and within a reasonable distance of the working areas. All of the necessary blasting supplies were kept here as well, such as loading sticks, spitters, skewers and spitter boards. The powder magazines for the pits were surface facilities in secure and shielded localities and constructed of masonry materials and lined with wood.

**Powder Monkey** — The person who maintains the powder magazine and its contents, including dynamite, and fuses as well as other blasting supplies in the powder magazine, as needed by the miners. This was almost always an older, experienced and responsible miner who could not keep up with the very rigorous pace of mining, but who was not ready for retirement. It was not an easy job, just less physically demanding. Typically, more than one magazine was under the care of a powder monkey he also had to hand tram all of the explosives from the shaft to the magazine as motor haulage was forbidden for safety reasons. See also powder nipper.

**Powder Nipper** — A term often used instead of powder monkey to describe the same function.
**Powder Sack** — Sometimes called powder bag. A heavy, treated canvas sack with a wide shoulder strap made specifically for the transport of explosives. Dynamite was placed in one sack, fuse, primers, spitter and skewer in a second. These sacks were made locally in the rope shop and found wide use in other applications, but were forbidden to use in the transport of nails.

**Powder Sack** hanging from a water line on the 1500 level Junction Mine in 104 crosscut.

**Powder Slip** — A requisition for powder, given to a miner by the shift boss and presented to the powder monkey to have the powder issued for use by the miner at his work place and during the shift.

**Powder Slip**

**Powder Smoke** — The smoke produced by blasting. Underground, it was a very real problem as at high concentrations, it was potentially toxic. Even relatively
Low levels of powder smoke could cause the severe powder headaches. This is why almost all blasting took place only at shift’s end, as smoke from one working place would pass to another, via the mine ventilation system. In addition, this is why the separation between dayshift and nightshift was a full hour, so as it allowed time for the atmosphere to clear of this smoke.

**Powder stick** — Another name for loading stick, the wooden stick used to push dynamite into the blasthole and then tamp it lightly. See also loading stick

**Powder truck** — The specially constructed truck used in the Lavender Pit to transport sacks of blasting agent, primacord and other blasting supplies only.

**Power plant** — A plant used to generate power, steam or electrical. The power was originally steam, generated by coal then oil. Each mine had a steam power plant. The steam was piped to the nearby shaft to run the hoist. Later air compressors were steam powered and, in some cases, steam was piped down a shaft to power pumps. By the 1910s, these steam plants were generating electricity as well, but steam was still the main power source. In time, the steam was used just to generate electricity. Later, central power plants were constructed to generate electricity and provide compressed air with one at the Sacramento Mine for the Copper Queen and one at the Junction Mine for the C. & A operations.

**Precipitate** — The high copper, mud like material recovered in a precipitation plant through the contact of high copper solutions with scrap iron. This material was collected and shipped directly to the smelter

**Precipitation plant** — A facility where copper bearing solutions from the underground or those collected from the leach dumps are passed over scrap iron to recover the contained copper. This occurred through a replacement of the iron by copper. The product is called precipitate, which was high in copper (+50%) and sent to the smelter for recovery. These plants were both underground and, on the surface, and often called “percip plants.”

![Precipitation Plant at the Campbell Mine c-1955](image-url)
**Precious Metal** — Those metals of high value and sold by the troy ounce such as silver and gold.

**Precious Metal Credits** — The actual received value of the gold and silver as contained in the processed ores, less smelting losses and refining cost. Precious metal credits were calculated into the total cost of mining and processing as credits against processing costs. In some instances, high gold/silver values justified the mining of lower grade copper ores because of the additional revenue, which would be generated from the contained precious metals.

**Pre-employment Physical** — The physical examination that all new employees were required to undergo prior to being employed. This was needed to prove the ability of the man to perform the difficult and strenuous work. Unions, particularly, the I.W.W., felt the physical exam was a form of blackballing union sympathetic men. I never saw any reason to believe this was the case, however.

**Pregnant Solutions** — Solutions which have passed through the leach material or collected underground and are high in contained copper and which will be sent to the precipitation plant for copper recovery.

**Prestripping** — The mining of waste to uncover ore to make it accessible for mining. Typically, this is done prior to any ore being mined or the concentrator being completed. In the Sacramento pit, some five years were spent prestripping the orebody while the Lavender Pit orebody required three years of prestripping.

**Prill** — A name given the granular ammonium nitrate blasting agent.

**Prill** granules in the hand of a miner. It was dyed pink in color to make it easier to locate misfires.

**Primacord** — A fuse composed of an explosive core within a textile or plastic covering. It detonates every explosive that is in direct contact with it. Primacord was used to initiate the blasts in the Lavender pit.
Primacord detonating blast in the Lavender Pit. The exploding primacord can be detected as thin linear trails of dust clouds. The towers of dust indicate the location of blast holes.

Primary blast — In the open pit, the main blast used to break the in-situ rock. The primary blast at Bisbee were large, spectacular events, breaking tens of thousands of tons at a time. These were shot daily at 3:15 PM, often with many watching from the pit lookout along highway 80.

Primary crusher — In ore dressing, the first stage in which crushers take run-of-mine ore and reduce it to a size small enough to be taken by the next crusher in the series. Ordinarily, a gyratory crusher was used such as at the Lavender pit, while a large jaw crusher served the same purpose at the Sac concentrator.

Primer — A contrivance, such as a cap, tube, or wafer, containing percussion powder or other compound for igniting an explosive charge; ignited by friction, percussion, or electricity. Underground, caps were the primers used while in the Lavender pit, TNT wafers were used along with primacord to explode the much less sensitive ANFO, which filled much of the blasthole.

Prince Albert tin — Often simply referred to as a P. A. tin. These were the pocket flask-shaped tin in which Prince Albert tobacco was sold. These useful tins found a number of other applications in the mines, once empty and were seldom simply discarded. The most common use was a container for the additional carbide, which was to be needed during the shift. As miners were responsible for purchasing a means to carry this carbide, these tins were a cheap alternative. These made great way to have a few 50 penny nails in the pocket without the danger of being punctured. Another common, but ill-advised application for a P A tin was to hold blasting caps, until needed. This use was dangerous, as the tin was commonly in a pocket and the sensitive caps bounced around loosely.
**Prospect** — 1). A raise driven in the search for ore in the days before diamond drilling became common, was called a “prospect.” 2). Also, to search for ore on the surface. 3). A shallow pit or open cut on the surface, usually excavated at the time of location of the mining claim.
**Prospecting** (def. 2) The north wall of the Lavender pit with a drill rig in 2007

**Prospective** – An area or region where there is potential for ore to be found is said to be prospective.

**Prospectus** – A document filed with the appropriate securities commission detailing the activities and financial condition of a company seeking funds from the public through the issuance of shares. Before regulations came into effect, these documents were often inaccurate or misleading if not fanciful or downright fraudulent, in an effort to separate an investor from his or her money. More than a few prospectuses’ for mining companies/properties at Bisbee were very cleverly written and while long on hope and promise, they were short on facts and reality.

**Pull a chute** – The act of opening the chute door to fill mine cars was called pulling the chute. This was not always a simple matter as the ore was seldom free flowing and almost always needed to be barred or a blow pipe use to fill the mine cars.

**Pull a round** – A round is pulled if the blast is successful and the desired length broken.

**Pull bottle** – A name for the cable pull mine signal switches. They commonly were used at shaft stations to control the electric mine bell signals, but they were also installed to turn on and off tram lights and open-air doors.
Pull the rods — The small diamond drills used at Bisbee all had standard core barrels. This required that the complete string of rods had to be pulled with every five to ten feet of advance to remove the core barrel at the end and then, recover the core. This required unscrewing the individual five-foot sections of rod every time they were pulled, as there was typically little space for longer rods. The rods were then reconnected, one at a time and put back in the hole to drill again, a very labor and time intensive task.

Pull up cable — As an electric shovel would progress along a working face, it would use up the slack in the trailing power cable. It was frequently necessary to pull up cable to give the shovel slack and to be sure that the power cable did not become tangled or caught on something that would damage the high voltage cable. This task was usually performed by hand using the specially made cable tongs to pull the heavy cable, a difficult task.

Pump column — The large bore, heavy walled pipe, usually located in the pipe compartment of a shaft, which carried the discharge of the mine pumps to the surface or another level for further pumping. Regular mine water was pumped through standard steel pipe, while acid mine waters were removed through wooden pipe, then via stainless pipe.

Pump oiler — The individual responsible for lubrication of the pumps in the pump stations as well as the cleaning and painting of the many pumps. There was one per shift at both the 2200 level and 2700 level Junction pump stations and at the 2966 level Campbell pump station. The person at the 2200 manually lubricated the piston rods with a brush and grease on every operating pump every hour. He also maintained the compressed air reserve full for feed into the pump column to prevent hammering by the positive displacement pumps. In addition, the man at the Junction checked on the acid water pumps on the 1800 twice per shift. The Campbell oiler checked the pumps on the 2700 level station, those in 12 XC on the 2700 and walked to the 3100 Denn pump station each shift as well. The oiler was replaced by automation in 1962.
**Pump Station** — a chamber typically near the shaft at depth, where a pump is installed.

**Pump Sump** — A chamber cut to serve as a reservoir for mine water to be pumped. Sumps were always present in pump stations to collect and provide surge capacity for the water to be pumped. Typically, these were higher than the pumps, overhead sumps, to preclude the need for priming.

**Pumpman** — He was responsible for the operation of the pump station where assigned. This included monitoring incoming water flow, water pH to add lime if needed, perform minor maintenance, starting and stopping the pumps as necessary to manage incoming flow. All starts and stops on the 2200 level Junction station were done only after notifying the powerhouse of the intended change as these huge motors could impact the whole system if started when other demand was high.

**Punch** — Using a steel bar to make the material in a hung chute move by poking the troublesome mud or rock and moving the bar around. This was hard work, particularly in claylike materials.

**Punch Bar** — A short, pointed heavy steel bar used to poke the ore in chutes to make it move by breaking up boulder jams or jar loose the sticky clays. See also chute bar.

**Pup Motor** — A very small trolley motor. Generally, these were the first units brought underground, the 2 ½ ton motors introduced in 1908 and still in limited use in 1975.
**Pyramid Cut** — A drill hole pattern in which either 3 or 4 cut holes are drilled to form a 3-sided or 4-sided pyramid. The holes forming the pyramid are detonated first during blasting creating a central void. The surrounding holes are then detonated in sequence and blast into this void.

**Pyrite** — A hard, heavy, shiny, yellow mineral, FeS$_2$ or iron disulfide, generally in cubic crystals. Also called iron pyrites or fool’s gold. Pyrite is the most common sulfide mineral found at Bisbee. Often called “pyrites” or “iron pyrite” by the miners.
Pyrite sand — In more than a few instances, unconsolidated, granular pyrite was hit. This material was sand like and would flow through any open space. All lagging had to be installed skin to skin and any knotholes covered by nailing a wedge over it. Driving headings through this material was difficult and was only possibly by using spiling. Also called sugar sulfide.

Quarter octagon — The official name for what was typically called “square” drill steel. In cross section it was a square with all four corners beveled off. This type of steel was popular in the 1950s until the end of mining. In the earlier years round, hexagonal and cruciform steels were more widely used in Bisbee. See also drill steel.
**Quartzite** — 1). A reference to the Bolsa quartzite rock unit both on the surface and underground. 2). In the underground mines, this could also be a reference to the relatively thin quartzite bed in the lower Martin Limestone which was an important marker bed as it was erroneously believed early on that no ore was to be found below this horizon. This unit was also called the parting quartzite.

**Queen Incline** — The local name by which the inclined shaft of the Copper Queen mine was known. See Also Copper Queen Incline

**Queen Rocker** — An early V-body side dumping mine car. These cars replaced the early gable-bottomed, Koppel cars, which had difficulty handling sticky oxide ores. Later, the Queen rocker was replaced by the heavier duty H-cars.

**Queen Tunnel** — The name given to the adit driven from the old smelter site, near the Czar shaft, and the Southwest shaft simultaneously, to haul lead ores to the surface for loading and shipping. The connection between the two portions was completed in 1915. It is a part of the 3rd level Southwest mine and ultimately connected to the Sunrise, Cuprite and Uncle Sam shafts. Today, a portion is used for the Queen Mine Tours.
**Radio Bell** — A cage mounted signal method, which used a radio transmitter to send the signal to the hoist engineer. It was operated by the cager from inside the cage by pulling a rope hooked to a bottle switch. This same devise would automatically send a long, unbroken signal to the hoist engineer if the rope became slack, advising him to stop unreeling cable because of this dangerous condition.
Radon — A colorless, heavy, radioactive, gaseous element, which is inert. It is the heaviest known gas. Formed by the disintegration of uranium, it was monitored for by air sampling, as total annual exposure to the gas was limited by regulation due to health concerns. Because uranium was widely distributed in very minor amounts in the ores at Bisbee, radon was occasionally found in relatively high concentrations, particularly in unventilated areas with stagnant air in oxide areas.

Radon hazard sign in 61 crosscut on the 3rd level Southwest Mine.

Rail — the small size railroad rail used in the mines. Rail is sized by its weight per yard (3 feet). Underground, the smallest ever used was 8-pound, which was too narrow and grooved the mine car wheels, then 12-pound, which was fine for hand tramming or mule haulage, but too light for motors. In the end, most rail used was 25-pound or in rare cases because of heavy cars, 40-pound. The Sacramento pit employed 90-pound rail for all of its uses. The rail used for waste transport from the truck/train transfer point in the Lavender pit operations was also the 90-pound type.
**Rail (section)**

**Rail waiting to be installed in the Queen Tunnel.**

**Rail clamps** — The railroad type steam shovels had clamps to secure them to rail to help stabilize them when digging. These manual clamps were set by the pit crew.

**Rail punch** — A heavy clamp with a very course threaded screw which, when tightened by hand will punch a hole in the web of a mine rail of sufficient diameter to allow a track bolt to pass.


**Raining** — 1.) Small rocks and dirt regularly dropping. This is often in a raise or a shaft. Normally, this debris is generally falling from skips being hoisted or other mining activity, but can be caused by ground movement. Raining can refer to ground conditions in a drift or stope.

**Raise** — A vertical or inclined opening in a mine driven upward from a level or stope to connect with the level above for access, ventilation, and mining above the level or the transfer of ore or waste. These were also used to explore the ground for a limited distance above a level or stope.

**Raising** — To excavate an opening upward such as driving a raise.

**Ramp** — 1). A secondary or tertiary inclined opening in an underground mine, driven to connect levels, usually driven in a downward direction, and used for haulage. Underground ramps were few at Bisbee with the only example known to the authors is in the Sacramento Mine where an inclined connection was made with a level originating at the Junction Mine. 2). In the surface mine, an inclined roadway between benches, often transverse several benches.
Ravelly ground — Ground that breaks up into small gravel-like pieces that regularly fell and covered the track (floor). Necessitating regular cleaning up. When drilling in ravelly ground the small pieces build up behind the bit and may result in a hung steel. These drill holes also difficult to keep clear enough to load with explosives. The little bits of rock would fall blocking the hole and the sticks of dynamite could not be pushed to the back of the hole.

Raw crosscut — A section of a crosscut in rock that does not need some form of support to remain open.

Raw crosscut 30 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine.

Raw ground — Ground which is unsupported by timber or rock bolts.

Raw raise — As raises were, by necessity, at least partially timbered for reasons of access, a raw raise is one intentionally stripped of timber to allow for unimpeded passage of rock or for ventilation reasons.
Read the ground — This commonly used phrase had two, distinct meanings. The more important referenced the ability to look at an area and determine how safe it may be in terms of potential collapse and how to best support the ground with timber. Secondly, it was the uncanny, almost occult-like ability to follow the erratic path of the ore within the barren limestone. Both talents were highly regarded, with good reason. While some felt that the introduction of geologist into the mines replaced the second type, I disagree and I was a geologist in the mines. The first type of miner was never replaced by someone with just a college degree.

Reagent — Any of several additives used in the froth flotation process, generally to affect the surface characteristics of the ground ore particles causing them to adhere to bubble surfaces and float or to not adhere and sink. Other reagents include pH regulators, slime dispersants, resurfacing agents, wetting agents, conditioning agents, collectors, and frothers.

Recovery — The amount of metal recovered from an ore in a mineral process plant and expressed as a percentage.

Reduction works — Any of the smelters, which served Bisbee, were known as the reduction works. The official name for the Copper Queen smelter at Douglas was “The Douglas Reduction Works.” After the merger with Calumet & Arizona mining company the Copper Queen smelter was closed and the Calumet & Arizona smelter operated as the Douglas Reduction Works.

Reject — Samples collected from the various phases of mine operations were generally from two to 50 pounds in weight. The whole sample would be dried, crushed and split into two parts, with one part used for assay determination and the other part, the reject, returned to the ore stream for metal recovery.
**Replacement ore** — Ore formed by a process during which certain minerals have passed into solution and have been carried away, while other, often valuable minerals from the solution have been deposited in the place of those removed. The many limestone-hosted orebodies mined at Bisbee were replacement deposits.

**Release** — A one bell signal rung by the cager that informed the hoist man that the cage or skip was free to move. Because the hoistman was normally, thousands of feet from the cage and had no understanding of events at the cage, he was forbidden from moving the cage until it was released by a cager or given other instructions from the shaft bells by the cager.

**Relievers** — In a sequenced blasting round, the holes fired after the cut holes and before the back and skimmer holes to “relieve” the burden to be broken by these other holes when fired. See also round

**Report** — The sound of a blasthole exploding. As all underground blasting was by fire fuse with one hole exploding at a time, miners were required to count the explosions or “reports” to assure that the same number of holes went off that were loaded and spit. Any less, indicated either a hang fire or missed hole, both potentially dangerous conditions which had to be appropriately handled.

**Report off** — To notify the mine timekeeper that one will not report to work. This was done either by phone or through another person. Failure to report off and not come to work (AWOL) was a serious offence and three times in a year could, and usually would, result in dismissal. Absenteeism was treated as a serious offence and few excuses were accepted, even with a call in. My first shift boss made this very clear by saying he accepted just two excuses from his men — rigor mortis or pregnancy and if I was suffering from either, he would excuse my absence.

**Rerail** — To put a mine car or motor back on the rails. A number of techniques and procedures were used, including a rerailing frog and the motor jack, both carried on the motor for this very use.

**Rerailing frog** — Each motor underground carried a wedge-shaped, cast steel item with a raised edge used to help rerail motors or loaded cars. As the derailed motor’s wheels climbed onto the frog, they were guided to the rail and upward, above the rail to allow the flange to clear the rail.

**Reserve** — That part of a mineral resource which is well identified as to grade, location and cost to mine and which can be mined and processed profitably.

**Return water** — Water recovered from the tailings pond following tailings disposal and returned to the concentrator for reuse.

**Rib** — The walls of any underground opening.

**Rifle bar** — A steel cylinder with curved splines and an end in the shape of a fylfot. This piece creates the rotation in a pneumatic drill.
Rifle bar for a Gardner-Denver S63F Jackleg remove during repairs at the Queen Mine tour

**Rig** — Usually refers to a mobile drill such as used in exploration.

**Rigging** — The placement of cabling or chains in preparation for lifting of a heavy or unwieldy object. Good rigging is an art and was usually performed by the bull gang.

**Ring** — A complete set of cribbing or other timber, covering all sides, in vertical or steeply inclined openings such as raises or shafts.

**Ring off** — When a cager was ready to send the cage or skip to the surface or some other point without being aboard, he would pull the shaft bell rope with the bell signals of where he wanted the cage or skip to go and off it would go. This was ringing off.

**Rip** — Breaking ground by using a ripper on the back of a bulldozer.

**Ripper** — A long, tooth-like shank placed at the rear of a bulldozer, which is forced into the ground for the purpose of breaking the ground loose as the dozer moves forward. In hard ground, a single shank would be used, while in softer material, such as dumps, two or three shanks could be employed.
**Rock** — The term is used to refer to broken muck, the unbroken ore in place as well as the rock mass in which the ore is hosted such as country rock.

**Rock Bolt** — 1). A steel bar that is inserted into pre-drilled holes in rock and secured for the purpose of ground control. Rock bolts are classified according to the means by which they are secured or anchored in rock. At Bisbee, two general types were used: expansion shell and wedge. 2). The act of installing rock bolts.
**Rock Bolt Shell** — Ribbed steel feathers held together and spaced apart by a thin metal strap and a wedge with a threaded bolt hole. This wedge is placed on the thin strap. Typically, the unit is held together by a colored plastic band. Then rock bolt shell is lightly threaded onto the end of the rock bolt. The bolt is slid into a drill hole. Then the rock bolt is threaded tightly onto the wedge. This wedge moves along the bolt and presses the metal feathers against the side of a drill hole and wedges the bolt tightly in the hole.

**Rock Drill** — Any of the pneumatic drills used to drill blastholes.

**Rock Drill Oil** — Oil made specifically for the lubrication of the moving parts of rock drills. It is constantly introduced into the compressed air stream in minor amounts from an inline, steel oiler connected to the air hose that delivers air to the drill. Before ever turning the drill on, the miner made certain the oil bottle was full as the last thing he needed was a rock drill that would not function.

**Rock in the Box** — The principal function of most underground was to put the “rock in the box” meaning the chute, car or skip. “Let’s put the rock in the box,” meant - let us get to work.

**Rocker Dump** — A style of mine car that is dumped by rocking it to gain momentum, and then dumped by tipping in the direction opposite the worker.
Rocker Dump (E-Cars) being dumped in an undetermined mine at Bisbee.

Roll-your-own — Handmade cigarettes of tobacco from a can or pouch (Prince Albert was a favorite, the empty tins were useful for other applications) rolled in cigarette paper. These were common in the mines from the outset. In the mid-1960s, these were the only form of cigarettes allowed because of fire concerns. Commercially made (Taylor made) cigarettes would continue to burn, when discarded or let unattended, roll-your-own were hard to keep lit, even when puffing and went out quickly when discarded.

Rope — All large steel cable was called rope. This included the hoist cable, flat or round, thus the rope shop was responsible for care and maintenance of the hoist cable.

Rope shop — This shop was the home to the very small but important group that was responsible for care and maintenance of the hoist cables at all of the mines, including lubrication and changing when indicated. As this work was sporadic, the rope shop had many other tasks such as the making the many things of canvas for the mines such as powder sacks and nail bags, pouches for engineers and repairing lamp belts. All cable slings, cable dogs and pig tails were assembled here and then sent to the blacksmith shop for final crimping of the ferrules (pipe sleeves) used to hold the eyes in the cable products. They did all things cable with the exception of slusher cables. Shovel boom and hoist cables were made to size here from used hoist cable as well, but installed by the pit shovel repair gang.

Rotary drill — A type of drill, which makes holes by rotating a rigid, tubular, string of drill rods to which is attached a tricone bit. These are commonly employed for drilling large-diameter blastholes in open pit mines and were used in the Lavender Pit.
Rotation Handle — The horizontal handle on the non-rotating stopers, by which the miner gave a degree of rotation to the drill by rotating the whole machine back and forth, about 90° with this handle.

Rotation handle for an Ingersoll-Rand CC-1

Round — 1). A planned pattern of drill holes or series of shots intended to be fired either simultaneously or with delay periods between shots. 2). Also, the muck pile obtained when the round is blasted.

Round with the names of the different holes listed. Note, that the names of the holes varied greatly from mining camp to mining camp and even inside the Bisbee mines.
Round Timber — Mine timber that is essentially debarked tree trunks and, thus round in cross section. Very little round timber was used at Bisbee, as it was very difficult to frame for the interlocking timber support systems so successfully employed.

Round Timber Used as posts and part of the split lagging. Square timber has been used for caps and also part of the lagging. 5th level Southwest mine.

Ruby Copper — A name miners gave the copper oxide mineral, cuprite, because of its deep red color. See also Cuprite

Rucker Top Slice System — A variation of top slicing used to mine the very large Dividend orebody on the Rucker Claim. All other mining methods had failed to safely mine this soft, clayey orebody, despite more than 25 years of trying. The mining scheme varied for classic top slicing in how the cuts were taken and the use of inclined raises leading to scrams to handle the sticky ores.

Run — 1). The portion of the mine under the responsibility of a shift boss or inspected by a fire bug, or managed by a mining engineer. It would typically cover several levels and numerous working areas. The mines were divided into several runs as the work areas were often scattered. 2). This term was also used to describe how well or badly a particular chute may be working. If it will run, the rock will flow freely, if it does not run, the muck is sticky or composed of course boulders that must be barred or a blow pipe used to make it run. 3). In reference to the ore grade, such as “the face will run 3%.” This means the ore grade of the face is 3%. 4). To assay such as to run the sample.

Run-of-Mine — A term used loosely to describe ore of average grade and average rock size as removed from the mine.
**Run of sand** — The sand added to a stope in a filling period.

**Running ground** — Unconsolidated material, which would flow like dry sand into any opening. It could also be very wet, semi-fluid unconsolidated material, which would flow fluid-like. Mining through this type of material was difficult, as closely spaced spiling had to be driven on top and the sides of the heading. All holes between the spiling had to be completely covered or chinked with cloth. It was extremely hazardous to allow the material to run, as an unsupported open space would form over the heading and at some point, it was sure to collapse, breaking the back timber.

**Running sand** — The process of sending sand fill from the surface and into the section of the stope being filled.

**Rustle** — To locate needed tools and supplies and bring them to the working face where they were needed. In large stoping areas, it was common to have a man whose sole responsibility was to rustle tools and timber.

**Rustling** — This was the process of trying to get a job in the mines. Once an employment application was filled out, the man was expected to be outside of the employment office every morning at 7:00 AM when the employment agent would appear. He would say “no one is needed today” which was ever so common and the hopeful would leave until the next day, or he would call the names of those he wanted. If a name was called and the man was not present, another name was called until the employment agent had the number of men he needed. This in itself did not mean a job; a physical was to be taken. At the employment office, weight was checked (115 pounds minimum) and eyesight, which had to be 20/30 or better without glasses, as glasses were not generally allowed underground. I recall the day I was hired after only a few weeks of rustling and trying to put on weight. The guy next to me in this long, long line was also called. He was an experienced miner and over the weeks, we had developed a friendship, but he had poor eye sight and was rejected. The employment agent said to me “That fella, could not see the ground to throw his hat at.”

**S.W.** — The Southwest Mine or the Southwest Shaft.

**Sac** — A local slang term used to refer to the Sacramento Shaft or mine. Usually used as “the Sac.”

**Sac Hill** — 1/. A reference to Sacramento hill. 2/. A term used to refer to the open pit operations on Sacramento hill or the Sacramento pit.
**Sac Pit** — As with the Sacramento shaft, a slang term was used for the Sacramento pit was typically referred to as the “Sac pit.” See also Sac Hill. See also Sacramento Pit

**Sacramento Pit** — An open pit mine that operated from 1917 until 1931. It is the second oldest open pit mine in Arizona. Unlike the later Lavender Pit the Sacramento used rail haulage. Most of the steam shovels were also rail mounted, but one tracked steam shovel was used. After mining ceased this tracked shovel was abandoned in the pit. The shovel is often seen in partially buried in photographs. The final ore mined from the pit was through gloryholes.

![Sacramento Pit C-1928](image)

**Sacramento Stock** — The multi-phase intrusive complex that formed Sacramento Hill and which was the host of the ores mined by both the Sacramento and Lavender open pit mines. It was composed of two distinct intrusive phases as well as a large intrusive breccia.

**Saddle** — A moveable and adjustable clamp to hold a carriage in which the pneumatic drill was set. The saddle is clamped to the horizontal bar, in a bar and column drill setup.
**SADDLE** attached to a bar.

**Saf**ety chain — a chain used to secure one item to another as a safety measure. Safety chains were used on air hose connection to machinery to prevent a loose hose from whipping about; also, on drills to the carriage when taken out of the saddle. Twin, heavy safety chains were clamped to the hoist cable and hooked to the cage in the event the socket or king pin breaks to prevent a fall of the cage. See also whip check.

**Safety Chain**

**Safety collar** — a clamp on the drill column set under the bar or arm to keep it in place while setting up and drilling.
**Safety collar** supporting an arm with a Gardner–Denver CF 79 Drifter

**Safety dogs** — Also called dogs, these were heavy, cam shaped steel masses with gear like teeth and mounted on a spring-loaded shaft on the cage which, if the rope became slack, would rotate and the teeth would dig into the shaft guides and stop the cage slowly and completely. Slack rope would occur if the rope broke or if the cage became wedged in the shaft. See also dogs.

**Safety fuse** — A cord-like substance used in the ignition of explosives. Black powder is entrained in the cord and, when lit, burns along the cord at a set rate of feet per minute. Such a fuse can be safely used to ignite a cap, which is the primer for an explosive. See also fire fuse and fuse.

**Safety Fuse** an image of the label on a box from the 1940’s.
**Safety Man** — Person who checks mines to determine the safety condition of working areas, the equipment, ventilation, and electrical installations as well as assuring that safe practices were being employed in the work being performed.

**Safety Meetings** — Every department held monthly, half-hour safety meetings, which were obligatory to attend. Pertinent subjects were discussed and recent accidents reviewed with the hope of preventing a reoccurrence. These were good and effective meetings, in my view.

**Safety Screening** — Heavy wire screening secured to the slusher stand, in front of the slusher and between the rake to protect the operator from a broken cable snapping back. Also called a backlash screen. See also backlash screen.

**Saffold Column** — A drill column invented by Ray P. Saffold of Warren, Arizona and was extensively in Bisbee. Unlike regular columns, the top of the column had a dual threaded extension to help secure the column to the head block. This Column was patented in 1921 after column mounted drills fell out of favor, they were used for mounting diamond drills and slusher hoists until mining ended in 1975.

**Sagging Ground** — An area where downward pressure from the rock has deformed, broken or displaced the caps giving a sagging appearance.
SAGGING GROUND: 3 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine the timber is beginning to sag

SAGINAW — 1). The Saginaw Shaft, an unsuccessful mine which ultimately was used solely for ventilation. 2). The suburb of Lowell created, when houses were moved from the area of the Lavender Pit to allow for mining.

SALARIED EMPLOYEE — The management, clerical and technical staff were classified as salaried employees because of their managerial functions. All others were classified as day’s pay employees.

SAMPLE — 1). Representative fraction of a body of material; removed by approved methods and tested or analyzed to determine the nature, composition, percentage of specified constituents. 2). To take a sample, such as to sample a face.

SAMPLE CAR — All samples from throughout the mine were brought to the shaft station by the motor crews. After the shift had been hoisted, the cager put a special car on the cage and went to collect the samples from all of the active levels. The car was then taken to the surface where a driver collected the samples from the sample car for transport to the sample mill.

SAMPLE HAMMER — The small pick, with one blunt, flat, end, used by geologist, mining engineers and shift bosses to chip samples from the working face or the ribs. Also called a prospect pick.
**Sample Mill** — All samples were taken to the sample mill for drying then crushing and pulverization, for easy chemical digestion during assay. This facility worked only nights and graveyards as the samples had to be ready for the assay office by 6:00 AM every morning.

**Sample Returns** — The assay results from the samples submitted for assay.

**Sample Sack** — A canvas sack made specifically for sampling. Two sizes were commonly used. One with a capacity of two pounds of material used for grab or chip samples and a larger, 25-pound size used for taking bulk samples of several trains or a shift of ore from a stope.
**Sample Sheet** — The daily sheet from the assay office with all of the sample returns from the previous day’s samples. This sheet was widely distributed so that all of the supervisory and technical staff would be aware of the assays from all of the working places, not only the samples they may have submitted. An unusually high-grade sample on the sheet would guarantee either a call or visit by the mine superintendent to find out the details.

**Sample Shovel** — A small shovel made from a regular #2 shovel by cutting down the edges and with holes added to the blade to allow fines to drain thru. These were used underground to take samples from the ore trains being dumped into the shaft pockets.

---

**Sample Splitter** — A device for separating dry incoherent material (such as pulverized material) into equal, truly representative samples of workable size for laboratory study.
**SAMPLE TAG** — The paper tag inserted in the sample bag at the time of collection indicating the date, sampler’s name, working place and the elements to be assayed.

**SAMPLE TAG at the top of the Hargis incline.**

**SAMPLE TAG**

**SAMPLER** — On the surface, a person assigned to take samples from the prospect churn drill cuttings at appropriate intervals and in appropriate quantities to be representative of the interval being drilled at that moment in time.

**SAND FILL** — Hydraulic backfilling or gobbing of underground workings using de-slimed, de-pyritized mill tailings. Sand fill gobbing began in Bisbee in the early 1960s and was used in all but the most broken of ground.

**SAND LINE** — The steel pipe line used to bring the treated mill tailings used for gobbing into the mine as well as the many distribution lines on each active level.

**SAND PLANT** — A facility that is designed to separate the slimes and pyrite from concentrator tailings and recover the course fraction for use in sand fill gobbing. Pyrite was removed at Bisbee’s sand plant to reduce the chance of a sulfide mine fire in the gob.

**SAND THE RAILS** — The sprinkling of sand on the mine rails to increase the traction between the motor’s wheels and the rail. This was usually necessary with steep grades and wet rails.

**SAND TRUCK** — A single sand plant was built at the Campbell to provide sand fill gob for all the mines. A 25-ton capacity, Mack haul truck, used early on in the Lavender pit, was converted to transport sand to the other mines. The truck was fitted with a compressor to push air through the load and keep the sand from settling in the truck before it was delivered to the receiving plant at the Cole mine.
**Sand Truck at the Cole Mine C-1965**

**Sanders** — Small containers on front and back side edges of the wheels on motors, into which dry sand is kept to sprinkle on the rails by the movement of a lever in the operator’s cab, when traction is needed. See also motor sanders.

**Saw Filing Shop** — This small shop was affiliated with the Carpenter Shop. Saws as well as axes were sharpened here, by skilled hands and with trained eyes.
TO MAKE SURE THE SET ON THE SAW TEETH WAS JUST RIGHT. ALSO, THE MANY Hand TOOLS USED UNDERGROUND EVENTUALLY RETURNED TO THE SURFACE FOR REPAIR AND MOST WITH WOODEN HANDLES NEEDED EITHER REPLACED OR Sanded TO REMOVE SPLINTERS. NUmEROUS PICKS, DOUBLE JACKS AND SMALL HAMMERS FLOWED THROUGH THIS SHOP ON THEIR WAY TO THE BLACKSMITHS SHOP FOR SHARPENING AND DRESSING, THEN BACK UNDERGROUND.

Saw Filing Shop at the Junction Mine. Overall View (right)
Closeup of Small Tool Repair Area (below)
Scab — 1). To nail a lagging onto a post to support a second piece of timber such as a false cap. 2). To attach any two things together with pieces of wood such as two ladders connected together by nailing boards on the sides of each at the point they join. 3). A term commonly used by striking workers to negatively describe anyone who would not support their strike.

Scab(s) (def.2) on a drift set in 35 crosscut 5th level Southwest Mine

Scaling — Removal of loose rock from the roof or walls. This work is dangerous and a long bar (called a scaling bar) is often used. See also barring down.

Scaling Bar — A long, hexagonal steel bar with a slight bend in the tapered end and used for removing loose rock from the back or ribs (scaling or barring down). By the mid-1960s, these bars were made of aluminum with a tapered steel point, which greatly reduced the weight of this vital tool. Also called a pinch bar. See also bar

Schist — A reference to the Pinal Schist, the Precambrian basement rock unit at Bisbee.

Sconce — A cast iron candle holder to be nailed to or set on timber where the candle can burn without setting the timber on fire. These were a Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company exclusive item, developed in an effort to reduce the number of mine fires caused by candle snuffs left burning and unattended.
**Scorification** — The separation of gold or silver by heating it to a high temperature with a large amount of granulated lead along with a little borax, in a scorifier. The gold or silver dissolves in the molten lead, which sinks to the bottom of the vessel, while the impurities form a slag with the lead oxide that is produced.

**Scott Truck** — Also often called the Scott car, it was a special type of timber truck, which allowed the framed timber to be chained securely to the truck at the framing shop, and then transported to the appropriate mine, still chained to the Scott truck. The whole truck, with timber was then loaded, vertically, onto the cage. Small wheels on the end of the Scott truck allow for it to roll forward onto the station as the cage was slowly lowered, still fully loaded with timber. This was an effort to reduce the handling of individual pieces of timber when lowered down the shaft by both the top cager and then by the bottom cager as well as the motor crew.
**Scram** — Underground drive above the haulage level, along which ore or waste is moved by slushers to a discharge chute for direct loading into mine cars by a slusher. One such facility was on the 1400 level Cole where waste was loaded into Granby type cars by a slusher, for haulage to the Dallas. In the Dividend slice of the Czar mine, these were also called pockets.

**Scraper** — A commonly used early term for slushers.

**Screw-off bit** — A detachable drill bit for pneumatic drills, which could be screwed off of the drill steel when dull. The early pneumatic drills used integral steel, drill steel, which had the bit formed on one end of the steel. Resharpening was a constant process, as the tempered steel bit end would dull quickly, often in drilling only a part of a single round. Several sets of drill steel could easily be used per shift and all had to be sent to the blacksmith shop for sharpening and re-tempering. Collectively, this amounted to a huge amount of drill steel to be gathered from a large mine. A great advance was the detachable bit as only the used bits needed to be handled. The first detachable bits were course thread screw-off types.
SECONDARY BLASTING — Irrespective of the method of primary blasting employed, it was always necessary to reblast a small proportion of the rock on the open pit floor. Large boulders for example, so as to reduce them to a size suitable for handling by the shovels and then by crushers. Also, hard toes in the digging pits had to be reblasted. All were drilled by small, mobile or hand-held drills and loaded with explosives to be shot at the end of the shift with the other pit blast.

SECONDARY CRUSHER — Crushing and pulverizing machines next in line after the primary crushing to further reduce the particle size of the ore. Feed for the secondary crushers came from the course ore stock pile. The discharge went to the fine ore storage bins to feed the ball mills.

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT — A mineral deposition process in which near-surface oxidation produces acidic solutions that leach metals, carry them downward, and reprecipitate them on other sulfide minerals, thus enriching sulfide minerals already present. This was the process that made the otherwise low-grade porphyry mineralization in the two pits economic, it had been supergene enriched. Also called supergene enrichment.

SECONDARY MINERALS — A mineral formed later than the rock enclosing it, usually at the expense of an earlier-formed primary mineral, as a result of weathering (oxidation), metamorphism, or exsolution. Secondary minerals were formed through oxidation were abundant and widely distributed at Bisbee and resulted in higher copper grades in some areas such as both the Lavender and Sacramento Pit ores.
**Sectional/Segmented Sets** in the Cole Adit.

**Sectional Set** — Timber sets made from several sections which when fitted together will support a wide space. See also segmented sets.

**Segmented Sets** — Timber sets which are composed of several pieces that are set at different angles to be joined together and to arch over a broad opening such as a shaft station. See also sectional sets.

**Selective Mining** — The object of selective mining is to obtain a relatively high-grade or clean mine product; this usually entails the use of a much more expensive stoping system and high exploration and development costs in searching for and developing the separate deposits, stringers or bands of ore.

**Self-Rescuer** — A small respirator-like device carried by all underground employees underground at Bisbee from the mid-1960s. It was placed on the lamp belt to provide the worker with immediate protection against carbon monoxide and smoke in case of a mine fire or explosion. It contains a granulated chemical, which converts the toxic carbon monoxide to harmless carbon dioxide. The device is used for escape purposes only because it does not sustain life in atmospheres containing deficient oxygen. The length of time a self-rescuer can be used is governed mainly by the humidity in the mine air; e.g., in moist air it will last for a minimum period of 30 min, and in moderately dry atmospheres, for a period of one hour or more.
**Service Compartment** — One compartment in most shafts was dedicated to bringing in the necessary services such as water, compressed air, and electrical power as well as often containing the pump column. See also pipe compartment.

**Service Hoist** — A typically small hoist used for access to the service compartment for the installation and maintenance of the various pipe columns and power cables. See also dinky hoist.

**Set Hangers** — Short lengths of cable fitted with forged spikes at each end, which are at right angles to the cable axis. They are used to hang sets or other timber. By driving the spiked end into the timber to be supported and a fixed piece of timber, the cable will support the weight of the set. See also cable dogs.

**Set(s)** — The timbers composing any framing, whether used in a shaft, stope, drift, crosscut, or raise. Thus, the four pieces forming a single course in the curbing of a shaft, or the three or four pieces forming the legs and collar, and sometimes the sill, of an entry framing are together called a set, or timber set. A drift set consist of the two posts, the cap, two collar braces, two spreaders as well as back and side lagging.

**Setup** — In drilling, location of machine, in mining, to gather the necessary tools and complete all work preparatory to drilling.
**Shaft** — A vertical or steePLY inclined excavation of limited area compared with its depth; made for finding or mining ore, raising ore, waste, hoisting and lowering workers and material, or ventilating underground workings. The term is often specifically applied to a vertical shaft, as distinguished from an incline or inclined shaft. A shaft is provided with a hoisting engine at the top for handling workers, rock, and supplies; or it may be used only in connection with pumping or ventilating operations.

**Shaft Bell** — The bell rope just inside of the shaft, which is only used to signal the hoist engineer to move the cage or skip. It was only to be used by the cager or other qualified and certified personnel such as certain maintenance persons performing their task on the cage, hoist cable or hoist.
Shaft board — Special boards were used for working over the shaft. These were six feet long, 12 inches wide, two inches thick, but reinforced with steel rods running the length and steel caps on each to which the reinforcing rods were attached. This design gave a light weight board, which would not fail when two men stood on it. Normal safety procedures required either a three-inch-thick board or a double thickness of two inch for work over open hole; this design compensated for the thinner board, and was easier as well as safer to place over the shaft.

Shaft circle — An area surrounding the shaft from which no ore could be stoped regardless of the circumstances, to protect the shaft from movement. See also shaft pillar.

Shaft divider — The timber or concrete wall separating the compartments in a shaft

Shaft circle on map of 1500 level Campbell mine

Shaft divider made of concrete at the 2966 level of the Campbell Mine.
**Shaft Diversion Door** — To prevent spillage from the loading of skips falling into the shaft sump, each skip compartment at all of the mines that used skips had heavy, inclined, diversion doors below the last shaft pocket which captured all spillage and channeled it to an easily accessible spot behind the shaft for easy cleanup. These massive, hinged doors were lowered from the shaft wall, before skip loading began and raised when skips were no longer being loaded. The hoistman place a small sign in his line of sight to remind him not to try to lower the cage below this point. Also called spill doors.

**Shaft Gate** — A gate or bar to prevent someone or something from falling into the shaft.

**Shaft Guides** — Heavy wooden or steel runners precisely set and joined on the shaft compartment walls. These fit in channels (shoes) on either side of the cage and kept it centered in the shaft as well as limiting any horizontal movement to a few fractions of an inch. The wooden guides were made of well cured hard mahogany. They were checked for alignment and greased by hand on a regular basis.
Shaft Hangers — Steel rods with a “J” hook on one end and threaded on the other of a combined length equal to the distance between shaft sets plus the thickness of two of the wall plates. Holes are drilled in the wall plate above and the first rod put through and a washer placed over the rod and the nut hand-tightened. When the corner post and end plates are in position, the second rod is hooked into the J hook and passed through the hole in the lower wall plate, then tightened until all the timber is secure. See also Shaft set.
Shaft House — All of the early mine headframes were totally enclosed inside of large buildings that also contained the hoist. The large building was called the shaft house. This form of construction came with mining engineers from the very cold environments of northern Michigan and Cornwall, England. No shaft houses were constructed after 1900. Also called enclosed headframe.

Shaft pillar — The block of ground containing the shaft, which was off limits to mining except for access development. See also shaft circle.

Shaft pay — As working over open shafts was more hazardous, anyone who engaged in such work was paid a premium on his standard wage.
**Shaft pocket** – Loading pockets of one or more compartments for ore and for waste built somewhat below the shaft stations. They are cut into the walls on one or both sides of a vertical shaft.

**Shaft set** – One set, or standard length of timber placed in the manner used in shafts with the post supporting the wall plates, end plates and bearing timber. This would include all side lagging and shaft hangers as well.
**SHANK** — 1). To break a drill steel at the point where the steel fits into the drill. This was a common occurrence as it was a weak point in all steels because there was a collar at this part of the steel, which was frequently reformed during maintenance, which caused it to become brittle. 2). It is also that part of the drill steel that fits in the drill and often had a formed collar.

**SHANK (DEF. 2) ON A QUARTER OCTAGON DRILL STEEL.**
**Shattuck Cave** – This was the largest and perhaps the most noted of the many oxidation caves hit during mining at Bisbee. This cave was first discovered in 1913 when an exploration drift on the 300 level hit the bottom of the cave. For a while, visitors were permitted to enter the cave, but not allowed to remove specimens. However, in a few years, it became necessary to close the cave because of nearby mining at which time a good many specimens were removed and given to museums.
**Shattuck Denn** — 1). The Shattuck Denn mining Company which was formed in 1925 through the merger of the Shattuck and Arizona Copper Company and the Denn and Arizona Copper Company. 2). Often, The Denn mine was referred to as the Shattuck Denn.

**Sheave block** — 1). Generally, a single wheel, pulley block in a metal frame used in slusher mucking. Also called a Skookum block or slusher block. 2). A sheave block may also refer the guarded pulley, set at the top of a raise through which a small diameter cable is passed for the purpose of hoisting timber or supplies to the work area. See also slusher block.

**Sheave liner** — Sheave wheels were lined with replaceable steel plates to keep the sheave from wearing.

**Sheave wheel** — The large, grooved wheel on the top of the headframe over which the hoist rope passes. Sometimes called bull wheel.

---

**Sheave Wheel(s)** a top the Shattuck Mine Headframe.

**Sheave Wheel**, a spare stored at the Shattuck Mine.
Shell — 1). Expansion part of a rock bolt. See also Rock bolt shell 2). A metal frame guide in which a drill such as drifter is set into that allows the drill to move forward or in reverse along a feed screw by means of a hand crank or small air motor. Furthermore, it allows the drill to be mounted onto a Jumbo, Column or a tripod. They are also called cradles or guide shells.

Shift — 1). A designated period of work, usually lasting eight hours. 2). A collective term for the gang of workers employed for the period, such as the day shift or the night shift. 3). Also, the work period as to put in a shift.

Shift boss — The supervisor directly responsible for the employees on a shift and working on his run (area of responsibility). The underground mines had become so large that they were divided into manageable areas or runs for which the shift boss was responsible. In fact, the underground shift boss was more of a coordinator than a boss in that his responsibilities were primarily to see that each work place had all of the supplies and services it needed to do its work properly.

Shift change — The time at which the work shifts change and one crew replaces another. Blasting normally, took place at “shift change” as no one was in the work areas. Also, minor repair work on equipment was performed during “shift change” to minimize any lost time.
**Shift Differential** — A minor addition to the hour rate paid employees who worked night shift or graveyard, with the graveyard shift receiving a bit more than night shift.

**Shift Rotation** — The change from one shift to another as a function of the normal rotation. In both the surface and underground, shift rotation took place every two weeks. The underground workforce would rotate from dayshift to night shift and vice versa. In the pit and concentrator, the rotation was from dayshift to graveyard and from graveyard to nightshift and nightshift to dayshift. The change took place at the end of shift every other Saturday.

**Shifter** — A shift boss.

**Shipment Samples** — see belt samples.

**Shoe Liner** — Steel liner plates bolted inside of the cage shoes to assume the wear from the constant contact and movement against the shaft guides.

**Shoot** — To set off a blast.

**Short Change** — In those areas where 24 hour, seven days a week coverage was needed and the operation worked three shifts, such as the open pit and concentrator which worked a 26 day on and a two day off arrangement, the rotation from night shift to day shift was a short change as only eight hours was between the two shifts. Leaving night shift at 11:00 PM, showering and changing cloths, drive home and be back at work, and ready at 7:00 AM the next morning meant a maximum of six hours sleep. For the underground miners, a short change
was coming off night shift at midnight Saturday and reporting to dayshift Monday morning at 7:00 AM.

**Shot** — 1). A blast 2). To have been blasted.

**Shovel repair crew** — The work crew that specialized in repairing the electric shovels in the Lavender Pit.

**Shovel** — 1). Underground, a hand shovel. 2). The act of shoveling. 3). In the open pit, the electric or steam shovels used as loading machines.

**Shovel (def.2)** Electric Shovel in the Lavender Pit below the Gardner Shaft.

**Shovel pit** — An open pit mine where either steam or electric power shovels are used for loading broken rock into trucks or trains.

**Shovel teeth** — The replaceable digging points on the shovel bucket.

**Shovel teeth** on a bucket at the Queen Mine Tour.
**Shovel move** — Moving a large electric shovel was a task. Most of all, the very heavy, high voltage cables had to be strategically placed, end on end from the switch house closest to the starting point and then from every switch house on the way. The power had to be killed every time a cable was added or dropped, and re-energized once the cables were securely connected. This all had to be done with minimal disruption to mining, not an easy task as the cable which crossed road ways or haulage ramps had to be bridged to allow traffic to pass. All dropped cables had to be coiled on a cable drum mounted on a cable truck and placed in storage.

**Shoveler** — The man who was responsible for mucking in crosscuts or stopes. Later, they were called muckers.

**Shut down** — Post 1950, the two-week period in July when, PD would close the mines and require non-essential personnel to take vacation. This period was used for planned maintenance in a number of areas to reduce the amount of downtime later on. By way of example, the changing portions the compressed air lines in a shaft or repairing launders in the concentrator or major electric shovel rebuilds were such repairs.

**Side board** — 1) A vertical extension placed on haul truck dump bodies to increase the volume. 2) A piece of lagging fitted with steel clips and placed on the side of a mine car during loading. The side board was positioned on the mine car side, opposite the chute, when being loaded to protect the man from rocks passing over the top of the muck in a near full car. It was used during the days before loading platforms, when the person loading the car was standing but a foot above the car, a potentially dangerous place without a side board. Also, see loading board.

**Side boom hangers** — Shelf-like hangers with a lip made of steel plate that fit on the side of the post and were held in place by a heavy steel rod behind the post and the height controlled by nailing a wedge on the post. The booms were then placed in the side hangers and timbering carried out as usual for any boom setup.

**Side lagging** — The lagging placed along the rib of a working to contain loose material. See also lagging.
SIDE RODS — The long bolts that pass-through coil springs and hold the drill chuck in tight contact with the drill body.

![Side Rod on a Cochise drill hanging on a Mexican Set up.](image)

**Side Rod** on a Cochise drill hanging on a Mexican Set up.

**Signal Chart** — The chart with the signal code for hoisting, which is posted on every mine level, the surface and in the hoist house as required by statute. See also, bell chart.

**Silica** — 1). Silicon dioxide. Quartz is a common example. The term is also applied to high silica content rock used as a flux during smelting. 2). A term used to describe any hard, high quartz rock.

**Silica Breccia** — As the name suggest, these were highly siliceous units, composed of very angular fragments of limestone, which had been completely replaced by silica in a matrix of cryptocrystalline quartz and specular hematite. These units were to the Southwest, Shattuck and Higgins ore zones and were invariably pipeline and connections with porphyry at depth were common. An estimated that 90 percent of the ore mined in these areas was in physical contact with silica breccias. The origin of these breccias remains unclear.

**Silicosis** — A disease of the Lungs, pneumoconiosis, caused by inhaling silica rock dust from air drills and crushing and milling ore. Sometimes called “miners’ consumption”. See also dusted.

**Sill** — The sill level is the same as the mine level. It starts at the track and extends for ten feet vertically when it becomes the first floor. The bottom of a raise is typically the sill level as it is coincidental with the level.

**Sill Pillar** — A horizontal pillar between the mine level and the orebody being mined.

**Sill Timber** — The timber set on the sill level upon which subsequent timber sets were built.
Sill timber that has fallen out of place, but has the distinctive notches cut into the timber. The drift sets are the top of 35 crosscut on the 5th level of the Southwest Mine.

Silver Spray — The original name of the Spray mine, which became shortened through common usage rather than by design.

Single handed drilling — In single handed drilling, the striking and rotation of the steel is performed by one person using a single jack hammer. The hammer is held in one hand and the chisel-shaped drill steel is held in the other. After every blow from the hammer, the steel is rotated slightly to keep it from sticking and to make the hole round. In single handed work the hole depth is usually three to four feet with a drilling rate of 1.6 feet per hour (when done by a skilled miner of the time).

Single Jack — A lightweight hammer, usually of 3 1/2 to four pounds. Formally used for single handed drilling, see which

Single Jack with a hand steel at the Queen Mine Tour.
**Single lead stope** — A stope being mined with a single crosscut driven across the width of the orebody. Manways and chutes extended from the lead to service the stope. (See also Double lead stope)

![Single lead stope diagram](image)

**Sinker** — A heavy jackhammer drill used to drill down holes and used mostly in shaft sinking. See also plugger.

**Sinking** — The process by which a shaft or winze is driven downward.

**Sinking bucket** — A large steel bucket of up to several tons capacity, into which the broken muck from sinking a shaft or winze is shoveled or otherwise, loaded for hoisting.

![Sinking bucket](image)
**Six Post** — A method of timbering a two compartment raise through relatively competent ground using six vertical posts with side lagging to support the ground as well as to divide the raise into two compartments. This was a preferred technique for most raises, as it was faster and used much less timber than a cribbed raise. Also, the timber framing and spacing were ideal to start a square set stope, thus saving even more time.

**Skewer** — A piece of wooden doweling sharpened on one end and used to make a hole in dynamite to receive the blasting cap.
**Skimmers** — The blastholes in an underground stope or crosscut round which were just above the lifters and the next to last to fire. When they went off, they skimmed the broken muck on top of the remaining holes and cast it backwards, onto the muck sheet. See also round.

**Skin to skin** — Said of timber sets placed so that the post and caps are installed so close that they are in contact, with no space between the posts. This was necessary only in the heaviest of ground conditions. In very loose, running ground, back and side lagging were installed skin to skin as well.

**Skip** — A guided steel bucket, usually rectangular, with a capacity up to 5 tons, which is used in vertical or inclined shafts for hoisting ore or waste. The skip is mounted within a carrying framework, having an aperture at the upper end to permit loading, and a self-dumping feature to discharge the ore or waste rock into a bin on the surface.
**Skip Hoisting** — The hoisting of ore from the mine by using skips, as opposed to cage hoisting, where the ore was hoisted in mine cars on the cages.

**Skip Tender** — The person working in the shaft pocket that was responsible for loading the skips and, then, signaling the hoist engineer by ringing 1-2 on the shaft bell to hoist the loaded skip to the surface. He then loads the pocket cartridge, preparatory for loading the next skip.

**Skookum Block** — A common name for any pulley block through which the slusher cable was passed for mucking operations. The name was derived from the trademark of one of the earlier blocks used for slusher operation. See also slusher block and sheave block.

**Sky Bolt** — A fictitious bolt. This term developed because miners underground could almost always drill a hole in the back (ceiling) or into a rib (wall) to place an eye bolt or a pin to hang something. When given an assignment on the surface the miner soon discovered this did not work well when surrounded by sky. So, a miner would tell his partner they needed to install a sky bolt. This was a figurative way of telling the man he needed to figure out they were going to hang the item.

**Slab** — 1). Generally used to describe a large flat rock, often a loose rock in the back. 2). Also, the act of slabbing
**Slab** that has fallen in an abandoned powder magazine in 10 crosscut, 6th level Southwest Mine

**Slabbed** 1). Having been hit by a large rock falling from the back or rib, invariably a serious, if not fatal accident. See also fall of ground. 2). Also, rock broken by the act of slabbing.

**Slabbed** The site, H. Orton was slabbed on March 14, 1967 in 31-B stope on the 3100 level Campbell Mine. He survived with, but was struck with such force his wheat lamp Mark II was torn off and can be seen in the center of the image.
**Slabbing** — Blasting holes drilled more or less parallel to an opening, such as removing a thin portion of a rib or back, by drilling and blasting to widen or raise the height of an opening. In an inclined cut and fill stope, all rock is drilled and blasted parallel to an open space and is said to be slabbed when blasted.

**Slabbing Round**

**Slabby Ground** — A section being mined that is prone to having loose slabs developing.

**Slabby Ground in a Stope the Mine is Unknown C-1955**
**Slack rope** – A condition that exists when the hoisting rope is not under tension from the load of the cage or skip. This can occur if the cage or skip becomes accidentally lodged in the shaft when being lowered. It is a difficult situation, as the rope must be carefully taken up to avoid kinking which would ruin the rope. This must be guided by hand, as the rope is wound on the drum. All cages in the later years were equipped with radio transmitters, which notified the hoist engineer if the rope became slack so he could stop immediately.

**Slag** – 1). The top layer of the multilayer melt formed during smelting operations. In smelting, it contains the gangue minerals and the flux and in most refining operations, the oxidized impurities. 2). Also refers to the cooled and hardened material after dumping in the slag dump. A good deal of slag was used as railroad ballast as it was relatively heavy and durable.

*Slag being dumped. The smelter and Czar mine are in the background C-1902*

**Slaking** – The crumbling and gradual disintegration of rock upon exposure to air or moisture. This was commonly due to the oxidation of minor, disseminated pyrite.
Slaking in 32 crosscut on the 6th level of the Southwest Mine.

Slicker – A waterproof, raincoat-like jacket worn in very wet work environments such as shafts. It was common for cagers in upcast shafts to wear slickers as condensed water from the moisture-laden air was always dripping from everywhere including the cages.

Slicker being worn by a cager at the Campbell Mine
**Slide** — 1. A term used in the Lavender pit to refer to slope failures. 2) In raises, a steeply inclined bulkhead set in the manway compartment to direct blasted muck into the chute compartment. 3) In stopes, inclined lagging placed on the stope floor and directed toward the chute, upon which broken muck was shoveled to reduce in-stope ore transport by wheelbarrow of car.

**Slide rails** — Normal rails laid on their side, and inside the normal track, then extended to the muck pile and used to run a mucking machine on while mucking a face. The rails are simply slid ahead as the mucking takes place. Slide rails were used until sufficient advance had been made to install a full length of track.

**Sliding wage scale** — A wage scale for all non-management workers that was tied to the price of copper. This program was established in 1915 with 16 cents per pound copper as the base. As the copper price went up, wages were increased by 25 cents per day for every 2 cents per pound the price increased. Conversely, when the price dropped, wages were reduced correspondingly. While both loved (during good times) and hated (during bad times), this system was used until 1944, when the workforce was unionized.

**Sling** — A short loop or length of cable with small loops at either end.

**Sling** hanging on a drift post 3rd level Southwest mine
**Slip** — A small fault or other naturally occurring break in the ground. These were considered dangerous as they often had claylike fault gouge along the hanging wall and could fall with no warning.

**Slope** — The angle of the bench face from crest to toe, typically $70^\circ$ or the overall slope of the pit walls from the upper most bench crest to the lowermost bench crest. This was a function of rock quality and, while in the Lavender pit it averaged $45^\circ$, some areas were steeper where the rock was competent and others flatter such as below the Junction Mine yard, where the rock was less competent.

**Slope failures** — Pit slopes fail if the overall angle is steeper than the rock can support. Several slope failures occurred in the Lavender Pit. One under the Junction Mine yard, a second under Highway 80 just before entering Lowell and the most spectacular in the Holbrook Extension in 1973 when an estimated $1\frac{1}{2}$ million tons of rock broke loose and slid suddenly into the pit. The failure was expected, as surface cracks along the pit rim had been monitored for some time and failure predicted to within ten minutes of actual occurrence. A large crowd was on hand to witness the spectacular event from safe vantage points and many photos were taken of the slide in movement.

**Slusher** — A twin drum hoist used to drag a rake to broken muck or to pull a bucket full of broken rock to a point. During operation, one drum will be engaged while the other freewheels. Thus, by engaging one drum to pull, the full rake is pulled toward the slusher operator. When the other drum is engaged, it pulls the empty rake or bucket away from it to get another load of broken rock.
**Slusher block** — The pulley through which the cables of the slusher passed. The slusher block was securely attached to the face by an eyebolt, timber or a chain behind the muck to be moved. These were often referred to as Skookum blocks or sheave blocks as well.

**Slusher bucket** — The apparatuses connected to the two slusher cable and used to drag broken rock to the desired point. See also, slusher rake.
Slusher bucket in 64 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine

**Slusher rake** — The scraper-like device used to drag broken rock when pulled by the slusher cable. See also, slusher bucket.

**Slusher repair crew** — A group of repairmen specializing in the maintenance and repair of slushers, both pneumatic and electric. They often assisted in new slusher setups if needed. The men typically worked alone, going from stope to stope on a regular basis for maintenance or for repair, as needed. They were known for the heavy tool bags they carried over each shoulder, just to have what they required to do their job.

**Slusher skid** — Steel I-beams with slanted ends that a slusher is mounted onto. These aided in moving the slusher and also in securing it into place.

Slusher skid on slusher in 61 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine
**Snatch Block** — A pulley block that can be easily fastened to lines or objects by means of a hook, or shackle for quick, temporary placement, and used for hoisting timbers or other lightweight supplies.

![Snatch Block with a Cochise plugger.](image)

**Sniffer Tube** — A reference to the air samplers used to test for various gases by drawing a predetermined amount of air through a glass tube filled with granular mater, which changed color dependent on the concentration of the gas being tested for. See also Dräger.

**Soldier Miner** — Because of the acute manpower shortage in the strategically important metal mines during World War II, the War Board assigned furloughed soldiers, with previous mining experience, to work as miners in metal mines nationwide. More than 900 were assigned to Bisbee over the course of the war. In general, the program was a failure, at least in the eyes of the mining companies, as the assigned men often were inexperienced or less than eager to do the heavy and hard work required. A few stayed on after the war and were still working when the mines closed for good in 1975. Needless to say, these were among the better ones.

**Solution Enlargement** — Ground water commonly enlarged pre-existing structures, such as faults in the limestones by dissolving the wall rock. The process was the same as typical limestone cave formation, but on a smaller scale and often localized. See also watercourse.

**Sooty Chalcocite** — A common variety of supergene chalcocite deposited as soot-like material, typically as a coating on pyrite.

**Southwest** — The Southwest mine.
Southwest Orebody — The very large and rich orebody discovered almost simultaneously by the Copper Queen and Atlanta mining companies in late 1884. This discovery saved Bisbee from becoming yet another ghost town with a played-out mine. It also led to a merger between the two companies, forming the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company, which made the formally merchant company, Phelps Dodge a copper producer. The orebody was so named because it was to the southwest of both the Copper Queen and Atlanta shafts. The later known as the “OLs Southwest Orebody” In 1917, development in the 5-15 area discovered what was too become known as the “New Southwest Orebody” in extended from the 5th level to just below the 7th level and extended 2,000 ft horizontally and was mined until 1928 by Phelps Dodge, but continued to be mined by lessees until 1943. Due to the lack of available back fill, a huge empty stope was left open and was called “The Ballpark” by the miners. The New Southwest Orebody mined 1,000,000 tons of ore.

Southwest Shaft — Any one of the several interior shafts, which serviced the Southwest Mine. The last Southwest Shaft had the sheave on the 6th level and bottomed on the 200 level Czar. It remained in service until replaced by a combination of the Queen Tunnel and Sunrise Shaft in 1915. The Queen Mine Tours visits the last of the Southwest shafts as a part of the underground mine tour.
Southwest Shaft (#3) abandoned; 4th level station.

Southwest Tunnel — The 5th level of the Southwest Mine, which is actually an adit. The portal in Hendricks Gulch was framed in concrete with the words “Southwest 1915” inscribed above the entrance.

Southwest Tunnel portal in Hendricks Gulch.
SPAD — A spad is a flat spike hammered into a wooden plug anchored in a hole drilled into the mine ceiling from which is threaded a plumb line. A numbered metal tag is held in place by the spad and the number recorded by the survey crew as to location and the track elevation at the point. The spad is, then, an underground survey station similar to the use of stakes in marking survey points on the surface. A line spad, or sight spad, is a station that allows a miner to visually align the crosscut direction from the main spad.

![Spad in the ceiling (back) of a crosscut on the 6th level Southwest Mine.](image)

Special call bell signals — These were signals not listed on the Arizona state code of mine bell signals that cagers used to talk to other cagers or more rarely another person could ring a code on the call bells. For example, 3-1 bells rung told the cager he was wanted on the telephone. A triple station call would indicate someone such as the mine superintendent needed the cage.

Special shaft bell signals — These signals were used by cagers only to communicate with each other and the hoistman. They were rung on the shaft bells. For example, ringing 1-3 on the shaft bells told the hoistman that the cager wanted to be taken to his partner.

Specimen — The term was used to denote a mineral specimen.

![Specimen of calcite sitting in a niche in the rib of 83-B crosscut on the 6th level of the Southwest Mine. Size of specimen 7cm X 3.2 cm](image)
**Specimen Hound** — The title given a miner or other underground worker who went to extraordinary lengths to collect mineral specimens, while at work, though some were collectors it was usually to sell the specimens later. In doing so, he often neglecting his responsibilities, if not his safety by taking chances such as visiting abandoned workings. The term was not necessarily totally negative, as most miners would opportunistically collect anything of interest they might find.

**Specimen Stope** — A stope that produced desirable minerals specimens in quantity.

**Sphalerite** — The most important ore of zinc mined at Bisbee. It is a zinc sulfide.

**Spike** — 1). A flanged, sharpened piece of steel with a square cross section, which is used to secure rail to wooden ties. 2). Also, a very thick nail with a cone shaped head used to secure steel lining in chutes. 3). To spike, is to drive in a spike or large nail with a hammer.

**Spike Maul** — The heavy hammer specially designed for driving railroad spikes. These were used on the surface. A small version was purchased underground work, these never saw wide spread use. The underground openings were not sufficiently high to allow for their easy use. Smaller track hammers and axes were employed for driving spikes instead

**Spike Maul** for underground use at the Queen mine tour. This one was found in new condition at the junction warehouse

**Spike Puller** — A steel bar of about three feet in length with one end bent at 90° then tapered and grooved so as to fit around a track spike for pulling the spike from the wooden track tie. See also chiva.
**Spike Puller** being used to remove a spike in 30 crosscut on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine.

**Spile** — 1). A temporary lagging or other timber driven ahead, by using a double jack, in loose ground to hold it back and allow for mucking under or to the side of it to advance the heading. Spiling was only undertaken in the most difficult of conditions where the muck would run if not held by the spile. A spile timber was 4” X 6” X 8’ with one end beveled to facilitate the driving forward. The flat end of the spile was always placed on the top or outside so that when a boulder was hit, the spile was directed away from the opening. 2). The act of spiling - to spile.

**Spit** — Lighting the fuse for a blast with a spitter. To spit is to light a fuse.

**Spitter** — These were technically called “hot wire igniters” and were sparkler like, but hotter and when the split end of a fire fuse was touched with a spitter, it would ignite instantly. Spitters were kept in a special can in the powder magazine where a light bulb kept them hot and dry. Each blast required two spitters; both
were lighted by a match at the same time. One was used to ignite the fuse while the second served as a timing device, which burned for one- and one-half minutes and when the timing spitter went out, the miners had to leave the blast area regardless of whether or not all the fuse were lit as the first hole would go off in but a few more minutes. A simple, but effective safety procedure. Before the advent of hot wire igniters, spitters were two-foot lengths of fire fuse, notched to the powder core every inch. When the burning powder reached a notch, the flame would spit out sufficiently to ignite the blasting fuse.

**Spitter board** — The spitter board was a patented, Bisbee innovation. They were widely used in stopes and raises and, less often in crosscuts, the fire fuses were placed in groups in thin, 4 X 6-inch slotted boards to ignite with a spitter, thus the name. It was quicker and surer to have several groupings of fuses to light than have all of them hanging independently and light them individually. Time was always a factor once the first fuse was lit and it was easy to miss one, which made for both a bad blast and a safety concern with a missed hole. After the fuses were all ignited, the spitter boards were easily broken by hand to allow the fuses to fall and avoid any kinks that could cause the fuse to go out and the hole to misfire.
**Spitter can** – Even though spitters were lightly coated by a tar-like substance, they could be adversely affected by long exposure to high humidity, something common to the mine atmosphere at Bisbee. To protect spitters from degradation due to humidity, they were stored in special galvanized steel cylindrical containers fitted with a tight lid, made in the mine tin shop. In the center of the container was a heavy wire mesh cylinder, surrounding a 100-watt incandescent light bulb, the heat from which was sufficient to keep the spitters from adsorbing moisture.

**Spitter can (right) and the same can(below) open to show the wire mesh covering the light bulb**

**Spitter cord** – Used in raise blasting, this was a material manufactured by Thermalite, which was like small diameter (1/8 inch) fire fuse, except it burned on the outside as well and had thin steel wires to give it strength. The ends of the safety fuse to be used had crimped blasting cap-like cartridges, connector shells, on one end and the primer on the other. The connector shells contained an ignition compound, which was ignited by the Spitter cord that was placed in a slot in the shell. This in turn, ignited the fire fuse.

**Spitter cord on a small reel.**
**Split** — After drying and crushing, samples are divided (split) into equal parts. Each part is referred to as a split, with one saved for assay, while the other is rejected.

**Split a Switch** — When a motorman approaches a switch, which merges two tracks into a single track, he was to throw the switch in favor of his route of travel, if it was not already so set. However, the motorman often simply drove the motor through the switch, which easily opened under the pressure of the passing motor and cars. The danger was, that the switch did not always close completely, leaving a split switch, which was a guaranteed derailment for the next train to pass that way, thus the prohibition of the practice. Also called flying a switch.

**Split Switch** — A condition where the switch points are not pointed to guide the train to any direction the rails travel. The points are resting a couple inches from the rails. As a result, the any train traveling through the switch towards the points on the switch points will derail. Trains traveling the opposite direction may push the points in the appropriate positions if the train cars are heavy enough. An empty “H” car or “A” car would likely still derail. This often occurs when a train has “split a switch”

**Split Lagging** — Standard, 12-inch-wide lagging was often split lengthwise and placed behind square set or drift post and spaced about six inches between boards to confine coarse gob. Less timber was needed by doing this as there was no real weight supported and the spacing between boards would be the same if whole lagging were used, thus there was a savings of about a third of the lagging.
Spoon — This was the name given the rod-like devise with an elongated spoon-like end, which was used to clean out unexploded dynamite from misfired holes. These were usually made from four-foot lengths of copper trolley wire, as it was sufficiently rigid and a non-sparking material. Iron was used early on, but replaced by brass then copper to improve safety. These were sometimes referred to as scrapers.
**Spotter** — A person on the ground who aids in the correct placement of a haul truck or train car, in the case of the Sacramento Pit, either to begin loading or to dump in the appropriate place. See also truck spotter.

**Sprag** — 1). A short wooden prop set in a slanting position for support, often used in a temporary manner when repairing drift sets. 2). To support by placing a post (sprag) under the place in need of support.

**Spreader** — 1). A piece of timber stretched across an opening as a support of the walls. 2). In drift sets, it was a 4” X 6” board about two feet above the post bottoms to maintain the correct distance between posts of successive sets. Boom spreaders were 4” X 6” X 3’ pieces and bolted to the lagging under the cap piece, which was to maintain the correct distance between the booms. The 4’10” lagging under the cap was to allow the posts to be set under the cap.

**Spreader scab** — A 2’ X 10” X 5’ 2” lagging nailed to and under the cap in a drift set to keep the post from moving toward the drift center.

**Sprag(s) Two 10” X 10”**
Sprags temporarily supporting a stringer and 4” X 6” sprag supporting a hitched 4”X6” inch stull. 3rd level SW Copper Queen Shaft station (note it is not as common to use 10”X10” s as sprags as they are heavy and awkward, but they must have been conveniently available at the location.)

**Spreader Scab** 30 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine.
**SPRING** — To blast lightly using small amounts of powder with very little displacement of the blasted material. In the Sacramento Pit, the large diameter, churn drill holes were sprung to allow for the introduction of more powder into the holes for better fragmentation.

**SPUD WRENCH** — Typically a track wrench for tightening track bolts, but also used to refer to any of the several other wrenches with a pointed end that are used to align holes to allow for the easy insertion of a bolt or rivet. See also track wrench.

**SQUEEZING GROUND** — Soft clays, such as found in many of the early ores mined, as well as those in the Dividend Fault zone, responded to mining in an almost plastic manner and put tremendous pressure on the supporting timbers. So much so that they would soon squeeze any opening closed, crushing the heaviest of timbers. These environments were called “squeezing ground.”

**SQUARE TIMBER** — Timber that has been rough cut to have a square or rectangular cross section. The great majority of mine timber used at Bisbee was classified as “square timber” the remainder was round timber.

*Square timber* used to build drift sets 30 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine.
**Square set** — The most common form of timbering used in the underground stopes at Bisbee. While expensive and used huge amounts of timber, it provided the maximum degree of support, flexibility and, most importantly, safety. A set of timbers used to provide support in a stope in an underground mine. At Bisbee, the square sets were five feet by five feet, center to center with the adjoining sets. Each timber set consists of two vertical posts and two each horizontal members known as a cap and girt. The timber ends are framed to allow adjoining timbers to interlock. They are framed at mutual right angles, and when joined with other sets form a continuous timber framework that conforms to the irregular shape of the stope. The posts are 7’4” high, while the caps and girts are five feet and four feet seven inches long, respectively. Caps and girts are placed on top of the posts, a line of caps being at right angles to a line of girts. Square sets should give a clear opening of at least 5 feet each way between posts to afford sufficient working space in the stope, and a clear height of 6½ feet is about the minimum height desirable. This system of timber support can be adapted to large and irregular orebodies resulting in an elaborate network extending the full height and width of a stope.

**Square set stoping** — The most commonly used stoping method used at Bisbee. It is a method of stoping in which the walls and back of the excavation are supported by a system of interlocking framed timbers (square sets). A square set of timber consists of two vertical post and two horizontal members set at mutually right angles. The mining process is slow and only enough ore is excavated to provide room for installation of each successive set of timber. The stopes are usually mined out in floors or horizontal panels, and the sets of each successive floor are framed into the top of the preceding floor. Square set stoping was ideally suited to the soft ores in the irregular shaped orebodies mined early on at Bisbee.
Squeeze Block — A block of timber above a post or between the post and rib (wall) where intensive weight is expected. The squeeze block will absorb some of the force and break or crush before the post. It is easier and cheaper to change out a squeeze block compared to a post. They are also called crush blocks.

Stand Pipe — Every diamond drill hole started with the placement of a two-inch pipe which was grouted in place for several feet to give stability of the hole collar as the ground was always fractured a bit by mining. Where water might be hit by the hole, the stand pipe would be securely grouted in place, even held by adjacent anchor bolts, and a valve placed on the pipe, which could be turned off after the drill rods were removed to stop the water flow, if necessary. More than once, unexpected heavy water flows were hit by diamond drilling. The standpipe with it valve gave the ability to control the water flow.
Standards — The factors considered as the conditions for a base performance in the determination of bonus. This always included considering ground conditions, drilling speeds, type of timbering or other support, as examples. These were of supreme importance to the miner as if not properly set, he, his partner and the opposite shift would make little, if any bonus.

Starter steel — Drill steel sets came in graduated sizes, in both length and bit diameter. This was the case for both hand and machine steels. The starter steel was the shortest in length to aid in collaring the hole, as well as having the greatest bit diameter. This latter feature assured that all subsequent drill steels could enter the hole, as they were successively slightly smaller in diameter.

Station — 1). The point at which a level starts off the shaft, and is an enlargement of an entry, drift, or level at a shaft at which cages stop to receive and discharge cars, personnel, and temporally store material. 2). An underground station can also be any location where stationary electrical equipment is installed. This includes pump stations, ventilation blowers, battery-charging stations, etc. 3). Storage areas cut into the crosscut side can also be referred to as stations, such as a timber station where timber was stored.

Steel — Always a reference to drill steel, be it hand steel or machine steel. The latter used for rock drilling with jacklegs, drifters, stopers or pluggers and is the hollow steel bar that connects the hammer with the bit.
Steel leaning against the rib(wall) of an abandoned tool room on the 6th level Southwest Mine.

**Steel Car** — The mine cars designed for the transport of drill steels into and from the working areas. As the amount of drill steel decreased with the introduction of detachable bits, these useful cars were employed to transport any number of tools and were also called tool cars. **See also tool car**

**Steel Holder** — A device attached to the nose of a pneumatic drill to hold the drill steel in place and assisted in removing the drill steel from the hole drilled,

Steel holder on a Gardner-Denver S63F Jackleg
Steel Puller — See Steel holder

Steel Rack — Replacement drill steel was stored near work areas in vertical racks made of lagging. The steels were in different compartments according to length.

Steelworkers — A reference to the United Steelworkers of America (USWA), the union that represented the unionized underground employees at Bisbee following its merger with the Mine Mill in 1967. It was a far more radical union with much less of a direct connection with the mining industry.

Stemming — Inert material packed between the explosive charge and the outer end of the blasthole. Stemming was used to help contain the explosive force in the hole. Underground, nonflammable rock wool was used, while on the surface and in both pits, excess drill hole cuttings were shoveled into the loaded blastholes. Also referred to underground as tamping.

Stemming — An empty bag for tampcot stemming on the 7th level Southwest Mine.

Stench — In the event of a mine fire, a distinctive odor was released into the compressed air system to warn the men of the danger. It was like no other smell one would find anywhere and when detected, all persons underground were to follow the prescribed evacuation plan form the area. Drills were held periodically so as to familiarize the men with the odor as well as evacuation route and process.

Stick — A term used to reference a candlestick, see which.
**Stick Lamp** – When carbide lamps began to replace candles as the source of light for underground miners, an effort was made to replicate the candlestick format. A heavy wire frame with a loop handle and a pointed end was made to accommodate the small, cap lamp size carbide lamps to give the new light form a familiar feel. This allowed the carbide lamp in the holder to be stuck into the timber, just as the earlier candlesticks had been used. These became known as stick lamps. Before too long, the stick was abandoned in favor of cap lamps and stope lamps.

![Stick Lamp](image1)

**Sticks** – The rack, gear cut supports for the bucket on an electric shovel. They are supported by the hoist cable attached to the bucket and driven by the pinion gears on the boom and the cables that control the bucket.

![Sticks on a Shovel](image2)

**Sticks** on a Shovel in the Lavender Pit with the concentrator in the background.
**Stick of Powder** — A single piece or “stick,” of dynamite.

![Stick of Powder](image)

**Stick of Powder** Apache special gelatin, Southwest Mine, 6th level, 32 crosscut.

**Stinger** — The pneumatic piston that extends from an air leg in a stoper or jackleg.

![Stinger](image)

**Stinger(s)** on stopers Waugh in front with the stinger extended and Ingersoll-Rand 45 is not extended, note the 45 stoper has been modified to have a short stinger.

**Stockpile** — Broken ore heaped on a surface, pending treatment or shipment.

**Stope** — 1) Any excavation in a mine, other than development workings, made for the purpose of extracting ore. The outlines of the orebody determine the outlines of the stope. 2) The term is also applied to breaking ground by drilling and
blasting or other methods. To mine ore in an orebody by driving horizontally a series of workings or floors, one immediately over the other, or vice versa. When the first floor is begun at a lower corner of the body of ore to be removed, and, after it has advanced a convenient distance, the next floor is commenced above it. This is called overhand stoping. When the first mining floor begins at an upper corner, and the succeeding ones are below it, it is called underhand stoping. The term stoping is loosely applied to any subterranean extraction of ore except that which is incidentally performed in development work, which is performed for the purpose of opening the mine. Commonly applied to the act of ore mining, but does not include the ore removed in sinking shafts and in driving levels, drifts, and other development openings. To stope is to mine ore from an orebody.

**Stope (def.1)** Higgins Mine, Tunnel level.

**Stope Engineer** — This was a mining engineer, tasked with overseeing the progress of a number of stopes in a part of the mine, or his “run.” He was to assist in keeping the stope in ore through sampling and definition of the ore boundaries based on drill of other information, survey the stope with a Brunton and tape, transfer both the survey and sample information to maps in the office. It was also his responsibility to assure that adjoining stopes or other workings, such as crosscuts above, were located and that no accidental breakthroughs occurred.

**Stope Lamp** — A variety of carbide lamp, too large and heavy to fit on the miner’s cap, which was intended to be hung nearby using the large hook attached to the lamp bale. These large lamps provided more overall light than the smaller, cap lamps. Stope lamps were more widely used by the miners than the cap lamps. The miners were responsible to purchase whichever lamp they chose and any repair parts needed over time, while the company provided the carbide.
Stope lamp (Wolf 900)

**Stoped out** — 1) When an orebody or an area of the mine is exhausted by mining, it was referred to as being stoped out. 2) When a miner is no longer able to perform the rigorous task needed to do the job because of injury, the accumulative effects of hard labor or just age, he was said to be stoped out. A lucky few were given the job of change room attendant, lampman, firebugs, or watchmen. There were few old men working underground as miners, as the years of difficult labor took their toll.

**Stopers** — a light percussive drill incorporating a pneumatic cylinder to provide support and thrust while drilling steeply upward. These were the first pneumatic rock drills used at Bisbee and were non-rotating, dry machines, appropriately called “widow makers,” as the continued inhalation of drill dust eventually disabled and killed many a miner. By the late 1910s, most stopers were wet machines, which greatly enhanced the safety of using the stoper. By 1950, all stopers were also self-rotating, further making these drills easier to use. These drills were used in raise work until the mines closed. See also wet stoper and dry stoper.

**Stopers** Ingersoll-Rand 45 stopers at the Queen Mine Tour.
**Stope sill** — A large stringer, mortised for the horns on posts. These timbers were placed on the sill floor of stopes that were ore and were later going to be mined from underneath or where the ground was too soft to provide secure footing for the square sets being placed on the sill. Standard caps and girts were placed between the stope sills to keep them in place. See also Lead mud sill

**Storage raise** — A larger diameter raise driven from a main haulage level through to the level above to provide storage for the ore from stopes above and to allow for a more or less constant source of ore when other sources may not be producing the desired quantity.

**Street cloths** — The normal, everyday non-work cloths which were worn to the mine and changed out of before reporting to work and which will be put on again, following a shower at the end of the shift to go out onto the street.

**Strike** — The directional course or bearing of the outcrop or an inclined bed, vein, or fault plane on a level surface; the direction of a horizontal line perpendicular to the direction of the dip.

**Stringer** — 1) A long, heavy timber, usually placed horizontal but sometimes inclined, supporting other members of a timbering scheme. 2) Also, the horizontal crosspiece in square set timbering. 3) Geologically, a thin mineral veinlet or filament, usually one of a number, occurring in a discontinuous sub parallel pattern in host rock.
**Stripping** — The ratio of tons removed as waste relative to the number of tons of ore removed from an open pit mine. The term really means the waste to be removed to allow for the mining of ore, but was often erroneously employed to refer to included waste within the ore as well. A stripping ratio of one to one (1.0:1.0), means one ton of waste must be removed for every ton of ore mined. See also waste to ore ratio.

**Stub Drift** — A 7'-8' long drift driven into a pillar in the on the undercut level. From these stub drifts, blast holes were drilled in a fan shape and used to blast out the pillar to begin that section caving. See also Block cave

**Stub Switch** — A type of rail switch with two sets of rails with flat ends that by means of a throw, one set of rails are aligned with a stationary set of rails with flat ends. These were used with mixed success until the late 1920s when they were replaced by the familiar feather point or surface railroad type switch.
**Stull** – 1). A timber prop set between the ribs of a stope, or supporting the back. A stull can be a single post, one with a cross piece forming a “T” (T stull) or one with a cross piece supporting several thicknesses of lagging to catch a larger area (umbrella stull). 2). The act of placing the stull - to stull.

*Stull(s)* in a narrow stope about 3 ½–4 ft. wide, 6th level SouthWest Mine

**Stull raise** – A raise driven in good ground with just the horizontal stulls placed in hitches cut in the wall rock or supported by 4” X 6” post and no side lagging used for timbering, except as needed to separate the raise into two compartments.
**Stull Raise** on the 100 level of the Higgins mine.

**Stull Up** — The act of placing timber stulls underneath ground that is in need of support.

**Sublevel** — An intermediate level between main levels usually developed to aid in ore extraction. See also intermediate level.

**Subsidence cracks** — Surface cracks which occur almost vertically above mined orebodies and which result from the subsidence of the overlying limestone because the ore had been removed. At Bisbee, many such cracks are still clearly visible in Queen Hill and Bucky O’Neill hills.
Subsidence cracks on the crest of Queen Hill near the Sunrise Shaft.

Sugar sulfide — In more than a few instances, unconsolidated, granular pyrite was hit. This material was sand like and would flow through any open space. All lagging had to be installed skin to skin with any knot holes covered by nailing a wedge over it. Driving headings through this material was difficult and was only possibly by using spiling. Also called pyrite sand.

Sulfide — A compound of sulfur and some other element or elements. At Bisbee, the ores were originally deposited as sulfides, generally copper sulfides (chalcocite, covellite) and copper/iron sulfides (bornite, chalcopyrite). Some were oxidized, forming carbonates, oxides or elemental copper, but most of the ore mined underground were primary sulfides. The most common sulfide mineral at Bisbee was the non-ore pyrite, an iron sulfide.

Sump — 1). An underground excavation where water accumulates before being pumped to surface. All pump stations had them 2). The very bottom of the shaft was also called a sump and needed some pumping as well, but there was a difference. Everything that fell down the shaft ended up in the shaft sump, thus it had to be cleaned periodically. Mucking this shaft sump was one of the least pleasant of all mining task, as it was always wet, shoveling was hard and little rocks seemed to always fall from the bucket when hoisted and there was only one place they would go - down on top of those working in the sump.

Sunrise — The Sunrise shaft.
Sunrise Shaft on Queen Hill.

Sunshine Stope — A term used by underground workers when referring to the open pit mine. It was the “Sunshine Stope.”

Super Switch — These were made for mucking in crosscuts and were a pair of parallel tracks welded to a steel plate about 15 feet long with switches at both ends that went from double track to single track. It sat, temporarily, on top of the single track already in place. Empty cars were on one side, loads on the other. The mucking machine operator would hook to an empty, advance on to the slide rails to muck and when the car was full, kick the switch to put the full car on the load side, then advance a bit, kick the switch to the other side and get an empty to continue the process. The motor crew on the other end, would put fresh empties on the empty car side and pull the loaded cars from the load side. The super switch could hold about four “H” style cars on each side. When mucking was complete, the super switch was stood on edge at the side of the crosscut until the next blast was to be mucked when it was moved forward and set on top of the rail to begin anew.

Super Switch A diagram of how a Super Switch was used.
**Supergene Enrichment** — A mineral deposition process in which near-surface oxidation produces acidic solutions that leach metals, carries them downward, and re-precipitates them as sulfides on the sulfide minerals below, thus enriching them. This was the process that made the otherwise low-grade porphyry mineralization in the two pits economic, it had been supergene enriched by chalcocite or other similar minerals being deposited on preexisting sulfides. Also called secondary enrichment.

**Supergene** — Mineral deposit or enrichment formed near the surface, commonly by descending solutions; also, said of those solutions and of that environment. The ores of the Sacramento and Lavender pits were largely supergene in nature. Absent this natural enrichment, neither of these open pit mines would have been truly economic. All of the oxide ores mined at Bisbee were supergene deposits as were a good many chalcocite ores. See also secondary.

**Superintendent’s Lamp** — A style of carbide lamp with a pair of folding handles on the back, so that it could be easily carried in the hand. As this lamp style did not have a hook for hanging or fitting on the cap, it could not be efficiently used for typical miner’s work. This lamp style was generally used by most mine supervisors as well the mine technical staff.

**Supply Department** — The purchasing and warehousing department, where the warehouse was called the “Supply.”

**Support** — 1). The all-important function of keeping the mine workings open. As a verb, it refers to this function. 2). As a noun it refers to all the equipment and materials—timber, roof bolts, and/or steel that are used to carry out this function.

**Survey Bust** — An error made in surveying. Even the slightest of errors would become very significant as the distance from the error point increased, because
OF THE DIVERGENCE FROM THE ACTUAL POINT AND THE BELIEVED POINT, GREW WITH DISTANCE. THIS MADE THE CONNECTION OF TWO WORKINGS COMING FROM DISTANCE POINTS PROBLEMATIC AT BEST.

**Survey Crew** — A two-man crew from the engineering department, which surveyed the mine workings to a high degree of accuracy for plotting on the main maps. They also directed the development headings, raises, drifts and crosscuts, through periodically establishing lines for the development crews to use as a visual guide to direct them in driving the heading ahead.

**Survey Tag** — A metal tag driven into a wooden peg or timber on the ceiling (back) of a mine working with a spade at a survey point. It has a number indicating the survey point number. Interestingly, some early survey tags are marked statement “safety first.” This was possibly done to remind bonus miners to work safe as they would sometimes measure from the survey point to see if they were making extra money.

![Survey Tag #292 61 crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine](image)

**Swamper** — A term generally applied to any helper such as, “my swamper.” However, it was most commonly used for the motorman’s helper, the motor swamper.

**Swelling Ground** — The very soft clays associated with some of the thoroughly oxidized ores would extrude into any opening, from any direction, including from the bottom of the working, lifting the track, giving the impression that the ground was swelling. Also, see heaving.

**Swing** — The movement on the circle gear by an electric shovel. Once the bucket was full, it would swing to the truck and trip the bucket to empty in the waiting truck. It would then swing back the digging pit to load the bucket again.

**Swing Shift** — The second or night shift of work, which lasted from 3:00 PM to 11:00 PM on the surface and from 4:00 PM until midnight underground.
**Switch** — 1). A mine switch is a device for enabling a motor and/or cars to pass from one track to another. 2). The term switch is also frequently used in a loose sense to apply to the whole sidetrack or turnout, and a car standing on a sidetrack is frequently said to be standing on the switch. 3). A lever used to energize or de-energize electrical lines or cables.

**Switch (def. 1)** located at Queen Tunnel portal

**Switch House** — Electric power lines into the pit had drop cables to small, portable switch house, where the power cables to the shovels and drills were literally plugged into. For obvious safety reasons, power leaving the switch houses was always disconnected by means of a breaker switch before any of the huge, high voltage, plug type connectors were added or removed.

**Switch Point** — A pair of movable tongues or rails for diverting a train from one track to another

**Switch Point(s)** at the Queen Tunnel portal.
**Switch Throw** — The arrangement of levers and weights by means of which a switch is thrown for the straight track or the turnout or vice versa.

![Image of switch throw](image)

**Switch Throw** at the intersection of 30 and 35 Crosscuts on the 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Switch Tender** — In the Sacramento Pit, men were stationed at strategic switches on the railroad line to throw the switch as directed by the dispatcher, via telephone, and thus route the train to its intended destination, such as a given shovel, the concentrator or a waste dump.

![Image of T-stull](image)

**T Stull** — A support stull consisting of a heavy vertical post with a second heavy timber placed on top forming a “T” to add support to a wider area. It is then wedged tight to the back. The top piece of the “T” is held in place by lagging scabbed, vertically, on two opposing sides of the post.
Tag out – When it was necessary to work on the electrical system, trolley, compressed air, water or anything else where the turning on or activation of a system could cause injury to those working on the system, tags were placed at the point it could be activated or turned on to prevent a person unaware of the activity from doing so. The placing of the tags and turning off or deactivating the system to be repaired was called “tag out.” Needless to say, ignoring a tag, or not placing a tag when necessary were serious and dangerous actions. See also locked out.
**Tail Car** — The last mine car in the train. This car was to be equipped with either a light or reflector for safety reasons, as it was not uncommon for the motor to push a train into a working area and, while the swamper was to precede the train, the tail light or reflector was an added safety feature. The swamper often rode the tail car when being pulled, holding onto a hand protector and standing on a car step.

**Tail Light** — The light or reflector placed on the end or tail car of an underground train.

**Tail Room** — The distance driven beyond a raise to accommodate mine cars for loading. This was usually a minimum of six car lengths to allow an entire train to load from the raise.

**Tailings** — The reject from froth flotation cells. This is a finely ground, powder like material from which the ore minerals have been separated. Not to be confused with mine rock waste, which is sometimes erroneously, called tailings as well or with slag, which is the waste furnace product from smelting.

**Tailings Grade** — The copper content of the tailings as it leaves the concentrator for disposal. This was something constantly monitored, to assure that the recovery system was functioning as desired. Also commonly called tails assay, reflecting the assay value of the tailings.

**Tailings Pond** — The disposal repository where the finely ground, non-ore material was deposited, hydraulically, following separation from the ore minerals by froth flotation. The water used to transport the tailings was made to pond by the strategic placement of the tailings discharge points. Much of this water was recovered for reuse.

**Tails** — Tailings.
**TAILS ASSAY** — See tailings grade.

**TAILOR MADE** — Commercially produced cigarettes. These were typically forbidden because of the fire hazard, as a discarded “tailor made” would continue to burn whereas one rolled by hand would go out almost immediately.

**TAKING WEIGHT** — Said of timber, which is showing signs of being under substantial pressure from the rock it is supporting. This is often a prelude to collapse, requiring repair work or adding additional support timbers.

---

**Taking weight** blocks being crushed above a cap at the 3rd level Southwest Shaft station.

---

**Taking weight** blocks being crushed above a cap at the 3rd level Southwest Shaft station.

---

**Taking weight** blocks being crushed above a cap at the 3rd level Southwest Shaft station.
**Talc** – A generic name applied to any of the several light-colored clay minerals, usually kaolinite. No true talc has been identified at Bisbee.

**Talking Timber** – Ground around an underground opening, which is moving is said to be “working.” As this ground was typically timbered, the timber would make creaking and popping sounds and was said to be “talking” to the miners. A disconcerting, but seldom dangerous event as the ground eventually reached equilibrium.

**Tally Board** – A wooden board with three columns of ten holes, the left column represented 0 - 9, the middle column 10 - 90 and the right 100 - 1000. Wooden pegs are used to mark number of cars dumped into a chute or, in the case of a haulage level, the number of cars pulled from the chute.

**Tally Marks** – Dots made from the heavy soot coming from a carbide lamp. These were used as a make shift tally board at location where there was not regular tally board. These marks are often seen on the walls and timbers around chutes and interior hoists.
**TAMP** — After the first, and primed, stick of powder was placed in a blasthole, as each subsequent stick of dynamite was inserted into the blasthole, it was pushed in with a loading stick and, then, pushed hard enough to compress it somewhat and have it expand to fill the hole. This was to tamp. This action prevented dynamite from falling back out of vertical or upward inclined holes. It also assured good contact between the individual pieces of power to assure detonation as only the first stick had a blasting cap inserted.

**TAMPING** — 1). The act of packing a drilled hole with a cartridge of inert material such as rock wool on top of the loaded explosives before blasting, to help contain the force of the blast. 2). The inert material placed in a blasthole. See also stemming.

**TAP A CHUTE** — To extract rock from a chute. See also pull a chute.

**TEARING DOWN** — Dismantling a drill set up, typically a bar and column to clear the face for blasting.

**TENON** — The cut point, setback or shoulder where the framed pieces of square set timber join together.

**TENON(s)** interlocking to form a square set. Note the girt tenon is hidden behind the cap and post tenons. Copper Queen Incline 3rd level SW station.

**THERMALITE CONNECTOR** — A copper tube about 1 3/8” long and 1/4” in diameter, filled with a readily ignitable compound that burns at a high temperature. They are attached to safety fuse in the same procedure as a blasting cap, by crimping. In fact, they look much like a blasting cap and can be easily mistaken for one. The main difference is the slot cut in the tube near the closed end. This is where the connector is slid onto spitter cord then the cap of the slot is gently pressed down to secure it to the cord. After the spitter cord is ignited it
WILL IGNITE THE THERMALITE CONNECTORS WHICH IN TURN IGNITE THE SAFETY FUSE. IN THE CASE OF A SINGLE SHOT BLASTS, SUCH AS BLASTING CHUTES THE TOP CAP IS BENT BACK OR TORN OFF AND THE THERMALITE CONNECTER IS IGNITED DIRECTLY WITH A MATCH.

**Thickener** — A large, round tank used in concentrating operations to separate some of the liquid from the solids. The clear fluid over flows from the tank and is recovered for reuse, while the finely ground rock particles sink to the bottom and leave the thickener as a high solids slurry. Both concentrates and tailings were thickened.

**Thickener(s) at the Lavender Pit concentrator**
Tie — 1). One of the transverse wooden supports to which railroad rails are spiked to keep them in line, set as to gauge, and on grade. 2). In timbering, a beam or timber to hold two pieces at a specified distance apart, such as in six-post raise sets. See also track tie.

Tie in — 1). The connection of two headings driven from different points, such as vertical raises driven on two different levels being connected. Much of the Campbell Shaft, from the 1800 level to the 600-foot depth, was developed by the tie in of multiple raises, driven from different levels. The Campbell tie in was near perfect, a testament to the good survey work by the engineers involved. 2). The connecting of Primacord branch lines to the main line preparatory to a blast in the Lavender Pit.

Tie plate — 1). The small steel plate used with rock bolts and tightened, fast against the rock to help support the immediate area. 2). In the Sacramento pit, these were specially designed, steel plates with square holes for the spikes, which sat under the rail to prevent the rail from wearing into the tie.

Timber — 1). Any of the wooden props, posts, sprags, collars, lagging, steel joists or beams, etc., used to support mine workings. 2). Also, to set or place timbers in a mine is to timber.
Timber (def. 1) on timber trucks in 30 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Timber Chain** — A chain made for hoisting timber. It consisted of large, fairly lightweight links and an open “C” type hook, which would slide along the chain and tighten around the timber when under tension, allowing it to be hoisted.

Timber Chain lying between the rails in 30 crosscut on the 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Timber Dogs** — An iron bar, with spiked ends at right angles to the bar axis, with which timbers are held together and steadied by driving the spiked ends into two, adjoining timber pieces.
Timber Dogs, left at 3rd level Station of the Southwest Mine. Right, stored on a pallet at the Queen Mine Tour.

Timber Jack — A screw jack to raise and hold the caps while posts are being set, usually during maintenance.

Timber Jack at the Copper Queen Shaft 3rd level SW. station, during retimbering.
TIMBER SAW — A very course toothed handsaw used to cut mine timber. In time, the handsaws were replaced with pneumatic chain saws where much timber was to be cut and modified from the standard lengths and or framing patterns provided.

TIMBER SAW with a mine phone in 61 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine.

TIMBER SLIDE — A part of one compartment in every raise was lined with thin planking to make it smooth for the hoisting of timber and other supplies, while driving the raise and, later into the stope, which the raise was driven to serve.

TIMBER STATION — Timber was often stored in places convenient to the stopes and other workings for ready access. These were often sill level stope areas or chambers cut into the crosscut walls specifically for this reason. Small patches of ore along a crosscut were often removed and the open space used as a timber station, otherwise these small ore occurrences did not justify the setup work needed to mine them.

TIMBER STATION along 30 crosscut at Copper Queen Incline, 3rd level Southwest Mine
**Timber Truck** — A flat truck used on the mine rails, principally for hauling timbers inside a mine, but also used to transport a wide assortment of heavy or bulky items.

Timber Trucks at the collar of the Shattuck Shaft.

**Timber Yard** — Each mine had a section of it yard dedicated to timber storage, as so much was used and the long delivery time between the order date and received date, required large stocks. These yards were invariably serviced by a railroad and near the mine sawmill and framing shop for ease of handling when needed. As transportation improved, central timber yards were established and each mine stored only a modest amount of framed and bundled timber.

Timber Yard at the Junction Mine.
**Timberman** — A miner skilled in the repair of timber including framing, erecting, and securing timbers set in mine workings. Good timermen were always scarce and held in high regard. The craft of the timberman is gradually becoming extinct.

**Timberman swamper** — A timberman’s assistant.

**Timberway** — see timber slide

**Timekeeper** — This man handed every man his brass as he reported to work and collected it when returned at shift’s end. He placed the brass on the board to keep track of the men’s presence. When the men were underground, the timekeeper made an accounting of every person’s time as to how many hours worked, where he worked and, if appropriate note any change in pay grade. He then assigned the appropriate codes for accounting and costing purposes.

**Tip** — To dump and empty, such as to tip a skip or car.

**Tip** — An H-car that has been tipped to prevent rain water from rusting out the tub at the Shattuck Mine.

**Toe** — In open pit mining, it is the bottom of a bench where it meets the horizontal part of the next bench below.

**Toe cut** — A blasting pattern in which a single cut hole is drilled steeply upward or downward. These types of rounds were effective in shallower blasts of 3 or 4 feet. After 6 ft rounds became the normal round pulled, Toe cut rounds fell out of favor.
**TOE HOLES** — Blastholes drilled into the toe of an open pit bench. These were small diameter holes and blasted simultaneously with the large diameter bench holes above. Toe holes were a common part of the blasting scheme in the Sacramento Pit, but seldom used in the Lavender Pit because of improved blasting techniques.
**Toilet Car** — As the name implies, the mine car specifically made for use as an underground latrine. These were about \( \frac{3}{4} \) filled with a water/creosote mix to reduce the smell, as the creosote floated on top of the water. The cars were scattered throughout the mines at locations convenient to the working areas and changed out on a regular basis. While less than comfortable and pleasant to use, they were a vast improvement over the large carbide cans or empty powder boxes used with lime for so long.

![Toilet Car at the Queen Mine Tour](image)

**Tool Car** — A mine car built specifically to transport tools, such as picks and bars as well as drill steels. They typically were all steel in construction and divided into four compartments to accommodate and segregate a variety of tools or steel lengths. After the conversion to detachable bits, the need to transport so much steel diminished and the cars became less common though they were used to the end of mining for the other tools. See also steel car

![Tool Car at the Queen Mine Tour](image)
**Tool Nipper** — A person who supplied the wide variety of tools to the various working places and levels of a mine and collected dulled tools and bad order drills for transport to the surface for repair.

**Tool Room** — A section of a crosscut with a locked wooden door that was used by leases to store drill steels, pipe fittings, calcium carbide and other tools. Typically, the tools were stored on lagging raised a few inches off the ground on blocks, but some had shelves and small work benches.

**Tool Room** (abandoned) in 23 crosscut, 5th level, Southwest Mine

**Top** — To the underground miner at Bisbee this was the surface, outside of the mine.

**Top Slice** — A method of stoping in which the ore is extracted by excavating a series of horizontal timbered slices alongside each other, beginning at the top of the orebody and working progressively downward; causing each slice to cave when mining on that level is complete. The slices are caved by blasting out the timbers, bringing the waste above down upon the bottom of the slice that has been previously covered with a floor or mat of timber to separate the caved material from the solid ore beneath. Succeeding lower slices are mined in a similar manner up to the overlying mat or gob, which consists of an accumulation of broken
timbers and lagging from the upper slices and of caved capping. Several variations on the standard top slice stoping were employed at Bisbee. These were the Mitchell top slice system and the Rucker slice, see which.

**Toplander** — Before the introduction of skips, the Toplander took the loaded cars from the cage, trammed and dumped them into the ore bins, then returned them empty to the cage to be lowered. They also loaded railroad cars with ore from bins by raising and lowering chute doors. When skips came into use, the Toplander was only responsible for loading the railroad cars, usually performed on night shift and graveyard shift. This was not a simple job, as he also had to drop the loads away from the chutes and drop an empty into place, usually by gravity without losing control of the car.

**Track** — 1). Underground, the “track” is the floor. 2). The mine rails, in place, are also referred to as the track. 3). In the open pit, the caterpillar crawlers on all types of equipment (shovels, dozers, drills) are called tracks.

![Image](image-url)

**Track (def.2)** freshly laid in 30 crosscut on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine.

**Track Ballast** — The loose rock tamped between the track ties to help hold the track in place. In parts of the underground mines and the Sacramento Pit, smelter slag was often used for track ballast because it was heavy and durable.
**Track Bolt** — A round headed bolt with an oval collar that fits into the hole of a fishplate and which was used in fastening lengths of rail together.

![Track Bolt Image](image)

**Track Bolt(s)** in a steel keg Southwest Mine 3rd level 30 crosscut.

**Track Copper** — The high copper — low pH mine waters quickly replaced any iron or steel item with copper. It was common in little used or abandoned areas, where the copper rich waters ponded, for the steel mine rails (track) to be replaced by copper and to serve as a nucleus for attractive growths of near pure copper. While theses copper masses seldom looked like the mine rail they replaced, they were still called “track copper”, in reference to their origin. It is not uncommon to see such material represented as native copper, which is incorrect, as it is truly post-mining copper.

![Track Copper Image](image)

**Track Copper from the Campbell mine 6cm X 4cm**

Remains of rust from the top of a mine rail.

**Track Bonding** — Trolley motors depended on electrical connectivity of the rails. To achieve this connectivity, copper bonding cables are attached to each rail at the point of connection, as the steel fishplates are not totally reliable in this regard.
**Track Gang** — In the Sacramento Pit, this was the crew which made panels of rail, put them in place, moved them as necessary and maintained all of the rail in the mine and dump areas. A similar function was performed in the Lavender Pit by a much smaller group, as only the waste dump had rail. This was the lowest job in the open pit mine and a difficult one, as they continually had to move the track on the Number Seven dump as it was expanded as well as maintain the rest of the track along the route.

![Image of Track Gang in Sacramento Pit](image)

**Track Gauge** — 1. The inside distance between the mine rails. 2. A short T-shaped, steel bar with angle clips on each end with the distance between the clips equal to the desired distance between track rails and used to accurately space the rails for spiking.

**Track Hammer** — A special hammer made to drive the spikes in the underground mine. It is smaller and shorter than the typical spike maul used in normal railroad track construction. See also Spike maul

**Track Spike** — A heavy steel, nail-like spike of square cross section with one flanged side that is driven into a wooden tie to hold a flanged rail. Track spikes were driven on both sides of the rail in an offset manner so as not to split the tie. Different size spikes were used for different rail sizes.
**Track Tie** — Wooden beams of about 36 inches in length and with a 4” X 6” cross section, which are placed on the crosscut bottom with a regular spacing of about two feet, depending on the rail size. The rail is to the appropriate gauge and then spiked to the ties to hold it in place. Dirt and rock ballast is then placed between the ties to secure them in place.

**Track Tie** recently installed with track bolts and a spike, broken rock was later filled in around the tie to serve as ballast. 30 crosscut 3rd level Southwest Mine.

**Track Wrench** — These wrenches were designed for track use only as the opening perfectly fit the square nuts of the track bolt and the handle was pointed to use as a tool to line up the holes in the two fishplates and the rail. Also, commonly called a “spud wrench” in reference to its pointed or spud end. See also spud wrench.

**Train** — 1). Underground, the trolley motor and the cars. 2). In the Sacramento and Lavender Pits, the haulage railroad units consisting of the locomotive and the side-dump rock cars.

**Train/Shovel Pit** — An open pit mine where standard gauge railroad equipment is used for haulage and steam or electric power shovels are used for loading the broken rock into the rail cars. The Sacramento Pit was an example of such a mine.

**Tram** — To move any mine car or truck either pushing by hand or pulling mule or motor.

**Trammer** — A person who loads mine cars from stope chutes and delivers them to the shaft or another point by pushing by hand. He also handled cars loaded by the shovelers in crosscuts.

**Tramming** — The movement of loaded and empty mine cars. This was performed in Bisbee by hand, animal or electric trolley motor.
**Tramp** — To tramp a miner was to fire him. He would then move on to the next mining camp to find work.

**Tramp Miner** — It was not uncommon for good miners to move quite often, roaming from mining camp to mining camp, get work, stay awhile, then move on. Some worked the North Country in the summer and Arizona in the winter. Because of their itinerate life styles, they were called tramps. While the mining companies coveted their skills, they were troubled by the short time they would stay as they were hard to replace, thus, the companies looked for ways to build a stable workforce, one, which would remain in town.

**Tramway** — Generally referred to as an “aerial tramway.” A system for the transportation of material, such as ore or rock, in buckets suspended from pulleys or grooved wheels that run on a cable, usually stationary. The Shattuck mine was the only one at Bisbee to use a tramway. Ore was transported down in the buckets while supplies and materials such as timber were sent up. Men also rode in the buckets to reach the mine, but it was practice not necessarily approved of by management because of the safety concerns. See also Aerial Tramway

**Transfer Raise** — One of a series of inter-connected raises used to transfer material from level to level, if not for several levels. Typically, there were chute doors on each level to control the flow of material and not over fill the lower part of the system. At Bisbee, there were always access crosscuts to the individual transfer points on each level.

![Diagram of Campbell mine transfer raise](image-url)
**Transmitted Sarcasm** — When someone used the call bells to agitate or criticize the hoistman and was borderline profanity. This could be achieved by the rate the bells being rung too slow or too fast. Ringing the code 3-3-3 was also considered “Transmitted Sarcasm”

**Trichite** — A name commonly applied by the miners to chalcotrichite the acicular variety of cuprite.

**Tricone Bit** — A roller bit with three cone-shaped cutters in the head of the bit. This type of bit was used on the rotary blasthole drills in the Lavender Pit.

![Tricone bit on a drill rig in the Lavender Pit.](image)

**Trim Cut** — A series of blastholes, usually parallel to an opening to expand an opening or to trim off a point. Similar to a slab round, but typically smaller.

**Trip** — 1). To open the bucket on an electric shovel. 2). To open a switch on an electrical line. This was done manually to allow for the disconnecting of power cables to shovels and other electrically powered equipment in the Lavender pit.

**Triple Call** — When men needed to use the cage to move from level, they would ring the call bell using the established number and sequence of bells to indicate the level they were on and then wait for the cager to have a moment between his other duties to come to the indicated level. The wait was often a long one, as the cagers had only a limited amount of time to lower the supplies into the mine. However, a select few of the senior management team had the privilege of ringing the level call bell three times, successively, the sacrosanct “triple call”, which would bring the cager to the level at the very first opportunity.
**Tripper Car** — A double pulley that turns a short section of a conveyor belt upside down in order to dump its load into a side chute or rail car. A tripper car system was used at the Sacramento Mine in loading railroad cars for shipment to the smelter. The same was employed to load rail cars with dried concentrate from the Lavender Pit concentrator.

**Trolley** — To the men underground, this always meant the bare copper wire in the back, which provided power to the motor. It carried 240 volts of direct current and was very much respected, as even the slightest contact was much like a forceful hit from a big man - it knocked you down. Few carried a bar or other conducting material on their shoulder, a second time, after it contacted the trolley once.

**Trolley Pulling Gable Bottom Mine Cars. C-1910**

**Trolley Breaker** — On the station of every level there was an emergency cutoff switch to break electrical power feed to the trolley system in case of emergency or repair. All underground personnel were required to know its location and how to operate in the event someone came into contact with the trolley wire and could not be removed or the trolley otherwise grounded.

**Trolley Breaker Trip Switch** — Every trolley motor had an emergency trolley breaker switch, which was to be pulled in an emergency involving contact with the trolley wire. When pulled, the trip switch would ground the trolley wire, causing the trolley breaker on the station to trip and kill all power to the trolley system on the level.

**Trolley Hanger** — The support for the trolley wire which was a clamp tightened by a metal wedge. The hangers were insulated from the lag screw used to attach them to the timber or to a wooden plug inserted in a drill hole in the back.
**Trolley hanger** (abandoned) with a section of trolley wire on the 3rd level station of the Southwest Shaft.

**Trolley pole** — Every trolley motor had a wooden pole with a brass wheel, which contacted the trolley wire conducting the electricity to a heavy cable along the pole, then to the motor. The pole was set in a spring-loaded socket to maintain contact with the trolley wire. When changing directions, it was necessary to swing the trolley pole around so that it was always trailing and never leading as it tended to bounce off the trolley and be broken, if pointed in the direction of travel. While it was technically against the safety rules to swing a trolley pole when in motion, few motormen ever fully stopped to do so and a good many poles were broken when jammed against the rib or back when the motorman misjudged the space available to swing the pole.

**Trolley pole** on a pup motor at the Junction mine gate.
**Trolley Slide** — Stope chutes where the trolley wire was present to allow the motor to pass by, were equipped with a sliding arrangement, which allowed the trolley to be moved so as to allow safe access to the chute. The slide was protected on each side by wooden planks to prevent accidental contact by a person on the loading stand at the chute. See also chute dodger.

**Trojan Powder** — Originally Trojan powder, a glycerin free nitrostarch explosive was used in the Sacramento Pit. It may have caused some of the early accidents, due to its more ready ignition than black powder. The Sacramento pit switched to granular Ammonia Dynamite that came in 12 1/2 pound packages and were poured down the blast hole. If the ground was soft, black powder was used. This granular ammonia dynamite was also produced by Trojan Powder Company and was called Trojan powder by the miners.

**Truck Bed** — In the pit, this was a reference to the back part or dump box of a haul truck.

**Truck/Shovel Pit** — An open pit mine where haul trucks were used in combination with power shovels to perform mining. The Lavender Pit was an example of this combination.

**Truck/Train Transfer** — The waste haul to Number Seven dump was too far for the early, 25-ton haul trucks to be economic. A point near the edge of the Lavender pit had a platform upon which these haul trucks would drive and, with the aid of a spotter, back up to a train of open, 100-ton railroad cars on the track below and dump the waste or leach material from the haul truck into the rail car. A diesel electric locomotive would haul the full train to the appropriate section of the dump and empty the cars over the edge.

**Trucks** — 1). Mine cars had two parts, the trucks a frame with the wheels attached, and the tub, the container for the rock. 2). The standard sized rail cars used in the Sacramento Pit and the waste haul for the Lavender Pit had two sets of four-wheel trucks on which set the dump body.
**Tub** — The part of the mine car that held the rock and which set on the trucks.

![Tub worn out and rusted, 55 crosscut, 5th level, Southwest Mine.](image)

**Tugger** — A small pneumatic hoist used to raise materials up, into a stope or a raise. Also called an air hoist.

![Tugger mounted on a set of trucks at the Queen Mine Tour.](image)
Tunnel — A horizontal, or near-horizontal, underground passage, entry, or haulageway, that is open to the surface at both ends. A tunnel (as opposed to an adit) must pass completely through a hill or mountain. True tunnels were few at Bisbee with the Higgins and 7th level Southwest the only true ones. A short tunnel was driven near the C. & C. shaft to deliver water to the Copper Queen concentrator, but was never used for mining.

Tunnel Cap — A cap placed at the end of the booms.

Turbo Drill — A drifter type rock drill manufactured by the Denver Rock Drill Company and first introduced in 1917, with a very different construction, which separated the rotation from the piston and which became the basis for future rock drill designs.
**Turn Sheet** — A steel plate placed on the shaft station or surface to allow for the easy turning and maneuvering of mine cars to and from the cages and the pair of rails to be used. They were also laid on the track at the face of a crosscut before blasting to provide a smooth floor for shoveling the broken rock into cars. In this latter use, they were also called muck sheets.
**Turn Sheet(s) at the collar of the Junction Shaft.**

**Umbrella Stull** — A support used to cover a wider area, which incorporates a “T” stull with a double layer of six-foot-long lagging on top of the “T” stull, which is then securely wedged to the back.
**Umbrella Stull** that has been gunited with signs and evacuation map hanging from it, on the 770 level Junction Mine.

**Underground Patrolman** – The official title for firebugs (see which), that patrolled potential fire areas on a daily basis.

**Undercut Drift** – A 5’ x 8’ drift driven to undercut a block cave. See also block cave

**Undercut Level** – This level is 16’ above the grizzly level and is where the undercutting is occurring. See also block cave

**Undercut Pillar** – Sections about 15’ X 15’ X 8’ that are left behind during the undercut. These will be blasted and drawn out to begin the caving process. See also block cave

**Undercutting** – Mining away the largest part of the support for a block of ore that is going to be block caved. See also block cave

**Unit Costs** – The total costs per unit, usually referring to the costs per ton mined, costs per ton processed or costs per pound of copper produced.

**Upcast** – A shaft up which the ventilating current of air returns to the surface. Also called a fan shaft, as huge fans were sometimes set over the shaft or in a connecting crosscut. The Denn, Saginaw, Boras, Gardner, Galena and Dallas shafts were all upcast, but only the Denn and Galena had fans set over the shaft while the Saginaw had a huge fan on the 1800 level.
**Valve chest** – The section a pneumatic rock drill that contained the air valves and in earlier drills housed the air intake and exhaust ports. It was attached the cylinder.

Valve chest is the block of steel above the writing and contains the iconic “butterfly” valve made by Ingersoll-Rand and the air ports. The writing is on the cylinder. This valve chest is on a Ingersoll-Rand Butterfly plunger.

**V-cut** – The centerline blastholes in a drill pattern are inclined such that the ends of each are close to the same position in the rock, forming a horizontal “V.” The center two holes are blasted first, forming a void for the rest of the holes in the pattern to break into.
**Vent Bag** — An enclosed cloth or other fabric airway to conduct airflow from a fan to a given area or location.

Vent bag at the 3rd level Southwest Shaft station, during retimbering.

**Vent Fan** — A small, auxiliary fan installed underground for ventilating headings that are not adequately ventilated by the air current produced by the mine-ventilation system. An auxiliary fan is usually from 18 inches to three feet in diameter. It is driven by compressed air or electricity. The auxiliary fan can be used to force ventilate to the workplace.

Vent fan on the 770 level of the Junction Mine.
**Vent Pipe** — Thin-walled, galvanized steel piping 12 to 24 inches in diameter for conducting air to or from a face in a crosscut or a raise or into a stope. The tubing extends from an auxiliary fan to within a few yards of the face to be ventilated. At Bisbee, most of the vent pipe and all of the fittings were made in the tin shop.

**Ventilation Engineer** — The individual responsible for design and update of the ventilation system for the several, interconnected mines. His task was to distribute the air in the mine efficiently and economically to where it was needed. To do this, ventilation surveys were conducted by the ventilation engineer. They may be classified as qualitative, quantitative, and pressure surveys. Qualitative surveys determine the proportion of undesirable gases (radon, carbon monoxide), or dust, in the air that is being circulated through the mine. In hot and humid areas, they determine the conditions of air temperature and humidity. Quantitative surveys determine the quantity, or volume, of air being circulated through the mine workings. This is done by measuring the volume of air passing at different points in the circuit by means of an anemometer, to investigate the existing air distribution, particularly to the individual faces. Pressure surveys measure the pressure absorbed and the resistance of the crosscuts and faces included in the survey. This enables determination of the power required to circulate the air in the different sections of the circuit and that is expended in ventilating individual areas of the mine.

**Ventilation Raise** — A raise drive for the specific purpose of aiding in the ventilation of an area. It was common to drive such raises from a stope to a crosscut above to improve air flow.

**Ventilation Shaft** — A shaft developed for the sole purpose aiding in the ventilation of mine workings. The Oakland Shaft was one such shaft at Bisbee, as it was developed to ventilate the fire area in the Briggs Mine by allowing the toxic and corrosive fire gasses to be routed to the surface without going through a shaft used by men.

**Vent Pipe** hanging above a train of H-cars on the 2966 level Campbell Mine.
**VERDE CHUTE** — The type of chute assembly and door used at Bisbee after 1940. These were copied after those used at the United Verde Branch at Jerome, Arizona. They were safer to use and quicker to install than the previous types used by any of the companies.

**VERTICAL SIDELINE** — An agreement reached by adjacent mining claim holders by which the vertical, downward projection of the claim sidelines was the boundary to which mining could take place. This was the agreement reached by the Copper Queen and the C. & A., under the guidance of James Douglas, which precluded the bitter and protracted litigation, which would certainly have taken place without this agreement.
**Vug** – Small voids or holes in the rock. These were from 1” to 2 or 3 feet in size and often lined with crystals. Calcite lined vugs were particularly common. If a large vug was encountered the miners would have to alter the pattern of blast holes to accommodate the vug.

**Vuggy Ground** – Ground that contains numerous vugs.
**WAD** — A generic term applied to any of the black, earthy manganese oxides. Much of the material classified as “wad” is actually romanèchite, a common oxide zone mineral at Bisbee.

**Wade Hampton** — The Wade Hampton Mine near Don Luis, which started as an unsuccessfully effort to exploit a surface lead outcrop. Later, the siliceous outcrop nearby was mined with small, open pit type equipment, for smelter flux, in part because of its precious metal content.

**Wall plate** — The heavy horizontal timbers in a shaft set running on the longer side of the rectangular shaft.

**Wall rock** — The rock adjacent to, enclosing, or including the orebody. The term implies more specific adjacency than host rock or country rock.
**Walking** — timber, particularly in stagings moving as result of machine vibrations. Stopers were well known for causing timber to walk and a few miners were killed when an unsecured staging walked off its supporting timber.

**Warren Company** — A local company founded and controlled for many years by the C. & A., which was expressly set up to bring public transportation to the area and to develop the Warren town site. It built the street trolley railway, which opened up the possibility of living outside of the crowded canyons of Bisbee and further from the mines. The Warren Company was the force behind designing Warren as an ideal community and, with the Copper Queen, helped finance the building of homes from 1906 until the mid-1920s. This is another example of the mining companies contributing toward the development of the Bisbee area as a desirable place to work and to live.

**Waste** — 1). Barren rock or sub marginal ore that has been mined, but is not of sufficient value to warrant treatment, but which must be removed to access ore. 2). In the mine shops, waste was a mat of fibers rejected from textile mills and used for cleaning oil and grease from machinery during repair.

**Waste Pocket** — A storage raise or enlarge excavation into which waste rock is dumped for extraction below by either a skip for hoisting to the surface or into mine cars for transport to other areas of the mine for gobbing.

**Waste to Ore Ratio** — The ratio of the number of tons of waste moved to the number of tons of ore mined. The waste referred to in this ratio was typically included waste, the waste within the orebody, not that barren material overlying the ore, removing this was stripping or prestripping. See also stripping ratio.

**Warren** — 1.) The Warren Shaft. 2.) a residential part of Bisbee.

**Water Cooler**— As the name implies, these were for cooling drinking water. These were large, high capacity, electric units located on every active shaft station as well as in high traffic work areas inside the mine. Miners filled their canteens at these and the motor crews filled the water kegs here as well, on occasion.

**Watchman** — A security person who walked through the mine yard areas at night, punching keys at critical points to show he had made his rounds. They were also stationed at the mine gates to control access and prevent theft. These were almost always miners, with many years service who, for one reason or another, could no longer sustain the rigors of underground work.

**Watercourse** — A naturally occurring opening which shows signs of having served as a conduit for ground water or one which continues to discharge water. In many instances, these were lined with calcite crystals and were often very beautiful as well as the source of attractive mineral specimens. A great many water courses were hit in the mines over the years and the few which contained any water, quickly dried up.
**Watercourse** located along 30th crosscut, 3rd level, Southwest Mine. Approximately 45cm x 30cm

**Water Ditch** — The drainage ditch always cut between the rail and the rib in crosscuts to carry the expected flow of ground water or drainage from sand fill and keep it off the track, as much as possible. Keeping these ditches free of mud was a constant, difficult and dirty chore, assigned to the lowest grade mucker. See also piss ditch.

**Water Ditch** on right side of rails.
**WATER DOOR** — In areas where there was the potential to hit large volumes of water with development mine workings, all access areas were fitted with massive concrete frames to 12 feet thick and well keyed into the surrounding rock. Cast iron or steel doors up to two inches thick and bowed toward the water side, then gusseted with heavy steel ribbing were placed on machined steel frames set in the concrete. The doors were held closed by four massive bolts, one at each corner, which were tightened upon closing. These doors were built to withstand the highest probable pressure of water, which could be encountered, in some cases equal to 2,000 feet of static head.

**WATER HOSE** — The water hose obviously was connected to the water line and used to wet down the muck pile, ribs and back before mucking. By means of an adaptor and a small diameter tubing, with a small valve (gooseneck), it was attached to the rock drill for dust control and hole cleaning.
**Water Keg** — Wooden kegs were used to provide drinking water near the work areas. They contained about 10 gallons and had a standard hose bib type faucet to which was connected a drinking fountain type arrangement. The water in these was always cool as the kegs would sweat and evaporation cooled the keg. They were filled on the surface or, less often, at the water coolers on the shaft stations. The motor crews delivered the kegs, daily, to the working areas.

**Water Needle** — A thin, tubular insert in rock drills, which connected to the water input point, slid into the shank of the drill steel, and delivered water to bit.
to prevent dust generation and remove cuttings. This simple devise made pneumatic
drills safe to use by totally eliminating the dust problem associated with these
drills.

**Water needle** Left, a view down the chuck of a Gardner Denver S63F at the water needle. Right, The
same machine dismantled showing the water needle extending from the back head.

**Water sprays** — 1). In crosscuts, the two-inch water pipe was fitted with a
spray head, which was used to control dust during blasting. It was turned on and
pointed toward the center of the face after the round had been spit. 2). In the pit,
water sprays were placed above the digging pit and pointed toward the muck the
shovel was working, again for dust control.

**Water truck** — Dust control on the haul roads and benches was an important
concern and a full-time job for several water trucks. These were converted muck
trucks with large tanks replacing the truck bed. They sprinkled the miles of roads
and working benches day and night, but in a manner, which neither made the ramps
slippery nor with so much water, that it would erode the road surface.

**Water wagon** — A water truck.

**Web** — The vertical part of a rail (track) separating the heel from the flange.
See also Rail

**Wedge** — 1). A wedge-shaped piece of wood used to tighten timber sets against
the back and ribs by driving the wedge between the timber and a wooden block in
contact with the rock. 2). A wedge-shaped fractional mining claim.
**WEST OREBODY** — The western portion of the Sacramento Stock complex, which hosted the ores, mined by the Sacramento Pit mine.

**WET ASSAY** — A type of assay procedure that involves the use of a liquid, generally an aqueous solution of the material being tested, to which another liquid is added, in measured amounts, with the resulting color change indicating the metal content. Most copper assays at Bisbee were made using a wet process with a colorimetric response indicating the copper content.

**WET DOWN** — 1). The act of spraying water on broken rock to reduce dust, both before and during mucking. 2). A common term to describe urinating, by saying “I need to wet down the muck pile.”

**WET STOPER** — A stoper used with a hollow hex drill steel, through which water would pass to control the drilling dust. These were a great improvement.
OVER THE DRY STOPERS (WIDOW MAKERS), WHICH FOGGED THE CLOSE MINE ATMOSPHERE WITH FINE DRILL DUST.

**Wet Tons** — The gross weight, in tons, of broken rock or concentrates which includes the contained moisture.

**WFM** — An acronym for the Western Federation of Miners, a union that unsuccessfully attempted to unionize the miners at Bisbee on several occasions during the first decade of the 20th century. It later became the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers.

**Whip Check** — The term used to describe a safety chain used to secure the end air hose to a pneumatic piece of equipment as it prevented the hose from whipping about and potentially hurting someone, if came loose. See also safety chain.

**Wheat Lamp** — The trademark of the sealed lead-acid battery, cap lamp manufactured by Koehler, which replaced the Edison cap lamp at Bisbee in 1964. These rugged and dependable lamps remained in use until the mines closed. See also lamp.

**Whim** — A vertical drum turned by horsepower or steam power used to raise ore or waste rock from a mine. These were used in the early sinking stages at many of the first vertical shafts developed at Bisbee.
**White Iron** — A term occasionally employed to reference massive pyrite, which was often very light in color.

**Widow Maker** — The name was generally applied to stopers, but any of very first rock drills, which were dry machines. This meant there was no dust suppression and they generated huge clouds of dust, which the miners breathed. The stopers were the worst as the miner was directly below the drill hole and constantly covered with the very fine rock dust. In areas where silica was present in the rock, this was particularly bad. Over time, the exposure to silica dust caused irreversible silicosis (pneumoconiosis) which resulted in disability or, all too often, death of the miner. Many women were prematurely widowed because of these drills, thus the name.
**Widow Maker**

An Ingersoll-Sergeant, dry drill note it only has a compressed air hose and no water hose going to the drill. In an unknown mine in Bisbee c-1903

**Wiggle Tail** — The early stopers were named “wiggle tails” as pneumatic pistons with which they applied the upward pressure were loose fitting when fully extended and as they were non rotating machines, the miner had to rotate them in back and forth in a circular motion, which caused them to wiggle more than just a little.

**Wiggle Tail** Ingersoll-Rand CC-11 stoper
**Winding Engine** — The early hoist at Bisbee used flat rope and the hoist had narrow, spool-like drums where the rope would wind when hoisting and unwind when lowering. Most were powered by steam engines, thus these were referred to as winding engines.

![Winding Engine (abandoned) at the Sunrise Shaft.](image)

**Windlass** — A hand operated device used for hoisting that is limited to small-scale development work and prospecting because of its small capacity. It is essentially a round wooden drum or a section of tree trunk set horizontally on rough bearings with handles at each end and used to raise or lower buckets of rock in exploratory work. Many of the shafts at Bisbee were started with this simple hoist.

![Windlass on the Twilight claim above Bisbee](image)
**Wing** — 1). The edge of a filter bulkhead in sand filling. 2). The cutting edge on a cross bit.

![Wing (Def.2)](image)

**Winze** — A vertical or steeply inclined opening inside an underground mine driven downward.

![Winze with a sheave wheel resting on the bottom. It is located on the very old 1st level (above A level) of the Copper Queen mine](image)

**Wire rope** — A rope made of twisted strands of wire for hoisting in shafts and underground applications, including mucking. Wire ropes are made from medium...
carbon steels. All steel cables used at Bisbee were always referred to as wire rope.

**Wobbly** — A member of the radical, anarchist labor union; the International Workers of the World, which fomented a strike at Bisbee in 1917. This strike resulted in the Bisbee deportation with the Wobblies being forcibly removed from the town. Supporters and sympathizers were frequently lumped into this category even though they were not members of the union.

**Wooden Tracks** — The first mine rails used at Bisbee were simply four inches by four-inch, wooden stringers faced and topped on the inside edge with a 1/4 X 1 1/2 inch metal strap. The stringers were placed on ties that had been mortised to receive them. Wooden wedges were then driven in the mortise and parallel to the stringer to hold them in place.

**Wolverine** — This was typically a reference to the Wolverine Number 2 Mine.

**Wolverine and Arizona** — The Wolverine and Arizona Mining Company that operated the Wolverine #2 Mine. It was one of the very few successful small mining companies in the Warren Mining District, typically operating only when copper prices were high.

**Wolverine Country** — A section of the Higgins mine that was worked by the Wolverine & Arizona Mining Company. The W & A owned the Warren, George and Chicago claims which were distant from other properties. When ore was discovered on the Warren Claim, it was decided to lease the Higgins mine to extract these ores rather than drive long crosscuts from the Wolverine mines. Two interior shafts were developed as well as an exploration crosscut into the George and Chicago claims.

**Working** — 1) Any active mining area was called a working. 2) In addition, when timber is being squeezed by pressure from the back and/or the ribs, it emits creaking noises and is said to be "working." See also talking.

**Working Ground** — Ground around an underground opening, which is moving is said to be “working.” As this ground was typically timbered, the timber would make creaking and popping sounds and was said to be “talking.”

**Working Face** — Any place in a mine where material is extracted during a mining cycle.

**Working Place** — The assigned point of labor where the individual was to perform his task.

**Working the Ground** — Using a pointed steel bar to move unconsolidated ground aside while driving spiling.

**Workings** — The entire system of openings in a mine developed for the purpose of exploration as well as for exploitation.
WORKS – A plant or facility. The smelter was called the reduction works, while a hoist house was the hoisting works, for example.

WRECK – Another term for derailment. See also derail.

WRITE-IN – A term used to designate a temporary assignment. The temporary assignment would be written in on the employee’s time sheet to assure that he was paid at the appropriate, usually higher, rate for the temporary work.

XC – The commonly used abbreviation for the word crosscut. Crosscuts typically had wooden signs post at the beginning with the working number of the working followed by the letters “XC.”
ZONE OF OXIDATION — The upper, near surface portion of an orebody that has been oxidized by near surface conditions. At Bisbee, the zone of oxidation was largely irregular and more or less parallel to the ancient, Cretaceous Period surface. Thus, in the east-most mines, which were covered by a thousand feet or more of Cretaceous sediments, it was quite deep, extending down to parts of the 2566 level along major faults.

ZONE OF OXIDATION A specimen of Cuprite on Malachite with azurite crystals at the bottom, from the Zone of Oxidation in the Lavender pit 3.5 cmX1.5 cm
Spanish mining terms

The below are the more common Spanish mining terms which became a part of the mining lexicon at Bisbee when Mexican Americans entered the underground workforce during World War II and stayed. Just like their English counterparts, the meaning as applied to mining may not correspond with the general usage of the word or term outside the context of mining at Bisbee. Some words may also reflect the merging of Spanish and English into “Spanglish”, as was called and is so common in these environments and thus, be not a generally accepted word in either language, but they were accepted and understood by the men who used them underground. Therefore, they are appropriately included as mining terms.

For greater detail on the English meaning of a particular word, the reader is referred to the more detailed glossary above.

Acero – drill steel
Bonos – bonus
Botas – boots
Cable – cable
Cañuela – fuse
Capitan – caps
Carburo – carbide
Casco – hardhat
Chiva – spike puller
Chute – chute
Clavo – nail
Compañero – partner
Cuña – wedge

Descarrilado – off the track
Escalera – ladder
Estrella – drill bit
Ficha – tag
Frente – face
Fulminantes – Blasting caps
Hacha – axe
Hoyos – holes
Humo – smoke
Lagune – lagging
Lámpara – a mine lamp
Lámpara de carburo – carbide lamp
Maquina – machine
MARRO – DOUBLE JACK
MINERAL – Ore
MORA – Motor
MOTORISTA – Motorman
MULA – Mule
PALA – Shovel
PICO – Pick
PÓLVORA – Powder
POLVORÍN – Powder magazine
POSTE – Post
RASERO – Raise man
RIELES – Rails
STOPE – Stope
TALLAS – Ties
TECHO – Back, roof
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Common Abbreviations

Abbreviations are commonly encountered when studying primary source documents. Many of these are unique to Bisbee and have been included to help researchers.

AB – Campbell-Junction Division

AB – abandoned

AB – Abrigo Limestone

A.B.C. – Arizona Bisbee Copper Company

A+W – air and water

AG – silver

ALT – altered

AMT – Amount

ANHYD – Anhydrite

APX – approximate

AS – arsenic

ATRYP A – Atrypa reticularis (fossil brachiopod)

AU – gold

AZ – Azurite

BI – Bismuth

BLK HD – bulkhead

BULK HD – bulkhead

BK – back

BKN – broken
**BN** – Bornite  
**B.O.** – Bad order  
**B. O. D.** – Back of drift  
**BROOK** – Holbrook Mine  
**BTM** – bottom  
**Bx** – Breccia  
**C & A** – Calumet & Arizona  
**CA** – Abrigo Limestone (Cambrian age)  
**CAL** – Calcite  
**CALC** – Calcite  
**CAMP** – Campbell Mine  
**CARB** – Carbonate  
**CARP** – Carpenter  
**CAVE** – Caved in (although sometimes a natural cave)  
**CB** – Bolsa Quartzite (Cambrian age)  
**C. & B.** – Calumet & Bisbee  
**C. & C.** – Calumet & Cochise  
**CE** – Escabrosa Limestone (Mississippian age)  
**CHRYSA** – Chrysocolla  
**CN** – Naco Limestone (Pennsylvanian age)  
**CO** – Carbon Monoxide  
**CO₂** – Carbon Dioxide  
**CONT** – Contact
CP – Chalcopyrite

C. & P. – Calumet & Pittsburg (Briggs Mine)

C. Q. – Copper Queen

C. Q. B. – Copper Queen Branch

C. Q. C. M. co. – Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company

CRshed – Crushed

CSE – Course (water course)

CU – Copper

D – Drift

DAL – Dallas Mine

D.D. – Diamond Drill

D.D.H. – Diamond Drill hole

D.D. STA – Diamond Drill Station

D.D. STN – Diamond drill station

DEC. PY – Decrepitating pyrite

DIV – Division

DM – Martin limestone (Devonian age)

DOL – Dolomite

DRW – Douglas Reduction Works

DRIL – Driller

EA – Abrigo limestone (Cambrian age)

EB – Bolsa Quartzite (Cambrian age)

EL – Elevation
**ENG:** Engineer

**EPI:** Epidote

**EVAC:** Evacuation

**FE:** Iron (normally slang for an iron rich mineral)

**FE Oₓ:** Iron oxide

**FL:** Floor

**FLT:** Fault

**FOS:** Fossil / fossiliferous

**FRAC:** Fractured

**FRAG:** Fragments

**GARD:** Gardner mine

**GEN:** General (as in 87 gen chute)

**GL:** Galena

**GOE:** Goethite

**GP:** Granite porphyry

**GPY:** Younger granite porphyry

**GYP:** Gypsum

**H₂O:** Water

**HDG:** Heading

**HEM:** Hematite

**HOLB:** Holbrook mine

**HST:** Hoist

**IBX:** Intrusive breccia
INC — Incline

INT — Interior (as in Interior shaft)

INT — Intermediate (as in Intermediate level)

INT — Intrusive

INT BX — Intrusive breccia

JCT — Junction (as in intersection)

JCTW — Junction with (as in intersection with)

JUNCT — Junction Shaft

KAOL — Kaolinized

KG — Glance conglomerate (Cretaceous age)

KM — Morita formation (Cretaceous age)

KVA SUB — Electrical substation

L — Level (1800 L)

L. & A. — Lowell & Arizona (Lowell mine)

LAB — Labor

LAGGED — Lagged off

LIM — Limestone

LOCO — Locomotive

LS — Limestone

L.S. & P. — Lake Superior and Pittsburg

MAG — Magazine

MAG — Manganese

MAG — Irish Mag Mine

Cu abbreviation on the mine car indicates it was hauling copper ore. Pb would indicate lead ore and Zn would indicate zinc.
MAL — Malachite
MD — Main drift
MK — Muck
MN — Manganese
MNO_x — Manganese oxides
MW — Manway
MW to 1400 — Manway to 1400 level (Level numbers will change)
NIP — Nipper
NON - ECON — Not economical
NR — No road
O_2 — Oxygen
ORTH — Orthoclase
OSQ — Parting Quartzite
OX — Oxide
OX DM — Oxide in Martin Limestone
P — Phone
PbCO_3 — Lead Carbonates
PbO_x — Lead oxide
P.D. — Phelps Dodge
P.D. MERCH — Phelps Dodge Mercantile
P. & D. — Pittsburgh & Duluth (Congdon Shaft)
P. & H. — Pittsburg & Hecla
POR — Porphyry
Section from a map of the 6th level Southwest Mine
SiO₂BX — SILICA BRECCIA

Sol — Solution

S. & P. — SUPERIOR & PITTSBURG

Sr — subraise

St — steel

St — stope

Sta — station

Stgrs — stringers

Sto — stope

Strg — Strong

Strk — streak

Sub — sublevel

Sur — surface

SW — SouthWest shaft/mine

Tbrman — timberman

Te — tellurium

Tr oz — Troy Ounce

Ug — underground

U.S. — Uncle Sam mine

U.V.X. — United Verde Extension (Bisbee Queen shaft)

Vert — vertical

W — with

W — tungsten
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 900 - 257X - Loose ground on left wall near Horns Drift.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 900 - 257X - 2&quot; air line loose and laying on electrical wire at the bottom of 1758 Steps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 900 - 257X - Loose ground on left wall approximately 50' from 258 X.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 900 - 208 General - Need cover over trolley wire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 1000 - 223 St. - Broken timber in lead on second floor from top.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 1000 - 223 St. - Open holes on second and third floors from top.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 1000 - 223 St. - No safety chain on tugger.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 1000 - 500X - No safety chain on jumbo.</td>
<td>(Right side).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 1000 - 229 General - No safety chain on blow pipe at leadstand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 1100 - 219 St. - B. O. Roller rack on second slusher. (Bottom rollers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. 1100 - 217 St. - No safety chain on blow pipe at leadstand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 1100 - 220 St. - Open hole on working floor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate action taken and return copy to the Safety Department.

Boss's Signature

Boss's Signature

J. C. Purroy
Safety Department
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Parts of a Mine

I & II  Dead Workings

In absolute darkness, broken picks, shovels and abandoned mine cars litter the drifts as haunting reminders of activity long ago. The outright stillness and silence of the workings is shattered by the occasional drop of water. These areas are rarely visited by miners and are sealed off by bulkheads or simply by a timber placed across the drift with a stenciled “No Road” sign indicating travel into these areas is prohibited. The rate of decay is determined by the amount of ventilation and humidity. For a few years, these workings will remain in solid condition until a cave-in occurs and blocks the needed air movement. Then, the humidity rises and the timber begins to rot rapidly causing more cave-ins. In some areas 10” X 10” timbers can deteriorate in a few months until the crumble with a gentle touch. Chutes cause the majority of collapses, dumping their contents and filling the crosscut below. Quickly, Moisture begins to fill the cracks between the cracks and results in air slaking and boulders fall from the ceiling littering the floor. The harsh, hot environment of the sulfide areas is susceptible to air slaking, but it does not allow for molds and fungus to destroy the timber, and remains in new-like condition. Seep water floods workings being trapped by dam-like cave-ins. post-mining minerals begin to grow and expand in natural artistic shapes. Most are small colorful stalactites measuring a few inches in length. However, in some areas these growing stalactites may tightly seal and completely close any openings in a few years. Crosscuts flooded with acidic water provide an ideal area for depositions of thousands of slender selenite crystals. Under dripping carbonate rich water. The pebbles become evenly coated with aragonite as they move each time a drop hits them. Splashing water from the soft impacts deposits a firm aragonite layer. The result is a pearlescent bird’s nest of stone complete with tiny eggs. Nature takes back its own.
II & III Leased Workings

Miners and local businessmen leased the mines in hope of extracting difficult ores and craps left behind. Although, a few leases made their owners wealthy men, the lower operating costs allowed them generally to earn a small profit. Numerous drifts were backfilled with waste and gob walls were built in expansive areas to help curb expenses. These miners left behind only the smallest crumbs of ore. But they left thousands of empty dynamite boxes, blasting cap tins, carbide cans and other abandoned trash in these obscure tunnels. In 1944, to the anger of many miners, all leases were canceled. It was not until after the end of operations, from 1982-1986, a lease was again issued for the Shattuck and Campbell mines. Quietly, the deterioration of these underground passages joined the decay of the other dead and exhausted workings.

III-VII Active Workings

The deafening hammering of drills pound through the passages as rock is being drilled. Although, electric light bulbs are found throughout the mines, each man is dependent on his individual lamp to provide illumination. The sulfide ores sparkle with a metallic shine of hues of gold, silver-gray and the occasional rainbow iridescence of bornite. Boulders rumble as they scrape along the floor of a stope and then into a nearby grizzly. The rock must fall tens of feet into the waiting chute below. Cautious miners pull heavy trains of steel mine cars one at a time under the chute. Once under its jaws, the door opens and rock repeatedly rumbles and tumbles, until it conveniently fills the mine car. On its journey to the shaft, the train of ore passes men installing massive fir timbers and electricians installing or repairing equipment. Brightly colored warning signs nailed over the doors of explosive magazines are seen as the train moves past the roaring ventilation fans and timber stations. At the shaft, men dump the loaded cars into the ore pocket and a final chute feeds the massive skips, and speedily hoists the ore to the surface. Soon concussions reverberate through the dark passages followed by the sweet taste of powder gasses lingering in the hazy air from this violent blast. Tired laborious miners slowly walk to the cage. It is a quick short trip that leads to sunlight and at the changeroom they reminisce about the work of the night. They change out of their wet, muddy clothes and hoist them to the lofty heights of the changeroom ceiling. The brass
numbered tag has been returned to the wooden safety board and he holds his lunch box in his hand being ready for a hearty refill. He is proud of his nightly accomplishments and the weary miner heads for the exit gate. This is a productive job, but now the shift is over and the time for family is here.

VII-XI Innovations

An entire Pacific-Northwest Forest of fir trees lies buried in the mines. Much of it was carefully milled but some was merely stripped off its bark, branches and needles and sent underground. Heavy, moving, squeezing ground cursed Bisbee. Even in the best of years, half of all stopes were mined by the square set method. This consisted of the entire stope being filled with interlocking, hollow, rectangular prisms of massive timbers. They tried to salvage timber, but used timber was badly scarred and splintered from mining of limited value. Of course, convincing a miner at times to remove the timber that appeared to be holding the whole world above him could be challenging. Every practical method was tried to reduce the amount timber being sent underground, even if it meant saving only a few pieces. Some methods like Mitchell Slicing were effective in mining pillars and saved on timber were widely adopted outside of Bisbee. Others like the Gilman Cut and fill stopes were popular for a short time then fell out of favor. Pricey, but sturdy square sets were impossible to completely eliminate.

Block caving was all the rage in the 1920’s and it greatly reduced the amount of timber used. Copper Queen gave it a chance. They carved out huge blocks of low-grade ore freeing them as much support they could. When this was completed, they blasted out the remaining supporting pillars. The goal was the block of ore would naturally cave-in and fall into the waiting raises leading to chutes. Results of this were mixed, to the companies’ disappointment, at least one block failed to cave-in. This was rather unexpected for a mining district known for treacherous ground. In other areas it was effective and over four million tons of ore were mined this way. A modest amount or a block caving mining. Predictably, even though these stopes were hundreds of feet underground the surface above the block cave collapsed. It subsided nearly 80 feet in most areas. As a result, the Copper Queen Hospital, Lowell School and the ice plant were badly damaged. They were moved and the railroad lines over the block cave were
forsaken. During World War II, the chutes were emptied and dusty, block cave stopes were entirely abandoned and became part of the dead workings.

The cost of timber was not the only problem. Each piece of timber had to be hand loaded one at a time onto the cages and lowered underground. A single square set post weighed from a hefty 130 pounds to a massive 200 pounds and hundreds were sent underground each week. This was not only back-breaking work, it was time consuming and tied-up the cages. An ingenious Bisbee miner designed a timber truck that could be loaded with timber and stood on end in a cage, car and all. These were called Scott cars were able to deliver the timber directly to the underground timber stations.

Mules had been first brought underground in the Irish Mag and Oliver mines in 1902 to pull trains of mine cars. Although, they were strong and smart and lived in comfortable warm, dry, well-lighted barns. Mules have a personality and at times that persona could get dark, troublesome or just plain naughty. After their shift they would escape their barns out of boredom and curiosity and wander the dark passages of the mine until they scared the daylights out of some unsuspecting miners. Many miners received bodily bruises in the form of a mule shoe from a disgruntled mule. Generally, these were from a good swift kick, but sometimes these bruises were on top of the foot. Certain mules found a mischievous delight in intentionally gently stepping on a miner’s foot and slowly increasing pressure until the miner was in agony. Then effective small battery locomotives were introduced. These small Mancha motors spelled the end of mules underground, which was likely a happy arrangement for both humans and mules. A large number of important devices such as electric cap lamps, jumbos and carbide tungsten bits changed mining, but arguably the most significant were the introduction of mechanical loaders. No longer would a man look at a 35-ton pile of broken rock with his trusty #2 shovel and realize that he was going to move it. Slushers and mucking machines were able to move large tonnages of broken rock reasonably quickly and with far less effort. The mine shops are often looked over, but they formed a critical role. An endless variety of items were manufactured in the shops the shops produced ventilation pipe, powder sacks, ladders, mine cars and sharpened tools.
XI-XIII “Sunshine Stopes”/ Open Pit mining begins

Around 1905, the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company realized they were in serious trouble. Companies favorable to the Calumet & Arizona Mining Company had purchased all the valuable mining claims to the south of the Copper Queen properties. The Queen was hemmed in with few places to look for ore. So, they were forced to consider the low-grade ores in the porphyry. It was understood they would need to move large tonnages quickly and cheaply. At first the top slicing method was considered, but the difficulty in acquiring skilled miners along with the general dangers of underground mining swayed the company. They chose to try an open pit mine in 1917. So, began the role of “Sunshine” miners, many of these men were hired from other open pit mines such as the Chino pit at Santa Rita, New Mexico. There was so little copper in the ore it was impossible to tell the ore from waste rock. It all looked like a hard gray rock with specks of silver white pyrite. Definitely not much to observe. To detect the hidden chalcocite present they constructed an assay laboratory on rails. This allowed faster results on ore values so trains could be directed either to the concentrator or the waste dumps.

With a deafening screeching, steam shovels loaded battered gondola cars with freshly blasted rock and steam locomotives pulled the loaded trains up the gently climbing spiraling steel tracks up out and out of the deep pit. Churn drills pounded blast holes into the benches. At the bottom of the bench or toe, drifter type drills mounted on tripods drilled in blast holes along the toe to relieve some of the work being done by the primary blast holes. Blasting on this scale was not well understood at this time and rocks would be thrown all the way into housing areas nearly a mile away. Steel shelters with conical roofs provided shelter for miners during blasting as leaving the pit was not an option. Before suitable automobiles were available, getting into the pit was not easy. Tall, steep staircases connected by rocky paths climbed up benches for workmen to arduously climb in and out of the pit. As mining continued, old underground workings like stopes and crosscuts were exposed by mining. One drift was used to bring drill steel, explosives and other supplies into the pit. At the mouth of this drift the supplies such as, explosives and drill steels were mounted onto the backs of donkeys who delivered them to the workmen.

The hazards were real in the pit it was not uncommon for the wall of a bench to fail often burying a steam shovel or rail car in an avalanche of broken rock. When the aging pit had reached nearly the end, gloryholing began. Raises were drilled up from the
underground mine and the churn drills drilled holes and blasted the rock into the raises. This created massive cone-shaped pits. Courageous miners were sent down into these pits on ropes to set up drifters in niches in the walls and drill even more blast holes. Ore being mined in other parts of the pit were delivered by small trains and dumped into the top of the gloryholes. Eventually, the last few tons of ore were mined and the pit was closed.

XII-XIII Caves

Hundreds if not thousands of wonderful caves lined with stalactites, stalagmites and crystals were discovered during mining. Unlike most natural caves, they were filled with deep reds, pale creams, vibrant green and blue colors often this was due to copper or iron minerals staining calcite and aragonite formations. Infrequently, the caves were filled with crystals of rich blue azurite and deep greens of malachite, along with more common cave minerals. Miners soon realized the caves were indicating the presence of copper ore. Find a cave, check underneath it for ore became the standard protocol. It was later learned, that as the sulphide ores oxidized there was a reduction of volume. This created the caverns. Most were small 20 or 30 feet across, but a few were over 100 feet tall and hundreds of feet across. It was common to find shelves in a miner’s home covered with glittering exotic crystals from these caves scattered among the specimens of ore. Although of great beauty, the caves posed a problem, these open cavities weakened the ground structure of the mine. So, the vast majority were filled with waste rock to limit how much they collapsed. In one case, there were dozens of unneeded mine cars available. The antiquated cars were loaded and dumped into the cave, cars and all. Smaller caves were convenient places to get rid of problematic trash, such as old explosives. Today, it is not uncommon to find cave formations stained by crusty blue-green corroded blasting caps, covered with dangling fuse and sticks of powder long forgotten and slowly decaying.
XIV-XV Dividend Workings

The ore was irresistibly rich in the clays of the Dividend Fault. For decades miners tried to recover this enticing bounty, but the squeezing clays were more than they manage. The soft pasty clays could crush a set of timber in hours, but at the same time a miners could pick up a shovel that would contain over a dozen glassy, blue, azurite rosettes. Oh, the temptation. Finally, it was mined with difficulty by the top slice method which used layers of timber that had been broken and crushed as part of the support system. It was never pleasant. The Dividend top slice was notoriously hot and humid with little air flow.

Abandoned air raises shafts both prospect shafts and hoisting shafts are hazard. Animals regularly get to close the edge and plummet to the hereafter. They also pose a danger to curious people. The mining companies typical filled them in with abundant waste rock or even cover them up with the dumps from an open pit mine. Then they are forgotten about. This often only disguises the problem. Most shafts and raises are plugged with timber so only upper part becomes filled. As the timber plug begins to rot the shaft caves back open providing a hazardous surprise.

XV-XVII Truck Haulage Pit

In the late 1940s, interest began to develop in another open pit. There was still a considerable amount of copper ore in the porphyry and there was at least one section of the block cave that never caved. In 1950 the new pit began. This time large trucks with 25 up to 65-ton capacity were to be used. These bright orange beasts moved slowly crawled up and down the ramps to and from 9 yard and electric shovels. These prehistoric-like machines scooped up broken rock and dropped into their beds. Small regular pickup trucks with geologist engineers and bosses scurried like tiny insects, ever wary and avoiding getting close to the gigantic moving equipment. Rotary drills drilled blast holes and water trucks sprayed water along the working areas.

The engineers tried to always keep an old underground raise in a low point of the pit. Although, the raise would be caved or filled with broken rock from the open pit mining they used it to drain water out of the pit and into the underground mine for pumping. Old mine workings were often problematic. They were often surrounded by ore
minable by the pit, but they were filled with timber, track ties, old rails and even mine cars. All these could damage the machines in the concentrator. Even a piece of a broken drill steel could cause havoc in a crusher. Magnets removed most steel, but men carefully watched the conveyor belts removing the splintered timbers and rusted steel. When the Dividend Top slice was mined thru, the material was shipped straight to the waste dumps. It was a mass of matted broken timber. On the top edges there were observation towers one on the southern wall of the pit and the other high up on the remains of Sacramento Hill. Here men could radio the truck drivers to get them to shovels in need of dump trucks. The southern observation point was used also as a viewpoint for important company guests here rest a bright orange dump truck with its bed lifted for dumping on display.

XVIII – XIX abandoned pit

For a time, little changes in an abandoned pit. Slowly, the freshly broken rock walls pale in color begin to oxidized producing rich reds, yellows, blacks and seasonally blue-greens produced by copper sulfates growing in damp areas. A strong sulfur odor permeates the air, a product of oxidation. The sturdy benches begin to erode and fail. Many benches completely disappear under the force of the natural elements. An abandoned steam shovel is slowly buried along with its extra buckets. Roads and rail beds are deeply cut by gullies created by flowing rain water Puddles and small ponds of red-black acid water settled in the low points. The scattered scrap steel grows a heavy flaking rust and soon disappeared into nothing. Old stopes and crosscuts struck the pit and once hidden by muck pushed into them by the shovels digging erode open. The pit is truly dead. Beyond the highest benches even small bushes and grasses find the rocky often acidic soil untenable and refuse to grow. Without plant life there are no animals. It is a vast hole of emptiness
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**The Mineralogy of Bisbee, Arizona: Volume 1 Geology & Mineralogy**
by Richard William Graeme III (Author), Douglas Leonard Graeme (Author), Richard William Graeme IV (Author)
This volume examines the geology and mineralogy of the over 300 different mineral species that were largely created as a result of the formation of copper ore bodies. Special attention is given to the development of minerals in clay environments such as azurite, cuprite, and associated rare species. A close look at post-mining, fluorescent, and turquoise is included.

**The Mineralogy of Bisbee, Arizona: Volume 2**
by Richard W. Graeme III (Author), Douglas L. Graeme (Author), Richard W. Graeme IV (Author)
Bisbee has produced tens of thousands of beautiful mineral specimens prized by collectors and institutions. Although, the mines are best remembered for producing rich glassy blue azurite, and velvety green malachite over 330 different mineral species have been identified from the mines. Bisbee is one of the most mineralogically diverse locations on Earth. Volume 2 is the descriptive mineralogy in which brief descriptions of the forms and locations in which these 330 minerals have been discovered at Bisbee.

**Forgotten Caves of Bisbee, Arizona: A Review of the History and Genesis of These Unique Features**
by Richard William Graeme III, Richard William Graeme IV, Douglas L. Graeme
These caverns were more than the typical calcite and aragonite filled openings stained by iron and manganese oxides. These caverns contained substantial amounts of malachite, azurite, rosasite and even cuprite. As a result, the caverns were at times the formations were colored in deep greens and blues. It was learned that these caves formed as the result of the supergene (oxidation) alteration of sulfides. The book begins with the history of local cave discoveries and then becomes more technical as it examines the speleology and mineralogy.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE POST MINING MINERALS FOUND AT BISBEE, ARIZONA
BY RICHARD WILLIAM GRAEME III (AUTHOR), DOUGLAS L GRAEME RICHARD W GRAEME IV
The subject of Bisbee’s post-mining mineralogy has rarely been studied. This work examines the growth and mineral species that grew after the mine workings were developed. Many of these often-fragile species are unstable outside the mine atmosphere and color illustrations are provided of them in situ.

7--- BELLS: MINE SAFETY & ACCIDENTS AT BISBEE, ARIZONA
SECOND EDITION
BY RICHARD WILLIAM GRAEME IV (AUTHOR)
Underground mining can be a treacherous profession. In the 98 years of mining at Bisbee, Arizona over 350 miners were killed and thousands injured. The Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company developed an enlightened mine safety program in the Southwest. Under a united vision miner, their families and the mining company created a lasting and successful safe working environment.

WHISPERS OF THE UNDERWORLD: BISEE’S RED-LIGHT DISTRICT
BY RICHARD WILLIAM GRAEME IV (AUTHOR)
Truly, remembered only as a faint whisper of history. The brightly, burning, red-light district at Bisbee, Arizona operated legally until December 10, 1917. This revealing history was developed from court documents, coroner’s reports, hospital records and other primary source documents. It is well illustrated, with historical photos of Bisbee intermingled with period French postcards to capture the essence of the district of sins. Includes over 100 illustrations.
Check out!

https://www.bisbeeminingandminerals.com
The mining terms, as used at Bisbee, during its near-century of operation, are based in the richness of merging cultures from other mining regions in the U.S. with those of Europe and nearby Mexico. Many of the terms that evolved in the mines here are descriptive and simple, while others are seemingly unrelated, if not confusing.

This was the language of a Bisbee miner, a tongue native to none, but common to all. Herein are many of the words and phrases used by those who chose to labor in this dimly lit world. Soon, all too soon, the men who spoke this language of mining at Bisbee will all be gone. The intent of this work is to preserve something of this tongue before it is lost forever.

**Back Cover:** A train of “H” cars in the main haulage way (30 crosscut) on the 3rd level of the Southwest Mine.